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Russia's Bank Otkritie nearly went bust in 2017 and was taken over by the central bank and bailed out. Currently, banks in Russia are making record profits.
The regulator is looking to unload the bank or list it to bring the banking sector clean up process to an end.

Bank Otkritie makes comeback with
record profits, looks for buyer
Ben Aris in Berlin, Cameron Jones in London

B

ank Otkritie reported record profits on August 10 with
the Central Bank of Russia starting to actively look for
a strategic buyer of a controlling stake in the lender.

However, the bank itself is aiming for an IPO in 2022, to
capitalise on the current window of enthusiasm for Russian
stocks, according to bne IntelliNews sources close to Otkritie.
There has been a string of successful billion-dollar Russian
IPOs in the past year as international markets are awash with
liquidity and western stock markets are already at all-time
highs, leaving little upside for investors.
“The CBR has announced it is looking for a buyer, but it's more
likely to IPO given the current market environment,” a source
close to the bank told bne IntelliNews.
The RTS has already returned circa 20% year to date, but the
bulk of portfolio investment has gone into the financial sector
– widely used as a proxy by investors looking to invest into
Russia’s economic recovery – and the sector’s shares were up
a whopping 57% YTD as of August 10.
The CBR took over Otkritie during the “Garden ring banking
crisis” when a series of Russia’s biggest commercial banks ran
into trouble and nearly collapsed as part of the regulator’s
attempts to clean up the sector.
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The central bank recapitalised them and quickly returned
stability to the sector, which came close to a systemic
meltdown, but the regulator took the unusual decision to take
the banks onto its own balance sheet, though, awkwardly, it is
in the position of being both a bank owner and the regulator
of the banking sector. The CBR remains keen to unload these

“The CBR has announced it is looking
for a buyer for Otkritie, but it's more
likely to IPO given the current market
environment”
banks and announced last week that it was actively looking
for a buyer for Otkritie.
The former owners and state firms are barred from
participating in the bank’s privatisation. In theory, the bank
should be easy to sell or list as it has been performing well,
with the sector as a whole posting the best profits in five years
and Russia’s banking titans Sber and VTB both registering
record profits in the past month.
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Highest in history
Chairman of the management board of Bank Otkritie Mikhail
Zadornov said: “For the first six months of 2021, Otkritie
reported a net profit of RUB38bn – the highest half-year result
in the Group’s recent history. The Group’s return on tangible
equity (ROTE) for the period stood at 19%.”
Citing improvements in operating efficiency, Zadornov went
on to say “These results were achieved thanks to growth of
Otkritie’s core banking income, which increased by 39% y/y
and accounted for more than 70% of operating income. The
results were also positively impacted by a reduction in the cost
of risk, as well as continued stability in the quality of the loan
portfolio and high loan loss provision coverage.”
Bank Otkritie has returned strongly since its 2017 collapse and
subsequent bailout by the central bank, cleaning up its balance
sheet by ridding itself of toxic assets.
The bank’s profit of RUB38bn ($282mn) for the first half of
this year is an increase of 2.6x y/y. Return on tangible equity
(ROTE), rose from 8.3% for 1H20 to 18.9% in 1H21 driven
by rapid growth of regular banking income.
The group’s revenue (operating income before impairment
of assets) for 1H21 increased to RUB100bn, up by 23% y/y.
Operating expenses grew by 6%, resulting in a reduction of
the cost-to-income ratio (CIR) from 59% in 1H 2020 to 51%
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in 1H21. In addition to rising costs, the cost of risk (COR)
was 0.5% for 1H21, a significant decrease y/y from 1.6%
in 1H 2020.
According to the bank’s own balance sheet, the Group’s total
assets grew by 6% and reached RUB3,684bn as of June 30,
2021, with working assets comprising RUB2,552bn, or 69%
of the total, the bank said in a statement.
The gross loan portfolio grew by 11% to RUB1,900bn as of
June 30, 2021, mainly due to significant growth of lending
to individuals and SMEs.
The group increased its volume of loans granted to SME
borrowers in 1H 2021, growing by 65% year-on-year to
RUB81bn. The number of active SME customers of Otkritie
bank and Tochka bank reached 528,000 as of June 30, 2021.
Customer deposits and accounts are the core source of the
group’s funding structure, accounting for 66% of total liabilities
or RUB2,086bn as of June 30, 2021, up by 6% in 1H 2021.
The total capital adequacy ratio (Basel III) as of June 30, 2021,
amounted to 14.5% (15.3% as of December 31, 2020) due to
continuing growth of the group’s business and risk weighted
assets (RWA). RWA and regulatory capital grew by 10% and
4% to RUB 3.1 trillion and RUB452bn as of June 30, 2021, the
bank reported.

Yukos shareholders
claim $5bn appeal
award from Russia
bne IntelliNews

A former Yukos building in Moscow.

T

cases in Dutch courts. Yukos Capital claims that loans issued
to Yukos and its subsidiaries had not been repaid after the
bankruptcy and the liquidation of the private oil major.

he Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague has
awarded Yukos Capital $5bn in compensation in its
case against Russia, including interest and legal
costs, RBC business portal reported on July 29 citing an
announcement from the shareholders of the dismantled
Russian oil giant Yukos.
Reportedly, the case concerns the loans between Yukos Capital
and Yukos, and is separate from the over $50bn case being
pursued by former shareholders of Yukos, a more than decadeold legal battle followed by bne IntelliNews.
Initially Yukos Capital claimed $13bn in damages in the
"second wave" of cases against Russia that followed the first

Yukos was once Russia’s biggest oil producer and briefly
its most valuable company, having accumulated a number
of major Siberian oilfields during privatisation deals in
the 1990s, including the controversial loans-for-shares
scheme. The company’s fortunes changed in 2003, when
the government accused it of owing $27bn in back taxes.
In October of that year its owner Mikhail Khodorkovsky,
once Russia’s richest man, was arrested on charges of fraud
and put in prison.
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Moscow is widely seen as having instigated Yukos’ downfall
in order to reassert its control over the oil industry.
Specifically, the Kremlin objected to Khodorkovsky’s plans
to build a privately owned oil pipeline from Siberia to
northern China that the state considered the prerogative
of the government and foreign policy. Khodorkovsky
was also accused of bribing many deputies in the Duma
and Federation council to give him influence over the
political process.
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The Permanent Court of Arbitration of The Hague in 2014
concluded that the Kremlin had staged a co-ordinated attack on
Yukos in order to bring its assets back under state control, and
ordered Russia to pay $50bn in compensation to shareholders.
Two years later, the District Court of The Hague overturned
this ruling, claiming the arbitration judges had no jurisdiction
in the case, as Russia had never ratified the Energy Charter
Treaty protecting international investment.

Farming was Ukraine’s most profitable business
in 2020, outlook for this year is excellent too
bne IntelliNews

F

arming was the most profitable economic activity in
Ukraine last year, earning $3bn for producers, according
to the National Scientific centre Institute of Agrarian
Economics, UBN reported on August 12.
Eight out of ten (83%) of Ukraine’s farms made a profit while only
17% lost money. The profits were despite a drought that reduced
crop yields, but shortages caused by the pandemic pushed prices
higher that more than compensated for the reduction in volumes.
And 2020 follows on from the record breaking year in 2019 of
bummer crops when profits were 13% higher, coming in at an
all time high of $3.4bn.
The outlook for this year is also very good as another bumper
crop is expected at a time when grain prices remain elevated,
due to the ongoing pandemic that has pushed food prices up
around the world.
“Phenomenal yields” are pushing Ukraine’s wheat harvest to
an all time record this summer, the Canada-based Western
Producer news site reports as cited by UBN.
Russia’s Ministry of Agriculture forecasts the grain harvest at
127.4mnt for this year – the third largest harvest in Russian
history, which is nevertheless less than last year's 133.5mnt.
Kazakhstan’s production is also expected to fall modestly
to 12mn tonnes. In contrast, Grain Trade Ukraine predicts
Ukraine’s yield to increase by 11% year-on-year.
“With the flood of grain coming off the fields, Ukraine’s silos
will start bursting at their welds next month. Ukraine’s privately
run farms are doing fine. Ukraine’s privately run ports are
doing fine. In between, the creaking state railroad creates
a big bottleneck between the farm gate and the port gate.
The solution is to allow private locomotives on state tracks –
a practice followed by all of Ukraine’s EU neighbours. In
addition, cargo rates have to be raised to regional levels. At
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present, several well-known oligarchs are beggaring the public
railroad for private gain,” UBN editor Jim Brooke said in a note.
In a turnaround, Ukraine’s food exports to the EU are up 10%
y/y, to $3.7bn, for the first seven months of this year, reports
the Ukrainian Agribusiness Club. Last year, Ukraine’s good
exports to the EU dropped by 11%, compared to 2019. So far
this year, Ukraine has used up five quotas for duty-free exports
of food to the EU: honey, cereals and flour, processed starch,
processed tomatoes, grape and apple juice. For the first three
quarters of the year, quotas have been used for eggs and poultry.
Grain has become a welcome and important source of forex
earnings for Ukraine as exports have surged in recent years
and are expected to reach record levels this year as well.
After a 21% drop in grain exports last year, Ukraine now
expects a 25% rebound in the grain exports for the current
marketing year that started in July. With exports expected to
reach 56mn tons over the coming year, Ukraine will return
to the record year of 2019/2020, when 56.7mn tonnes were
exported, predicted the Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food.
Last summer’s drought, provoked declines of Ukraine’s top three
grain exports: corn, down 24%, to 23mn tonnes; wheat, down
19% to 16.4mn tonnes; barley, down 17%, to 4.2mn tonnes.
Ukraine grain production, exports mn tonnes
in the agricultural marketing year July-June
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Romania set to increase wheat exports as
harvest reaches 14-year high
bne IntelliNews

R

omania harvested 11.3mn tonnes of wheat so far this
year, with 99% of the crop already harvested, according
to data from the agriculture ministry.

The figure represents a sharp rebound after drought destroyed
around 40% of the crop last year, dragging the 2020 harvest
down to just 6.4mn tonnes. The previous year, Romania
harvested 10.29mn tonnes of wheat.
The average yield per hectare revived this year to 5.35 tonnes
compared with just 2.99 in 2020 as of August 16.
Average production above the national average of 5,346 kg
per hectare was achieved not only in the west of the country in
the counties of Satu Mare, Timis, Bihor, Arad, but also in the
counties of Olt, Caras Severin, Ialomita. Braila and Botosani,
the ministry said.
Romania typically consumes between 2.5mn and 3mn tonnes
per year (tpy) of wheat, which would free up around 7.0mn
tonnes for export.
Total barley production in 2021 is at a record level of 1.88mn
tonnes and is also the highest since 2007.
The other cereals grown in Romania, which include rye,
triticale, barley, oats, millet and buckwheat, also demonstrated
good yields, bringing total production of cereals to date to over
15mn tpy.

Rapeseed recorded the highest average production per hectare
(3,022 kg / ha) since 2007 in 2021, due to the varieties used,
the application of new technologies and favourable agrometeorological conditions, the ministry statement said.
Romania has also benefited from the Russian decision to
impose export taxes on grain after concerns over rising food
costs and rising inflation. This has enabled Romania to gain
market share in countries like Egypt that usually import large
amounts of Russian grain.
Last week, Egypt’s state grain buyer GASC announced the
purchase of 180,000 tonnes of wheat from Romania and
Ukraine in an international tender. According to GASC,
it will buy 120,000 tonnes of wheat from Romania and
a further 60,000 tonnes from Ukraine.
In July, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) cut its
spring wheat production forecasts for Kazakhstan, Russia and
the US, due to this year’s hot and dry conditions.
Wheat prices have been pushed up this year by concerns over
food prices and a tighter global supply. Droughts have hit
major food producing regions in Eurasia, where Kazakhstan
expects its 2021 grain crop to contract by 24% to 15.3mn
tonnes. Elsewhere in the region, Iran last week conceded
that its wheat harvest this year was going to be so inadequate
that for the first time in five years the country would have to
import wheat.

www.bne.eu
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Kazakhstan bans agro
exports amid drought

Almaz Kumenov for Eurasianet

K

azakhstan has imposed a six-month ban on the
export of livestock fodder as the country continues
to be gripped by a drought precipitated by unusually
extended periods of hot weather.
The policy will grant relief to some parts of the agricultural
sector, but generate frustration among crop growers.
Under the July 26 order from the Agriculture Ministry, hay, oats,
rye and silage will be among the commodities subject to the ban.
For livestock farmers, this may be a case of too little, too late.
Communities in the Mangystau region of western Kazakhstan
sounded the alarm back in May, when the results of a dry
winter and spring started to make themselves felt.
Photos of emaciated horses wandering the tinder-dry pastures
have shocked social media users. Prices for feed have skyrocketed.
Villagers in some regions have reportedly, because of a lack of
funds, been forced to try to feed their animals with anything to
hand, even cardboard. A massive die-off started in June.

Staying put.

Mangystau region alone – an outcome that he laid at the feet
of the agriculture minister, who subsequently resigned.
Acting Agriculture Minister Erbol Karashukeyev has since
visited Mangystau and told local farmers that the government
plans to spend 1.9bn tenge (about $4.5mn) on bringing
down the cost of feed by at least 17%. He also pledged to halt
exports, which has now happened.
It is now feed producers that are grumbling. Kirill Pavlov,
director of a lobby group that helps farmers export
agricultural produce, has come out against the ban.
“Such measures are a stick in the spokes of the agricultural
sector, which is already in a bad shape,” Pavlov told
Eurasianet. “Another ban will hit farmers palpably. Many will
go bankrupt; others will leave the industry.”
Pavlov said that export bans will disrupt trade chains that local
farmers have been building for years.

Zhanibek Kozyk, a civic activist based in the Mangystau
region, told RFE/RL’s Kazakh service, Radio Azattyk, that local
old-timers are in shock and that they say they have never seen
a drought on this scale before.

Kazakhstan has been down this road before. The government last
March announced it was slapping limits on the amount of wheat
it would allow to be exported. The measure was adopted then to
ensure that there were sufficient grain stocks to tide the country
over during a period of coronavirus-related emergency.

It was not till this month that the crisis reached the president’s
agenda. Kassym-Jomart Tokayev told a government meeting
on July 10 that at least 3,000 heads of cattle had died in the

Almaz Kumenov is an Almaty-based journalist.
This article originally appeared on Eurasianet.

Artel becomes first private Uzbek manufacturing
company to obtain credit rating
Alisher Kalandarov in Tashkent

A

rtel Electronics, a home appliance and electronics
manufacturer and one of Uzbekistan’s largest
companies, has received a first-time Fitch rating of ‘B’
with a stable outlook. Artel has thus become the first private
manufacturing company in Uzbekistan to be assigned a rating
from one of the “big three” international rating agencies.
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Fitch praised Artel’s “leading domestic market position”, “expected
strong funds from operation” and “successful and long-term
cooperation” with internationally renowned original equipment
manufacturers. The rating follows a rigorous assessment of the
company’s financial and commercial position, and provides an
independent benchmark of its reliability as a borrower.
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“Recent business reforms in Uzbekistan have enabled
the country’s leading companies to restructure, access
international financing opportunities and explore foreign
markets. Capitalising on this, Artel Electronics has been
successfully revising its existing processes to follow
international best practice in financial reporting and ESG,”
Fitch added.
“This is a really exciting moment for the company, and for
Uzbekistan as a whole; we are one of the first companies to
take advantage of new reforms introduced over the last three
years and receive a credit rating. This is just the start of our
journey, and we look forward to building on this rating and
further improving our position in the months and years to
come,” Kivanc Isik, deputy chairman for business development
and strategy at Artel told bne IntelliNews.
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“We are delighted to have received our first rating from Fitch
today. This moment follows months of hard work by the team
at Artel as we work to align ourselves with the best global
standards of corporate governance. The rating will help us
deepen our cooperation with our partners, access new forms
of financing, and is the natural next step towards entering
international capital markets”, said Bektemir Murodov, CFO
at Artel.
Founded in 2011 with limited product lines, Artel has
grown to produce a wide range of household appliances
and electronics, with over 10,000 employees operating
throughout Uzbekistan. The company currently exports its
products to over 20 countries throughout the CIS and the
Middle East. It is also the regional partner of Samsung and
Viessmann.

Kyrgyz security services
claim enough evidence
to press on with
removal of Centerra
from Kumtor gold mine
Kanat Shaku in Almaty

K

yrgyzstan has gathered enough evidence to move ahead
with the removal of Canada's Centerra Gold from the
country’s Kumtor flagship gold mine, the Kyrgyz state
security service and prosecutors said on August 11.
Kyrgyz authorities are investigating possible corruption
in the deal that gave Toronto-based Centerra control over
the country's biggest gold mine along with subsequent
amendments to the agreement. The state security service now
claims it has established enough facts to press forward with
the authorities’ aim of annulling the deal.
Centerra Gold has previously stated that it considers the seizure of
the mine as unjustified and illegal, while dismissing Kyrgyzstan’s
allegations as false. The company, which has posted a Kumtor
“Myth vs. Fact” section on its website, said this week that it has
recognised a $926mn loss on the change of the mine’s control.
Kumtor was included in Centerra’s discontinued operations.
The Kyrgyz government, which came to power following
political upheaval in Kyrgyzstan seen late last year, seized
control of Kumtor in May in a move challenged by Centerra Gold
via international arbitration. The authorities resurrected several

The battle over the rights and wrongs of the Kumtor gold mine seizure affair
is heating up.

previously settled alleged tax and environmental complaints in
relation to Kumtor gold mine prior to the seizure.
Filed for Chapter 11
Since the seizure of the mine, Centerra’s Kyrgyz subsidiaries
have filed for Chapter 11 protection. Centerra has also sued
the new external manager of the mine, alleging that while he
served as a director, he conspired to steal the asset from the
company. Centerra said at the time, the Kumtor Gold Company
(KGC) and the Kumtor Operating Company were solvent, with
total assets above $1.1bn and no external bank debt.
Reuters quoted Centerra Gold’s spokesperson on August 11 as
saying: "While we continue to pursue all measures necessary
to protect the company’s rights related to the Kumtor mine,
in arbitration and in other legal proceedings, the company
has consistently stated that it remains willing and available to
engage with the Kyrgyz government in a constructive dialogue
on the matters it considers to be the subject of dispute."
The US Bankruptcy Court in late July ruled that the
government of Kyrgyzstan was in contempt of court for
continuing with its local legal action against KGC.
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Da Vinci fund III aims to
deRussify its portfolio
companies and make
them more valuable
Ben Aris in Berlin

D

a Vinci Capital, one of Russia’s biggest private equity
investors, has been helping its portfolio companies
to build up a more international business that will
increase their valuation. Now it has launched a new fund
that invests into companies from the whole Emerging Europe
region, but explicitly avoids Russian companies.
At the same time part of its investment strategy is to take
western companies and bring them into the region to take
advantage of the deep pool of highly talented labour available
that work at much lower cost.
Da Vinci is a veteran of the Eastern Europe investment
business. It played a key role in the capital market reforms
in Russia in 2012 that hooked it up to the international
settlement system and gave investors around the world
direct access to stocks and bonds, making its investors
a bundle in the process.
Now ithas just had a first closing on it Da Vinci Capital III
fund (DVCIII), raising $90mn, and hopes to increase that
to $300mn over subsequent rounds.
With economies around the world bouncing back, western
equity markets overbought but emerging equity markets
starting to recover, the interest amongst investors is palpable.
The German development bank DEG (Deutsche Investitionsund Entwicklungsgesellschaft) is the anchor investors
with $35mn, but it has been joined by the Kazakhstan’s
Kazyna Capital Management (KCM), a fund of private
equity funds to promote the development of the republic,
as well as Samrik-Kazyna, the country’s sovereign wealth
fund, as the core investors in DVCIII’s first round. In
addition there are a number of private investors and funds
and more are expected to come in in the subsequent
funding rounds.
“There are another 22 private investors that have joined and
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other development financial institutions,” says Dennis Fuller
the fund’s managing director in an exclusive interview with
bne IntelliNews.
Russia excluded
The DVCIII fund is targeting growing companies across
Emerging Europe but it specifically excludes Russia.
“It’s mainly the result of the mandates of some of our
development financial institutions investors. For example
the International Financial Corporation (IFC) is one of the
investors and it is not allowed to invest into Russia,” says
Fuller. “But that is not a problem as there are plenty of great
prospects from across the region. We have plenty to do.”

“We are the only independent
stakeholder and we helped to
de-Russify it. When we bought
in about 80% of its business was
Russian, but now its has fallen
to around 60%”
Having development banks in the fund is a boon as it gives
them some measure of political cover and better access to the
government. It also encourages the limited partners (LPs) to
invest as risks are reduced.
“DEG was already a co-investor in our second fund in Ukraine,
but not an LP,” says Fuller. “This time it has come in as an
anchor investor.”
The exclusion of Russia is specific to the third fund, but it was
already a theme in the second Da Vinci Fund. Four years ago it
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bought a 20% stake in Russia based software reseller Softline
that bne IntelliNews recently profiled, and helped the company
move beyond its core Russian market to great effect.
“We are the only independent stakeholder and we helped to
de-Russify it,” says Fuller. “When we bought in about 80% of
its business was Russian, but now its has fallen to around 60%.
We helped them with M&A of international companies and
now it operates in 55 countries. The company is getting ready
for an IPO in October, a dual listing in London and Moscow.”
The de-Russification of DVCIII portfolio companies is both
profitable and strategically appealing to the owners. The fund
is allowed to invest into companies that work with Russia as
long as Russia makes up less than half their business.
“The problem most owners face is they are constrained in their
own markets,” says Fuller. “They may be looking for a strategic
or foreign investor exit, but its not there. Most of the exits are
domestic to domestic and that limits the liquidity available.
We buy a company and help it to become international. If you
lower the share of Russian business you increase the valuation
– even if the Russian business is strong.”
Target countries and tech
The theme of internationalization of companies is a common
thread and for DVCIII it runs in both directions. The fund is
investing about 70% of its capital in Eurasia and helps those
companies build up an international business, but it also
invests about 30% of its capital in western companies that
want to move into the emerging markets.
“Challenger Bank that is based in the UK and wanted to move its
technical production to the Ukraine as it is cheaper,” says Fuller.
“Our investment was to take them there. You know these markets
are difficult to work in and so a company like that needs our help.”
The bank currently has its tech section based in Portugal, but
sees that it can get the same work done at a fraction of the cost
in Ukraine.
While many of the investments are in the tech sector, DVCIII
is not specifically a tech fund. However, thanks to the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic the tech sector has had
a huge fillip and many of the best opportunities are in tech.

“We will look at anything that is transformative. However,
cloud services is where transactions is where its going and that
business is growing exponentially. We want exposure to that,”
says Fuller.
Other related business that DVCIII is looking at investing into
is firewall development ad anti-hacking software, which Fuller
says are also growth sectors.
Another advantage of Eastern Europe tech is there is no
infrastructure gap to bridge. Fuller says that the technicians
in Eastern Europe are as good as, “and probably better,” than
their peers in the West.
Russia remains the powerhouse economy of the region and
already has a sophisticated and rapidly developing tech sector.
As bne IntelliNews reported Russia’s e-commerce is booming.
However, there are plenty of opportunities in other markets
in the region. Fuller highlights Turkey, Kazakhstan, Romania,
Ukraine and Belarus in particular.
“We have no problem building a pipeline. We are looking
to invest $10mn-$20mn and we have some 12 deals in the
pipeline at this level, including in Kazakhstan,” says Fuller.
Kazakhstan has a small population of only 17mn but thanks
to its oil business the per capital income is on a par with
Russia’s and two to three times higher than in the other
countries of Central Asia.
“SME lending in Kazakhstan is taking off and its first
branchless bank is just setting up,” says Fuller of one of
the fund’s investments. “It is a proven business model and
Kazakhstan could become a tech hub for the whole region.”
Another country that DCVIII is investing in is Belarus,
despite the political crisis there. As bne IntelliNews has
reported, Belarus has a large and vibrant IT sector that is
still functioning, albeit under very difficult conditions.
“We are looking selectively at companies, and at a document
authorization software company in Belarus,” says Fuller.
There is also an interesting data art investment in Romania
and the Balkans also has some interesting companies.

“We will look at anything that is transformative.
However, cloud services is where transactions
is where its going and that business is growing
exponentially. We want exposure to that”
Dennis Fulling
Managing Partner at Da Vinci Capital.
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Belarus to get $1bn
as part of the IMF's
$650bn SDR bonanza
Ben Aris in Berlin

T

The IMF didn't even discuss excluding Belarus from its $650bn SDR handout
to emerging markets.

he embattled regime of Belarus' President Alexander
Lukashenko is due to receive the equivalent of $1bn
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as part
of its $650bn Special Drawing Rights (SDR) giveaway that is
designed to help struggling economies from around the world
recover faster from the coronacrisis.

(EFSD). Russia has extended a loan of $1.5bn of which two
tranches have already been paid and another is due in the first
quarter of next year. But the Russian loans are only enough
to stave off defaults and have left the economy dysfunctional;
the budget deficit is believed to be currently running at 30%
of GDP and Lukashenko has little way to finance the gap.

The decision has already caused uproar amongst Belarus’s
opposition supporters who complain the money comes
with no strings attached at all and will simply prop up the
cash-strapped Lukashenko regime that has been put under
enormous pressure by several rounds of punitive sanctions
designed to cut him off from funding.

The SDRs can only be exchanged for actual money with other
governments and it very likely western nations will refuse to
cooperate, but Belarus has enough friends that it should be
able to find someone to exchange the SDRs for dollars.

“This is worrying. Normally SDR goes towards #Belarus’
foreign exchange reserves, which are used to pay the external
debt or support the BY rouble. But there is no way to ensure
that or monitor how these funds will be spent - what if on
repression or supporting the regime?” Katia Gold, a fellow at
CEPA and expert on Belarus, said in a tweet.
SDRs are the currency the IMF uses between its member
states. Each country is assigned SDRs as part of their membership and they can be cashed for dollars, euros and yuan
between member states. The IMF has made a package of SDRs
available and from the middle of August will distribute them
amongst emerging markets in proportion to their allocations
with the fund. In Belarus’ case it is due to receive the equivalent of $1bn.
The country has been cut off from the international capital market by several rounds of sanctions and is desperate for money.
Last year the population withdrew $1.9bn from banks in dollars
– and $1.4bn in August alone when the mass demonstrations
broke out. Belarus’ international reserve assets stood at $7.4bn
on July 1, according to preliminary data from the National Bank
of the Republic of Belarus (NBRB), which is less than the three
months of import cover economists consider the minimum
level to maintain the stability of the national currency.
Russia has become the only source of funds together with the
Russia-led Eurasian Fund for Stabilisation and Development
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“The country has been cut off from
the international capital market
by several rounds of sanctions and
is desperate for money”
“Belarus – looks like the IMF will be bankrolling the Lukashenko regime after all with the USD1bn SDR allocation. Does
the acronym mean Supporting Dodgy Regimes? US might seek
to stall FX conversion but surely Russia will just step to provide
$ swaps,” Tim Ash, senior sovereign strategist at BlueBay Asset
Management, said in a tweet.
Opposition leader Svetlana Tikhanovskaya has been touring
the West over the last year and recently met with US President
Joe Biden and UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who both not
only promised to support the opposition but brought some of
the harshest sanctions yet on August 9, the anniversary of the
disputed presidential election.
The US is the largest contributor to the IMF, which is headquartered in Washington, but the Belarusian government
continues to enjoy a consensus recognition from the fund’s
190 members. And that simple majority is all that is needed for
Belarus to qualify for the SDR dole out, in a decision that was
reached earlier this month.
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On Belarus, “as is always the case, the IMF is guided by the
international community, which continues to deal with the
current government in the country,” fund spokesman Gerry
Rice said on August 12 in emailed comments to Bloomberg.
“Given recent developments, we continue to monitor the situation closely.”
Some regimes like Venezuela and Myanmar will not be eligible
for the SDR hand out as, unlike Belarus, a majority of IMF
members do not recognise their governments. But other
countries that will receive money include China $42bn, Russia
$18bn, Iran $5bn and Ukraine $2.7bn.
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US Treasury officials earlier this year said the US will refrain
from offering to exchange SDRs to dollars for countries which
it sanctions including Russia, China, Iran and Belarus, and will
pressure allies to do the same.
Even if the US declines to provide Belarus with hard currency, the IMF has 31 other nations and institutions who have
entered into voluntary trading arrangements to provide cash
in exchange for SDRs, including China.

Belarus’ share of the $650bn is 0.14%, which corresponds to
about $910mn and the pay-out is due to be made on August 23.

It appears that Lukashenko did not expect to receive the IMF
money. A week prior he asked Putin for a billion dollars from the
Eurasian Development Bank to replace the loan that he didn’t
expect to receive from the fund. He said the money is needed to
repay and refinance foreign debt through the beginning of 2022.

Despite the outraged reaction amongst activists Bloomberg
reports that the question of excluding Belarus from the
handouts was not even discussed by IMF members, a person
familiar with the fund’s operations told the newswire.

Despite Lukashenko’s increasing dependence on Putin’s support to remain in power in the face of international isolation,
the Belarusian leader has continued to be a source of frustration for the Russian government.

bne:Tech

First restaurant with
food prepared by
robotic chefs to open
in Zagreb
bne IntelliNews

A

new restaurant, Bots & Pots, where food will be
prepared by GammaChef, a robotic chef capable
of preparing one-pot dishes, will soon be opened in
Zagreb, the Netokracija portal reported.
The GammaChef robot is currently learning from a
professional (human) chef. GammaChef carefully records the
recipes of traditional Dalmatian dishes and converts them into
digital data. After that, the software makes sure that the robot
repeats all the steps in preparing the dish, according to the
instructions of a professional chef.
According to Netokracija, there will be five robots in the Bots
& Pots restaurant, which means they will be able to serve up
to 60 portions per hour. One robot can prepare 12 portions per
hour (three pots of four portions).
Based in the small Croatian town of Mravince, near Split,
GammaChef is was developed entirely in Croatia. Its founders

say the aim is to “modernise and automate commercial
kitchens while uncompromisingly maintaining the quality
of prepared meals.”
“We don’t believe in 3D printing of food and we don’t believe
in magic pills that will replace eating. Yes we believe in digital
recipes but in digital recipes of our grandmas, your friends
or the best chefs that put their love, passion and knowledge
to prepare tasty meals. We believe there are no shortcuts in
cooking, therefore, GammaChef prepares food just like real
people do,” its website said.
The GammaChef project was co-financed by the European
Union from European Structural and Investment Funds
Despite its small size, Croatia has seen the launch of numerous
innovative tech firms, including others in the IT hardware
sector such as Gideon Robots and smart bench company
Include/Steora.
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Russian online product
sales may exceed RUB1
trillion by 2024

Cameron Jones in London

R

ussian e-commerce is booming and grocery delivery is
becoming a key growth driver for the sector. By 2024
the turnover of this business may exceed RUB1 trillion,
according to Infoline. At the same time, the ten largest players
will provide almost 90% of sales. The e-commerce market
is currently very competitive, but it is expected to rapidly
consolidate in the coming years.
Between January and June this year, online product sales
exceeded RUB50bn ($670mn), which is 2.5 times higher than
the same indicator for the previous year. It is expected that by
the end of the year the market turnover will reach RUB400bn,
and by 2024 – RUB1.1 trillion. The share of grocery businesses
in the e-commerce market as a whole will increase from 5.3%
to 18.8%, The Bell reports.
The coronavirus pandemic has obviously become the catalyst
for the development of online grocery trading in 2020, and
one of the key results has been an increase in consumer
confidence, Infoline said. Over the past year, the audience
of active clients has grown by more than 40%, up to 60mn

“The coronavirus pandemic has
obviously become the catalyst for
the development of online grocery
trading in 2020, and one of the key
results has been an increase in
consumer confidence”
people, analysts calculated. According to the agency's general
director Ivan Fedyakov, companies continue to actively
invest in expansion into regions, some of which show results
comparable to Moscow.
About 87% of all orders today fall on the ten largest players
(a year earlier it was 80%). According to the results of the
first half of the year, X5 Group (Perekrestok.Vprok and
express delivery services) remained the market leader,
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E-commerce is booming and dominated by the top ten players, but the sector is
already starting to consolidate.

Sbermarket took the second place, and VkusVill took the
third place. Y/y online turnover of companies grew by 64.4%,
233% and 437%, respectively. Among all these companies,
VkusVill showed the highest growth – 437% y/y and stormed

“VkusVill showed the highest growth
– 437% y/y and stormed straight into
third place, only behind giants X5
and Sber respectively”
straight into third place, only behind giants X5 and Sber
respectively. These results are even more impressive when
consider that VkusVill had close to zero e-commerce presence
last year. The top five also included Samokat, its sales
increased by 419%, and Yandex.Lavka – by 244%.
Yandex agreed that over the past year, fast moving consumer
good (FMCG) have been the engines of e-commerce growth.
In the second quarter of 2021, FMCG took the largest share
of 39% in the e-commerce company, overtaking even
electronics (33%).
The top ten grocery operators, according to Infoline, also
included Ozon (98% y/y growth), Wildberries (+ 147%),
Utkonos (17%), Lenta and iGoods (a 25% drop in turnover).
The appearance of new major players should not be expected,
says the CEO of Infoline: the level of market consolidation may
already be extreme.
Nielsen warns that as in the experience of other countries,
online retailers in Russia will have a very difficult time reaching
double-digit market share in the next two years. Despite the
impressive results of last year in the UK, the FMGG online
market share was fixed at 12%, in France – 10%, in Spain –
3%, Alexander Shurkaev, head of online trading at NielsenIQ
Russia, told Kommersant, as cited by The Bell. Regional
expansion of services, development of assortment, including
the fresh category, and the launch of alcohol delivery can push
the further development of this area, he said.
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Belarus' IT sector continues downward spiral
bne IntelliNews

A

lmost one year after heavy political crackdowns began
in Belarus, its IT industry, which used to be compared
to Silicon Valley, faces extremely uncertain prospects.

Just recently, Belarus' IT industry boasted over 1,000
ambitious and vibrant startups, presenting just about the
only bright spot in a struggling economy that had seen little
improvement since the Soviet era.
However, brutal police attacks on protesters following last
August's presidential election, which is widely believed to be
rigged in favour of incumbent Alexander Lukashenko, and the
ensuing Western sanctions prompted numerous IT professionals
and entire companies to pack up and leave Belarus.
Incidentally, a major boost for Belarus' IT industry came from
Lukashenko's later foe, Valery Tsepkalo, who founded Hi-Tech
Park in Minsk back in 2005 with a $300,000 government loan.
In later years, Hi-Tech Park grew to host more than 1,000 firms
with 71,000 employees, responsible for annual exports worth
$2.7bn. In addition, it sponsored the creation of 85 IT labs in
Belarusian universities.
Last year, Tsepkalo announced a presidential bid, was banned
from the race and eventually fled the country.
Since last August, dozens of major Belarusian IT companies
and industry professionals have relocated to Ukraine, Poland,
Lithuania and Latvia, taking advantage of fast-tracked visas or
financial packages offered by those countries.
Over 3,000 Belarusian tech professionals have applied
to Ukraine's Ministry of Digital Transformation since
last summer, requesting permits to work in Ukraine. The
Belarusian Crisis Centre in Lviv, Ukraine, says around 80% of
Belarusian settling in Lviv are IT specialists, while others have
been heading to Ukraine's capital Kyiv.

"We realised that we could be next, so me and my co-founders
had to escape and leave the country really fast," he added.
"We are now in exile from Belarus. We cannot go back."
Shkor moved to Poland last year after his friend, Alexei
Korotkov, head of artificial intelligence start-up MakeML,
was jailed. Both had taken part in the huge demonstrations
against Lukashenko, protesting against the outcome of the
rigged election.
The tech brain drain from Belarus has been noticeable
since the police attacks on protesters last August, but it
has apparently sped up this summer, according to Andrey
Stryzhak, who helped create the BYSOL Foundation, which
raises funds for victims of repression in Belarus.
Before last year's presidential election, there were hopes that
the rising global prominence of Belarus' IT industry could
gradually lead to the opening up of the country's statedominated economy.
Indeed, some established players in the global IT industry,
including EPAM, Wargaming, Flo Health and Synesis Group,
bought by Japan’s Rakuten for $900mn in 2014, come from
Belarus.
But those hopes were crushed last summer, and the tech
exodus from Belarus continues.
In June, Dmitry Gurski, co-founder of Flo Health, a popular
women health app with more than 170mn downloads,
announced that he had moved to London. His company also
set up an office in Lithuania.
"The current situation in Belarus accelerated this process,"
Gurski told Lithuanian media.

In 2020 alone, the Polish Investment and Trade Agency
supported more than 4,000 visas for Belarusian IT workers.
The agency says that 30 Belarusian IT firms have established
Polish offices with 1,800 employees and investments of
$76.8mn.
Lithuania has seen over 40 Belarusian companies relocate to
its territory. Meanwhile, Belarusian firms plan to move more
than 2,000 IT specialists and their families to Lithuania.
"Most of the founders I know left already," Alex Shkor, the
founder of the blockchain company DEIP, was quoted as saying
by the Washington Post.
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EU takes carbon pricing
initiative with CBAM

bne IntelliNews

Unipro's Surgutskaya GRES-2 in Russia.

T

from this, which could reach €10bn per year, would fund the
CBAM system, with the rest being swallowed up by the EU’s
general budget.

he EU on 14 July unveiled the details of its proposed
Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), which
aims to protect EU CO2 emitters from carbon leakage
by making exporters to the EU market pay for the CO2 they
produce.
Forming part of the wide-ranging Fit for 55 package, which
refers to the EU’s 55% target for EU reductions by 2030, CBAM
will effectively require non-EU producers of steel, electricity,
cement, chemicals and fertiliser to buy carbon allowances
using a system based on the existing EU Emissions Trading
System (ETS).
The CBAM is supported by some EU member states and by
green think-tanks. Many carbon-intensive industries are also
supportive, providing they continue to receive free allocations
of EU allowances.
The CBAM is most vulnerable to legal challenge on trade
grounds, as it could fail to meet WTO rules. Brussels itself
insists that it complies with the WTO. It could also cause
trouble during global climate trade talks, such as COP26 in
Glasgow in November.
Less developed countries, which could face being left behind
in the campaign to reduce emissions, could also feel the
negative effects of the CBAM as they become less competitive
with their EU rivals.

The scheme allows free allocations of allowances at first,
which would gradually fall by 10% per year, to be replaced by
the same proportion of CBAM allowances.
The reporting system should be in place by 2023, with
financial payments beginning in 2026.
This replacement process would extend until 2036, the end
of the CBAM phasing in period, when the mechanism would
cover 100% of embedded emissions.
However, if an exporter into the EU can show that it has
already paid for the carbon embedded in its products in
another country, that cost would be deducted from the CBAM
levy paid by the EU importer. This aims to avoid breaking
WTO rules against double taxation, which prevent importers
paying twice for the same emissions.
Other Fit for 55 measures
The Fit for 55 package also reforms the EU ETS system,
most notably by nearly doubling the rate at which the EU
ETS emissions cap declines year by year, the so-called linear
reduction factor (LRF), from 2.2% to 4.2%. The EU said that
the faster 4.2% rate was needed to meet its 55% reduction
target for 2030.

The Fit for 55 package fleshes out the details of meeting the
aspirations of the EU Green Deal, which was first published
in December 2019 and first set the 55% target.

The EU said that with the current 2.2% rate, the system would
deliver a 51% emissions reduction by 2030, relative to 2005 levels.

CBAM
The CBAM would work by requiring EU importers of non-EU iron,
steel, aluminium, cement, fertilisers and electricity to pay for
the carbon emissions embedded in those products from 2026.

However, an economy-wide reduction target of 55%, relative
to 1990, the key Fit for 55 metric, requires a lot more. The
4.2% rate would enable the EU ETS to deliver a 61% emissions
reduction by 2030, relative to 2005, the EU said.

Together, these sectors account for 45% of emissions from
sectors at potential risk of carbon leakage, the EU said.

The ETS will also be extended to half of international shipping
to and from the EU, as well as all intra-EU maritime travel, and
free allowances for intra-EU flights will be phased out.

Importers would buy a CBAM certificate for each tonne of
embedded carbon dioxide, with the price linked to the EU ETS
price, which is currently at a high of €50 per tonne. Revenues
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Also, road transport and buildings will have their own parallel
EU ETS scheme from 2026, which will involve distributors of
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heating and transport fuels, rather than individual car drivers
or building owners. It will aim to reduce emissions by 43% by
2030, with a 2005 benchmark.

The European steel industry would need to invest €144bn by 2050
in new technology to meet Fit for 55 targets, threatening to raise
steel production costs and prices by 35-100%, EUROFER forecast.

In terms of funding, the EU will double the budget of its EU
Innovation Fund to €50bn per year between now and 2030.

The renewable energy sector has welcomed the new
proposals, as demand for cleaner wind, solar and geothermal
energy will increase.

Brussels will also ban sales of new fossil-fuel cars after 2035
and provide social support for EU citizens affected by the
green transition.
Free allowances
Looking ahead, the allocation of free allowances, so crucial to
many emissions producers’ conditional support for CBAM, will
remain controversial.
Opponents, mainly in the green lobby, are worried free
allowances will hold back decarbonisation.
“The CBAM proposal released today sends a strong signal
about the EU’s intention to transform heavy industry in the
EU and abroad in the shift to net zero. But there are still lots
of details to fix if that intention is going to be turned into

“The CBAM proposal released today
sends a strong signal about the EU’s
intention to transform heavy industry
in the EU and abroad in the shift to
net zero”
reality. We need a faster phase-out of free allowances to
boost incentives for industrial decarbonisation and, crucially,
targeted support to help developing countries invest in cleaner
technology,” Johanna Lehne, senior policy advisor, Industry &
Trade at E3G, a climate change think-tank, said.
The sheer complexity of both CBAM and the wider Fit for 55
package means that the potential for greenwashing, which can
be defined as creative emissions accounting rather than real
emissions reductions, will increase, noted Bellona, a non-profit
entity that fights climate change.
On the other hand, Europe’s heavy industry warned of
increased costs, even though they broadly agree with the need
to reduce emissions.
The European Steel Association (EUROFER) said that it could
put €50bn of current European investment projects in danger.
“The Fit for 55 EU ETS/CBAM proposal to remove financial
resources through the post-2026 phase-out of free allocation
– in favour of an untested and incomplete CBAM – risks
hindering, rather than incentivising, low-carbon investment,”
EUROFER said in statement.

European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen said
that Europe’s 2030 renewable energy target would rise from
32% to 40% of final power demand as part of amendments to
the Renewable Energy Directive.
“The European Commission’s proposed 40% renewables target
would correspond to 660 GW of solar power installed by 2030,
amounting to 58 GW installed each year, a huge number, driven
by the versatility of solar and record-breaking cost reductions,”
said Walburga Hemetsberger, CEO of SolarPower Europe.
Exporters
Meanwhile, exporters into the EU are already counting the
cost and doubting the legality of the CBAM.
China has said that measures would expand climate issues
into trade in violation of international principles and hurt
prospects for economic growth, Reuters reported.
The Russian government has estimated that the country’s
exporters to the EU could face costs of up to $7.6bn per year.
However, the CBAM rules allow any carbon payments made
in the exporter's home country to be offset against CBAM
payments. This could help encourage the development of
carbon regulations and a carbon price in Russia.
Also, the fact that the scheme will only be up and running
from 2026 means that industry in countries such as Turkey,
Ukraine and Russia have some time to become greener by
investing in new cleaner technology.
Meanwhile, Turkey, Russia and China, which stand to be
hit the most by the CBAM as they are major exporters of the
most vulnerable products, are the most likely countries to
take legal action.
They could dispute the measure as anti-competitive in the
World Trade Organization (WTO). However, the EU has been
careful to avoid double taxation and discrimination against
exporters into the EU and is confident that it would stand up
to any test by the WTO.
Paolo Gentiloni, the EU’s Economy Commissioner, stressed:
“CBAM as we call it is not a tax, it’s an environmental measure.”
“We are also ready to try to find the balance between our
ambition, and the necessity of global co-operation, because
you need ambition but also global co-operation to have results
from this point of view,” said Gentiloni.
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Costs for industry
By 2030, the CBAM could affect imports into the EU of up to
€58.3bn, Fitch Ratings said.

Meanwhile, Ukrainian steelmakers need to invest $25bn in
order to meet the EU’s new low carbon standards, according
to GMK Centre.

For Russia, Fitch noted that higher costs are inevitable.
However, the country’s steel and aluminium sectors have low
production costs, according to the CRU steel price index, and
will be able to absorb higher costs.

Political initiative
Indeed, the whole CBAM issue could prove to be “a diplomatic
tightrope,” according to the European Council on Foreign
Relations (ECFR), a think-tank.

NLMK will be most affected by the CBAM because of its
significant exports into the EU. Fitch said.

The EU is taking the global initiative on climate change
by putting in place rules that other countries must follow,
although any weaknesses in the CBAM systems and the wider
Fit for 55 packages could threaten to undermine Brussel’s
climate leadership.

Severstal and Metalloinvest also have sizeable EU exposure,
while EVRAZ and MMK will be the least affected.
Aluminium producer Rusal has announced a demerger of its
high-carbon assets. It will continue to export into the EU lowcarbon aluminium produced using hydropower, thus avoiding
material CBAM payments.
In the fertiliser sector, Fitch said northern African and Russian
fertiliser producers will be exposed to the CBAM as the largest
exporters to the EU.
Russia’s PhosAgro and EuroChem sell just over a quarter, and
Morocco’s OCP about 20%, of their production in the EU.

“Diplomatic tact and attention to detail will be critical in
preventing the CBAM from undermining the EU,” said Alex
Clark, a visiting fellow at the ECFR.
The CBAM is a start, and an innovative one at that, to extend
the price of carbon into more areas of industry. While ultimately
it will be the consumer that may well have to absorb higher
costs, the EU wants a carbon price to simulate investment in
greener technology and more vigorous efforts in reducing
carbon emissions.

Last chance to cut
emissions and save
the climate

Richard Lockhart in Edinburgh

T

he UN has said in its strongest statement yet that human
influence is unequivocally responsible for creating
climate change, with only immediate, rapid and largescale reductions in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
emissions able to limit global warming to 1.5°C this century.
Scientists at the UN International Panel on Climate Change
(UN IPCC), said in their latest report that the rapid changes in
the atmosphere, ocean and biosphere that had occurred were
unprecedented over a period of many thousands of years, and
that the world was is now seeing the results of human-induced
climate change.
Efforts to date to mitigate climate change or reduce emissions
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Changing by the artist Alisa Singer

of carbon dioxide have been too little and too late. The UN
said that there was now stronger and stronger evidence
for human responsibility for increasing global warming,
which are directly causing changes in the climate system,
such as heatwaves, heavy rainfall, droughts and tropical
cyclones.
It warned that these changes are irreversible for centuries
to millennia, especially changes to the ocean, ice sheets and
global sea levels.
The report shows that emissions of greenhouse gases from
human activities are responsible for approximately 1.1°C of
warming since 1850-1900, and finds that averaged over the
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next 20 years, the global temperature is expected to reach or
exceed 1.5°C of warming.
“This report reflects extraordinary efforts under exceptional
circumstances,” said Hoesung Lee, chair of the IPCC. “The
innovations in this report, and advances in climate science
that it reflects, provide an invaluable input into climate
negotiations and decision-making.”
Limiting future climate change
The report was blunt in stressing that the current science now
requires limiting cumulative CO2 emissions to at a minimum
of net zero as quickly as possible if global warming is to be
limited to 1.5°C or even 2°C this century.
Otherwise, temperatures will continue to increase, directly
causing changes to the climate system that will become faster
and more catastrophic at the century progresses.
“Stabilising the climate will require strong, rapid, and sustained
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and reaching net zero

“The IPCC report warned that many
changes are irreversible and that
any efforts at mitigations have
come too late”
CO2 emissions. Limiting other greenhouse gases and air pollutants,
especially methane, could have benefits both for health and the
climate,” said IPCC Working Group I co-chair Panmao Zhai.
Yet the report said that while efforts to reach net zero in the
coming decades could reduce the intensity of climate change
and the frequency of natural disasters, such as heatwaves,
droughts and the reduction in Arctic Sea Ice, it warned
that many changes are irreversible and that any efforts at
mitigations have come too late.
Indeed, all that can be done now is limit future global
warming, while accepting that the climate change that
takes place is irreversible.
For example, the report said that reducing greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions quickly could lead within years to
discernible reductions in GHG and aerosol concentrations
and air quality.
This could mean that the rising trends for global surface
temperatures could change discernibly within 20 years.
Put simply, it will take 20 years for major reductions in emissions
to make any inroads into global warming and for temperatures
to stabilise, so difficult will it be to push global temperatures
away from their current upward trends.
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Europe
The report gives detailed regional predictions for climate
change and global warming. For Europe the report is highly
confident that temperatures will rise in all European areas at
a rate exceeding global mean temperature changes.
In Eastern Europe, which mainly includes Russia, the report
is highly confident that there will be more ground flooding
if temperatures rise by 2°C , while it has medium confidence
that there will be more river-based flooding and fires if
temperatures rise by 2°C.
In Central Europe, which includes Ukraine, as well as
flooding, there is also a medium chance of drought across the
region if temperatures rise by 2°C.
Cost of carbon
The report gives credence to recent to efforts already proposed
by governments, such as emissions trading schemes, the EU
Green Deal and the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism
(CBAM), to force businesses and industries to reduce
emissions and to pay cash for the CO2 they produce.
The UN’s report, which comes ahead of the COP26 conference
in Glasgow in November 2021, will place CO2 emissions and
how to manage and reduce them at the top of the investment
agendas of polluting industries, such as steel, chemicals,
power generation and fertilisers.
The report will also lead more institutional and equity
investors to limit or even end their investments in dirty sectors
of the economy, such as coal and steel.
“The IPCC’s messages make sobering reading for all financial
decision-makers. Recent shifts towards net-zero, resilient
investment by private sector firms and governments must now be
rapidly accelerated, now that we have an updated understanding
both of the risks involved and of the limited time window to
address them. The financial system must support the economic
transformation that we need, ending finance for outdated
technologies and scaling up investment into future resilience
and prosperity,” said Kate Levick, associate director, sustainable
finance, at E3G, a European climate change think tank.
The report is good news for renewable energy developers and their
investors, as the price of renewable energy projects is in most cases
now lower than fossil fuel generation in most countries worldwide.
As such, the report will make it more urgent for governments
to make deeper commitments to reducing emissions.
UN secretary general António Guterres said this week that
the report required government to improve their Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs), their commitments to
reducing emission in the coming years.
He also said that the report should stimulate further
abandonment of fossil fuels.
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“This report must sound a death knell for coal and fossil
fuels, before they destroy our planet. There must be no new
coal plants built after 2021. OECD countries must phase out
existing coal by 2030, with all others following suit by 2040.
Countries should also end all new fossil fuel exploration and
production, and shift fossil-fuel subsidies into renewable
energy,” he said.
To conclude, the report gives stronger scientific basis for the
causes of global warming and offers some direction on how
to deal with it.
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Perhaps most importantly, this report stresses businesses and
investors cannot ignore climate change and must put it at the
very centre of their investment strategies.
The report argues that reducing emissions as quickly as
possible is the only way out of the climate crisis. For carbonintensive businesses, this means that finding ways to reduce
emissions and to pay for the cost of the carbon they continue
to produce will dictate their revenues, profits and future
investment strategies.

Kazakhstan set to lose
quarter of grain crop
as drought hammers
Eurasia
Kanat Shaku in Almaty & Akin Nazli in Belgrade,
Will Conroy in Prague

K

azakhstan expects its 2021 grain crop to contract by 24%
to 15.3mn tonnes amid the major drought across much
of Eurasia that has hit main grain producing regions.

Acting Agriculture Minister Yerbol Karashokeyev announced
the bad news at a government meeting on August 18.
Months-long dry and hot weather – described by many as the
worst in living memory – has this year seriously undermined
Kazakhstan, the top grain producer in Central Asia. Earlier
this month, The Washington Post and other international
newspapers ran photographs of some of the thousands of
dead horses strewn across arid steppes. The horses perished
without food or water.
Kazakhstan is far from alone in struggling with the
agricultural impact on Eurasia of the deadly heatwave.
Iran, which has lately faced social unrest after inhabitants
in its southwest were left struggling to access water, last
week conceded that its wheat harvest this year would be
so inadequate that for the first time in five years the country
would have to import wheat. Armenia is struggling with
food prices at a generational high partly given the effects
of drought on agricultural output, while drought-hit Turkey
has opened a new barley import tender after the previous
tender was cancelled because of high prices. The US
Department of Agriculture (USDA), meanwhile, has further
cut its 2021/22 wheat production estimate for Turkey to
16.5mn tonnes, down from the 17mn tonnes forecast in
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Months-long droughts have taken heavy tolls on crops across Eurasia.

July, 17.25mn tonnes in May and 18.25mn tonnes in 2020/21.
In Kazakhstan, there is some relief among officials that high
stocks and imports from Russia are set to support Kazakhstan’s
grain supplies in the 2021/22 season, which started on July 1.
Kazakhstan ships grain to neighbouring Central Asian nations
along with Iran, Afghanistan and Black Sea ports.
"Due to the abnormal soil and atmospheric drought, the
condition of grain sowings has deteriorated significantly this
year," Kazakh agriculture minister Karashokeyev said. He
also noted that Kazakh grain stocks currently stood at 3.5mn
tonnes, including 2.8mn tonnes of wheat.
Karashokeyev's predecessor was fired in July after Kazakh
President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev said the agriculture
ministry had failed to tackle the impact of the drought.
The country has so far harvested 1.5mn tonnes of grain from
9.9% of its producing area with the most active phase of the
harvesting expected to kick off in the coming days.
Kazakhstan is expected to export 6.5mn-7mn tonnes of grain,
including flour, this season, according to Prime Minister
Askar Mamin.
The country has exported around 8mn tonnes in the 2020/21
season.
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Russia’s stumbling along in the race
to carbon neutrality
Cameron Jones in London

E

arlier this year Vladimir Putin called for cutting Russia’s
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions to below those of
the European Union as the Kremlin starts to wake up to
the dangers of global warming.
A “first-phase” national plan for preventing climate change
was adopted in 2020, which proposed capping CO2
emissions to 150mn tonnes per year. The July 2021 National
Security Strategy for the first time declared the necessity
of diversifying the Russian economy with low carbon
technologies. However, detailed legislation with specific
steps remains missing and last year’s development strategy
for 2050 with lower emissions is already being reconsidered
as it is recognised it was not ambious enough. Even state
corporations like Rosnano, which is developing green
hydrogen projects, has complained about the government’s
insufficient commitment and lack of support.
In June 2021, the State Duma passed a bill to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. It grants companies the right to buy
“carbon units” that could theoretically bring them government
benefits, but they are required to do nothing more than report
CO2 emissions over 150,000/t per year.
Russia’s plan to develop renewables means qualifying projects
could count on a 12% return of investment from wholesale
customer payments. This led to their share of Russia’s total energy
production rising from nearly zero to 1.3%, although planners
had projected nearly double that growth. With missed deadlines
and underwhelming production, the government reverted to its
favourite tool for influencing markets: levying fines.
September 16, 2021 was supposed to be the selection deadline
for renewable energy projects receiving second-phase state
support through 2035. Renewable power plants are already
facing tough regulation, such as losing 30-80% of revenue
if they miss their production quota within the first year of
operation. They also must deal with domestic production
requirements – or else get fined 75-85% of revenue – while
juggling mandatory exports abroad. They must export at least
5% of their output, and no less than 15% by 2035. Failure
means fines of 10-33% of total revenue. Meanwhile, existing
CO2 emitters are not hit with such fines.
Within three years, the EU’s carbon border adjustment tax
will take effect, with China also pledging to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2060. In July 2021, Beijing launched a carbon
emission trading scheme, demonstrating that China will not
remain a safe market for the world’s coal and oil suppliers. If
Russia doesn’t lower its carbon footprint, high carbon taxes
will make Russian products uncompetitive in foreign markets.

The Ministry of Economic Development estimates that
renewable energy producers will produce 25bn/kwth per year
by 2035. Carbon-intensive industries will produce 145bn/
kwth per year. The government budgeted investments of only
RUB350bn ($4.79bn) for renewable energy after initially
planning for RUB437bn (around $6bn).
Private companies, not government, are driving the formation
of a legal framework for renewable energy. The founders of
Russia’s first industrial wind farm faced the exorbitant cost of
fencing its entire 20 square kilometres perimeter and paving
its internal roads. The legal requirement to do so ran up
a landscaping bill that cost as much as the wind turbines.
Russia also needs foreign players but foreign companies
hesitate to invest significant capital due to the constant threat
of sanctions, a weak judiciary, and a lack of clear rules of the
game. Stephane Zweguintzow, general director of Enel Russia,
stated the company would be willing to invest more in Russia
if the government’s renewable energy support programme
criteria were known in advance.
While Germany will phase out coal by 2038, Russian coal
production increased by 30% from 2008 to 2018. Russia’s
Energy Strategy until 2035 plans to redirect coal toward Asia
rather than curbing production, with half of it planned to feed
domestic power stations.
The roadmap for lessening the coal industry’s effects on
the environment is modernising its technology, rather than
decommissioning it. In the EU’s carbon credit scheme,
companies that emit within the state-mandated quota can sell
their remaining credits to those who exceed their limits, while
the quota constantly decreases. Russia’s skeleton scheme does
not mention quotas.

Russia is becoming increasingly concerned about climate change, but its efforts
to change are half-hearted
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merging European economies
were already facing heavy debt
burdens before the pandemic.
Now they have been placed under
new pressure as they struggle to boost
spending to support their flagging
economies and fund healthcare systems
that are creaking under the weight of all
the coronavirus (COVID-19) patients,
just as tax revenues slump because of
the economic shock of the pandemic.
Four countries were identified back in
2018 as most at risk from debt distress
due to huge loans they took out to
participate in China’s Belt and Road
(BRI) initiative. bne IntelliNews looks at
how those four countries – Kyrgyzstan,
Mongolia, Montenegro and Tajikistan –
have handled the crisis.
These four countries are not alone
in embarking on major infrastructure
projects under the BRI (initially called One
Belt One Road, or OBOR) launched by
Beijing to create a huge web of land and sea
trading routes, primarily from East Asia to
Europe, but also linking in the African and
parts of the Latin American continents.
Emerging Europe plays an important
role in the BRI; the concept was initially
launched by Chinese President Xi Jinping
during a trip to Kazakhstan in 2013.
The Eurasian countries are part of a land
bridge that links China to Europe, but the
BRI also goes on through the Central and
Southeast European states are also part
of the transit routes as well as potential
manufacturing hubs for Central and
Western Europe for Chinese business.
The land bridge also has the added
appeal of being on dry land and so well
away from the sea lanes linking Asia to
Europe, the main route in the transit
of goods, and ultimately controlled by
the powerful US navy. China is playing
a very long game to improve both its
commerce as well as reduces its security
pressure points should it get into a
serious clash with Washington.
Enthusiasm for Chinese investment
on the wane
Following the 2008 international
financial crisis, Chinese firms started

snapping up industrial and commercial
assets in the region, and at the same
time launched transport and energy
infrastructure projects as part of the
BRI. Back in 2012, China launched the
17+1 (now 16+1 after Lithuania pulled
out this year) format for cooperation
with the region.
While many governments in the region
initially welcomed the billions of dollars
flowing from Chinese coffers, especially
during and immediately after the Great
Recession, relations with some have
since soured.
The collapse of conglomerate CEFC
China Energy, which had bought up
numerous companies in the Czech
Republic in particular, caused Prague
to distance itself from Beijing as
enthusiasm for China’s investment drive
began to wane.
More recently, there were reports
of an exodus of Chinese investment
from Russia, which failed to persuade
China to finance construction of some
major transport and energy projects.
Meanwhile, Romania scrapped talks with
China’s nuclear power company CGN in
favour of a group of western companies
for the project to expand its Cernavoda
nuclear power plant. Lithuania took
the strongest stance against China in
2021, when it first pulled out of the
17+1 format, then announced plans to
establish reciprocal diplomatic offices
with Taiwan, causing China to withdraw
its ambassador from Vilnius.
The worsening of relations is partly
a consequence of deals that collapsed
or projects that have progressed too
slowly – even the pro-Chinese Serbian
government rebuked China Machinery
Engineering Corporation (CMEC) for
its work on the Kostolac B power plant
– but it also comes in the context of
China’s struggle for global supremacy
with the US and Washington’s
diplomatic offensive in the region. The
latter has persuaded numerous Central
and Southeast European states to sign
up to a declaration on communications
security effectively barring China’s
Huawei from participating in 5G
infrastructure projects.
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There has also been a volley of reports
and op-eds from US-based think tanks
on debt dependency and other risks
of cooperation with Beijing. China
is rapidly replacing Russia as the
geopolitical bogeyman in the barrage
of invective churned out by the
American Beltway think tank industry.
Beasts of burden
Even viewed through the lens of the
rivalry between the two superpowers,
there are growing and legitimate concerns
about the debt burden placed on some of
the poorer countries in the region.
Back in 2017, a study by the Washingtonbased think tank the Center for Global
Development found that of the 68
countries hosting OBOR-funded
projects, 23 were at risk of debt distress,
and in eight future OBOR-related
financing will “significantly add to
the risk of debt distress”. In addition
to the three Central Asian economies
and Montenegro, the list of eight
also included Djibouti, Laos PDR, the
Maldives and Pakistan, all of which have
been the recipients of large amounts of
funding for infrastructure projects.
This of course was before the pandemic.
The economic dislocation caused
by lockdowns and disrupted supply
chains has put additional pressure on
economies across the Emerging Europe
region, especially on those outside the
European Union, those with a large
tourism sector (like Montenegro) and
those whose finances were shaky in
the first place. Among the countries
identified at risk of debt distress before
the pandemic, Kyrgyzstan, Montenegro
and Tajikistan have all sought to delay or
restructure their debt repayments since.
Another issue with Chinese debt is that
loan agreements typically have strict
secrecy clauses, which means citizens
of the countries involved generally
don’t know what their governments
have signed up for.
As a March 2021 study by the Center
for Global Development think tank
says: “Neither policymakers nor
scholars know if Chinese loan contracts
would help or hobble borrowers,
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because few independent observers
have seen them.”
The study analysed 100 of the approximately 2,000 land agreements signed
between developing countries and Chinese state lenders since the early 2000s.
It acknowledges that all lenders have
some influence over debtors to maximise
their prospects of repayment. However,
says the report, “China’s contracts also
contain unique provisions, such as broad
borrower confidentiality undertakings,
the promise to exclude Chinese lenders from Paris Club and other collective
restructuring initiatives, and expansive
cross-defaults designed to bolster China’s
position in the borrowing country.”
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan owes $1.8bn to China, which
is over 40% of its total external debt,
estimated at $4.8bn-5bn. When the
coronacrisis hit, Bishkek asked Beijing
for debt relief as early as April 2020,
after taking out loans for projects linked
to the BRI.
In November 2020 – the month after
the third revolution in Kyrgyzstan’s
post-independence history plunged the

of Economy and Finance’s State Debt
Department told Akipress that Kyrgyzstan
must pay off $88mn of debt to China this
year. As reported by RFE/RL, there are
questions over whether Kyrgyzstan will
be able to cover its interest payments for
the Chinese-financed reconstruction of
the Bishkek power plant.
Beijing is unlikely to be very sympathetic
to any appeals from Japarov, whose
brand of populism has not gone down
well with Chinese officials, and whose
election victory had a notably cool
reception from China. Nor will the
attempts to oust Canada's Centerra Gold
from the Kumtor gold mine help the
country secure investment from other
countries.
Mongolia
Back in 2017, the IMF approved
a $5.5bn bailout package for Mongolia
that included a three-year extension to
a RMB15bn swap agreement with the
People’s Bank of China. Three years
later, at the start of the pandemic,
Mongolia was seen as very vulnerable
as a resource-dependent economy
whose supply chains and markets
had been disrupted. Mongolia received

“Development found that of the 68 countries
hosting OBOR-funded projects, 23 were at risk
of debt distress,and in eight future OBOR-related
financing will “significantly add to the risk of
debt distress”.”
country into political instability – China
allowed the deferral of $35mn until
2022-24 at an interest rate of 2%. Earlier
in the year, Kyrgyzstan secured a Paris
Club agreement to delay payment of
$11mn of debt.

more than $500mn in COVID-19 relief
in 2020, of which $326mn was via
foreign loans. This pushed public debt
towards 70% of GDP. Total public and
private debt has reached nearly 300%
of economic output.

After winning the January presidential
election, Sadyr Japarov told state news
agency Kabar that if Kyrgyzstan pays
its debts to China on time “we will lose
many of our properties”. The following
month, Ruslan Tatikov of the Ministry

Overall, the country weathered the
pandemic better than expected, and did
not slide into default. Rating agency
Moody’s, noted in March that Mongolia’s
external vulnerabilities declined due
to the faster than expected recovery
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in mining exports. Fitch forecasts
Mongolia's economy to rebound by
5.0% in 2021, following a contraction
of 5.4% in 2020. Growth of 15.5% y/y
was reported in 1Q21, due in large
part to strong export performance.
The rating agency Moody’s lifted
Mongolia's outlook to stable from
negative, affirming its B3 rating, which,
it said, reflected its view that liquidity
risks and external pressures had
stabilised.
“Higher government borrowing
requirements resulting from sizable
stimulus in 2020 were financed primarily
through a combination of concessional
sources and a drawdown on fiscal
reserves, thus relieving liquidity pressures.
Recent refinancing has also reduced
upcoming maturities in 2021 and 2022,”
according to Moody’s. The refinancing,
which took place in September 2020,
“resulted in a substantial reduction of
obligations due in 2021 and part of
2022” rating agencies said “resulted in
a substantial reduction of obligations
due in 2021 and part of 2022".
According to Moody’s “Apart from the
$133mn remaining maturity in 2021
(post the debt-refinancing), Mongolia's
upcoming refinancing needs include
about $800mn due in 2022 and 2023
each, and $600mn in 2024. At these
levels, Mongolia's debt maturities are
not substantial compared with peers.”
Fellow rating agency Fitch forecasts
general government debt will edge down
by 2pp to 74% of GDP by end-2021, and
in the medium term, public debt will go
on “modest downward trajectory”.
“The sovereign faces no marketable
external bond maturities until December
2022. Foreign-currency reserves stood
at a record high of $4.8bn at end-1Q21.
Fitch forecasts FX reserves will rise to
$5bn by end-2021, equivalent to 5.6x
current-external payments, and against
approximately $3.2bn in sovereign
external debt maturities over 2022-2024.”
Montenegro
Montenegro originally sought funding
for the Bar-Boljare motorway that will

run across the country from the Adriatic
port of Bar to the Serbian border from
a variety of international lenders. The
highway will replace the existing route
over difficult mountainous terrain that
has a high level of accidents and fatalities.
The terrain is also set to make it the most
expensive road per kilometre in Europe.
As talks with other lenders fell through,
Podgorica finally secured a loan from
Chinese Exim Bank to cover 85% of the
project cost. The government signed the
$944mn loan deal with Exim Bank in
2014, and started drawing funds in 2015.
Five years later, Montenegro suffered
the worst economic contraction across
emerging Europe, as the tourism sector
in particular slumped. A Eurobond
issued days after the new government
took office in December 2020 – that
officials said was needed to save the
economy from collapse – pushed up
debt to 104.8% of GDP in 2020,
according to a World Bank estimate.
Earlier this year, Montenegro was
struggling to repay the first instalment
of the loan and appealed to the EU for
help. However, in July, the government
signed an agreement to hedge its debt
to Exim Bank, enabling it to lower the
interest rate on the loan to 0.88% in
euro from 2% in US dollars. It repaid the
instalment later the same month.
Pre-pandemic, following warnings
from international financial institutions
over the size of the debt compared
to Montenegro’s tiny economy, the
government had reined in expenditures,
but was forced to hike spending again
in 2020. In the first half of this year,
spending was down compared to 2020,
and Montenegro reported its biggest
budget surplus ever in July.
Tajikistan
Back in 2011, when Tajikistan was
unable to pay back a debt to China,
Dushanbe agreed to hand over 1,158
square kilometres of disputed land in
the Central Asian country (amounting
to 0.7% of its territory) in exchange
for a debt write off. As Chinese statecontrolled banks embarked on a lending
spree for BRI projects, this agreement
fuelled concerns over the potential for
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China to use its position as a creditor to
potentially take land and assets from
distressed borrowers.
As of October 2020, Tajikistan, the
poorest country in Emerging Europe,
had external debt of $3.2bn, after it
increased by $238mn during the year,
according to an analysis by the Central
Asian Bureau for Analytical Reporting
(CABAR.asia). External indebtedness
has risen steadily since 2014, from 23%
of GDP to 40% of GDP. Tajikistan’s single
largest creditor since 2008 is the ExportImport Bank of China (Eximbank).
The country’s second largest debt is
its September 2017 debut Eurobond,
issued partly to fund construction
of the massive Rogun dam. Londonbased political risk analyst and writer
Maximilian Hess called the bond a
“cautionary tale” in a comment for
Eurasianet and bne IntelliNews wrote an
article questioning the government’s
ability to service the debt shortly after it
was issued. With the March 2020 selloff
as the coronavirus started to spread
around the world, the bond collapsed
to as low as 60 cents on the dollar, and
made only a modest recovery.
In 2020, Tajikistan was one of the lowincome countries allowed by finance
ministers and heads of the central banks of
the G20 countries to temporarily suspend
debt servicing during the pandemic. The
government signed a memorandum with
the Paris Club on September 3, 2020,
under which it suspended payments on
debt obligations to Chinese Eximbank
as well as the Kuwait Fund for Arab
Economic Development and German
development bank KfW.
Despite this, during the pandemic,
the government signed off five new
loan projects for $459.5mn, and plans
to request loans of $562mn from
international partners this year, though
as Hess writes, it is “anyone’s guess
where Dushanbe will secure the $562mn
in fresh loans it says it is seeking this
year. As 2027 approaches, the spectre
of its $500mn Eurobond repayment
risks putting off institutional creditors,
China and other potential deep-pocketed
saviours such as the Gulf states.”
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Kabul falls to the Taliban in one day
Ben Aris in Berlin

K

abul fell to Taliban forces on
August 15 with almost no
fighting, completing the Islamic
fundamentalists' capture of Afghanistan
in just six weeks since the US pulled out.

The mayor of Kabul decided to
hand over the city to the advancing
Taliban forces without resistance
“in order to avoid bloodshed.”
The surrender was unexpectedly
quick although widely anticipated
and sent embassies scrambling
to evacuate personnel and local
workers as chaos rapidly spread.
Helicopters were seen over the US
embassy airlifting staff to safety in
a scene reminiscent of the fall and
evacuation of Saigon at the end of
the Vietnam war – a parallel that was
not lost in social media memes.
The panicky rush to evacuate diplomats
came the day after US President Joe
Biden released a statement promising
to deploy 5,000 US troops to ensure
the evacuation of diplomats and
Afghans together with their families
who had worked for the US forces
during their 20-year long occupation.

“I was the fourth President to preside
over an American troop presence
in Afghanistan – two Republicans,
two Democrats. I would not, and
will not, pass this war onto a fifth,”
Biden concluded his statement.
Other European embassies and Nato
members also rushed to get their people
out. The Taliban quickly captured

Police in Kabul abandoned their posts
and either fled or put on civilian clothes,
but kept their weapons according
to eyewitness accounts in Kabul.
“Have been talking with police in
downtown Kabul. Some have left
their posts, others have put on civilian
dress but keep their weapons. Some
vow to stick together, others go

“I was the fourth President to preside over an
American troop presence in Afghanistan – two
Republicans, two Democrats. I would not, and
will not, pass this war onto a fifth”
Bagram airbase, long the headquarters
of the US military in Afghanistan,
and released thousands of prisoners
still held there. However, US armed
forces still in the country took control
of Kabul’s international airport and
kept it functioning. Turkey has been
discussing plans for a contingent of
its troops to remain in Afghanistan to
secure the airport, but those plans will
now almost certainly have to be torn up.

their own way, but none say they
want to fight the Taliban,” tweeted
Matthieu Aikins, a journalist for
the New York Times in Kabul.
Armed Taliban forces were soon in
the capital and taking control of the
streets. Taliban officials attempted to
calm nerves and issued a number of
statements. In particular the Taliban
promised there would be no revenge
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killings of those that worked for
Nato forces and that they “would be
forgiven.” The Taliban also explicitly
gave a guarantee that no harm would
be done to Russian diplomats. Russia's
embassy is one of the few such missions
in Kabul still functioning along with
that of China. Both countries are
expected to be key strategic allies
for the new Taliban regime.
President Ashraf Ghani fled the capital
on a plane for Dushanbe within a few
hours of the surrender, completing the
humiliating collapse of the US-backed
government. Tajikistan and the two
other Central Asian states that border
Afghanistan, meanwhile, were keeping
a wary eye on the situation, though the
Taliban have said it has no interest in
advancing beyond Afghanistan's borders.
There were scenes of chaos as western
diplomats and well connected locals
attempted to get onto C-17 US transport
planes that were leaving the country.
The US visa processing office in Kabul
was flooded with former workers
desperately trying to fill out the (English
language) forms for special US visas that
would allow them to escape to the US.
“Afghans at a visa processing office in
Kabul just now. One man, overwhelmed,
trying to help Afghans fill out US state
dept forms (in English). Desperation.
Many people came up to me crying,
saying the need to leave, fear for their
lives as Taliban closes in on Kabul,”
tweeted Richard Engel, NBC News’ chief
foreign correspondent from Kabul.
The international community fled to
Kabul’s main airport and launched a
desperate evacuation programme the
like of which have not been seen since
the Berlin Air Bridge after the Soviet
Union closed assess to Germany’s
capital and built the Berlin wall.
Nato's secretary general Jens Stoltenberg
said that Nato was helping keep the
airport open to facilitate and coordinate
evacuations as tensions escalated.
By early evening on the first day
there were reports of gunfire near
the airport and the Russian Sputnik
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“Taliban roaming in #Kabul airport road
driving Humvees, and motorbikes as
sporadic fire can be heard from different
locations. Helicopters flying overhead,”
Hamid Shalizi, a reporter from Reuters,
tweeted in the early evening. At the
same time the Taliban had taken over
the national TV centre and began
broadcasting to the population.

executing women for breaking their
strict codes of conduct. Taliban officials
also tried to downplay these fears in
more statements on August 15, saying
women would be allowed outside
without a male family escort and that
women would be allowed to work.
Again, reports have already come in
from captured cities of female students
being turned away from universities and
women at work being sent home and
told their job would be given to a man.

The country’s acting central bank
governor announced that he was leaving
the country for the US for a “complete
medical check up” because he has “not
been feeling well for the last few days.”

Even before the Taliban had
secured Kabul, workers had been
deployed to paint over all the
billboard advertisements along
streets with pictures of women.

There were also reports of several
hundred Afghans who turned up seeking
to cross the Friendship Bridge on the
Uzbek border near the Afghan town of
Hairatan. Initially they were blocked
by Uzbek border troops, but it appears
they were eventually allowed through.

US plans gone awry
The US command badly miscalculated
the speed of the Taliban’s military
takeover and the ability of the
US-trained Afghan government forces
to resist them. Four days ago the US
high command revised its estimate
for the fall of Kabul from 12 to 3 three
months, the Washington Post reported.

newswire reported two large explosions
near the US embassy in the city.

Many Afghans are afraid that the
Taliban will actually seek revenge on
those that cooperated with the US or
have adopted more liberalised values.
However, the Taliban sought to reassure
the international community that no
pogroms of revenge are planned.
A spokesman for the Taliban told
the BBC's Yalda Hakim "there will
be no revenge" on the people of
Afghanistan on the same day as
the fall of Kabul. Suhail Shaheen
called the presenter live on air. "We
assure the people in Afghanistan,
particularly in the city of Kabul, that
their properties, their lives are safe –
there will be no revenge on anyone,"
he told her. "We are the servants of
the people and of this country.”
But few have faith in the promise. There
are reports that the Taliban have been
executing government soldiers, not only
those captured in the field; in the past
few days soldiers are said to have been
dragged from homes in cities recently
captured and shot on their doorsteps.
Likewise there are similar unconfirmed
reports of Taliban beating, raping and

“Afghanistan was the most distilled
example of Potemkin democracy. East
European examples are less clear cut
- they have elements of both genuine
and Potemkin democracy, which comes
in a package with geopolitical choice.
A truly organic government is perhaps
Orban’s,” Leonid Ragozin, a Russian
reporter based in Latvia, tweeted.
The Afghan army that was supposed to
protect the country melted away in the
face of the Taliban onslaught. Poorly
provisioned and with low morale, the
army was never effective as a fighting
force. Moreover, military analysts
commenting on the debacle say that
the army was trained to fight in an
American way that relies heavily on air
support – support that ended with the
departure of the US troops in July.
“In the last days, there was no food, no
water and no weapons,” said trooper
Taj Mohammad, 38. Fleeing in an
armoured personnel carrier and one
Ford Ranger, some remaining soldiers
finally made a run to the relative
safety of a provincial capital, which
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collapsed weeks later. They left behind
11 APCs to the Taliban, The Wall
Street Journal reported from Kabul.
The US spent an estimated $88bn
on the Afghan army to build up a
force from nothing to 118,628 (not
including the police force of a similar
size) as of April 2021. In addition
to the ballooning manpower, the
Pentagon spent heavily on weapons.
The Taliban will inherit a sophisticated
armoury of weapons, munitions and
vehicles to make it one of the most
powerful military forces in the region.
“Your regular reminder that 87% of
Afghans support schooling for girls
and the Taliban have never won the
genuine political support of more than
about 1 in 10 people. What we are
witnessing in Afghanistan is a military
coup sui generis and should be labelled
as such,” tweeted Luke Cooper, an
assistant professor at Bristol University.

“RUS isn’t evacuating the embassy from
Kabul. It keeps contacts w/Taliban &
watches developments. Meanwhile, RUS
forces exercise w/Uzbeks and Tajiks
in the neighbourhood. For Moscow,
the main issue is not who’s in power in
Kabul, but whether radicals cross into
Central Asia. For now, it looks unlikely,”
Dmitri Trenin, director of the Carnegie
Moscow Center, said in a tweet.
The crisis has improved Russia’s
standing in the region as it is the
security guarantor in the region. It
has also sent troops and tanks from
its base in Tajikistan to the Tajik
border to ensure the fighting does not
spill over. Russia has also in the last
week held military exercises with the
Uzbeks to bolster security there.
As the Taliban marched into Kabul,
Russian President Vladimir Putin
called his Uzbek counterpart Shavkat
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have set up a tent camp near the border,
but have remained reluctant to allow
soldiers fleeing the fighting to cross. Iran
has also set up tent camps for Afghans
who cross into the Islamic Republic, but
has warned that the refugees will be
expected to return to Afghanistan once
the situation in their country stabilises.
“For Uzbekistan, it could be a major
blow to Mirziyoyev's connectivity
projects, as well as alienating
international investors scared of the
regional fallout. Plus the possible flow
of refugees,” said Davide Cancarini,
a researcher covering Central Asia.
“For Tajikistan, the worst-case scenario
just materialised. The Tajik authorities
have always strongly opposed the
Taliban. A further militarisation of
the border is likely and Tajik president
Emomali Rahmon will try to get
funds from everyone. He also has

Russian standing improves
The Taliban has gone out of its way to
reassure Russia about its intentions, and
specifically that it does not intend to
spread its control beyond Afghanistan’s
borders, acknowledging that Russia
is the major power in the region.

“The Taliban has gone out of its way to reassure
Russia about its intentions, and specifically that
it does not intend to spread its control beyond
Afghanistan’s borders”

Russians had already moved nonessential personnel from the Kabul
embassy to Tashkent on July 12, 10
days after the US pull out, as Russia
had anticipated trouble from start. But
as Russia has the major military force
in the region, the Taliban are treating
the Russians cautiously. Specifically
on the day of the takeover of Kabul,
the Taliban guaranteed the safety
of the Russian Embassy in Kabul,
Suhail Shaheen, a spokesman for the
Taliban’s political office told TASS.

Mirziyoyev to discuss developments.
"It was agreed to intensify interaction
between the relevant ministries and
departments of Russia and Uzbekistan,"
the Kremlin said in a statement.

"Yes, we have good relations with
Russia and our policy in general is
to ensure the safe conditions for the
functioning of the Russian and other
embassies," he said in reply to a query.
Russia is keen to keep communications
with the Taliban open as it tries
to prevent instability spilling over
into the rest of the region.

Central Asia worried
All of Afghanistan’s neighbours
in Central Asia were on high alert
as the government of Afghanistan
collapsed. All of the countries in the
region have tightened their borders.
“Reports circulated yesterday about
Kazakhstan being ready to take in
2,000 refugees from Afghanistan,
apparently in coordination with US
govt. That has now been scotched
by Kazakh Foreign Ministry, which
denies any such plans,” tweeted Peter
Leonard, the editor of Eurasianet.
The US had earlier lobbied Uzbekistan
to accept refugees and the authorities

to calculate on the possible flow of
refugees as well,” Cancarini said.
“The final failure of the Turkmenistansponsored TAPI gas pipeline project across
Afghanistan. The Taliban have reassured
on the safety of a possible pipeline, but
their lack of reliability (especially in the
eyes of India) will make it impossible to
develop the project,” Cancarini concluded.
China looks on
China has stayed away from the active
phase of the Taliban’s takeover, but
has already reached out to the group
acknowledging its inevitable control of
the country. At the end of July, Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi stood shoulder
to shoulder with visiting Mullah Abdul
Ghani Baradar, the political chief of the
Taliban, in Tianjin, China for talks. As
bne IntelliNews reported, the Taliban
takeover is a headache for Beijing, which
will try to contain the risks it presents.
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and cobalt (magnets, special
alloys), niobium (supercapacitors,
superconductors) and various rare
earth metals have been confirmed.

Afghanistan has a treasure of minerals in the ground worth up to $1 trillion. China will be well positioned
to develop the deposits for the cash-strapped new Taliban government.

Can China tap Afghanistan’s
lithium treasure?
Cameron Jones in London

W

ar-torn Afghanistan has
hundreds of millions of dollars
of hard-to-find lithium deposits
in dusty ground. Following the Taliban
sweeping to an effortless victory to take
control of the country, its neighbours are
already hungrily eyeing the resource.
Lithium has come into focus as it
is a key element in the production
of batteries, demand for which is
expected to soar in the coming decades
on the back of the electric vehicles
(EV) revolution that is under way.
China is already a major home and
producer of rare earth metals and
potentially the business partner that
the Taliban can turn to. Beijing already
reached out to the Taliban leadership
in July, well before the collapse of
the US-backed government in Kabul,
and has been one of the few great
powers to have kept its embassy in
the Afghan capital open in recent
days. However, China's previous
attempts to develop the Afghan
subsoil have so far ended in failure.
The New York Times famously reported
in 2010 a Pentagon assessment of the
Afghanistan's mineral wealth estimating
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it at $1 trillion and called the country
the "Saudi Arabia of lithium."
This story was based on a 1980s Soviet
geological survey, itself excavated
in 2004 by the Americans from the
Afghan archives. Based on these
materials, a US Geological Survey

In short supply
Rare earth metals are in short supply
with China currently controlling
about 80% of global production.
With the rise of the digital economy,
these esoteric elements have grown
in importance and are becoming a
strategic resource. Securing large
deposits outside of China is of major
interest to global producers, making it
equally important for Beijing to secure
production deals with Afghanistan.
But there are many hurdles to clear
before Afghanistan can start large-scale
mining operations. First is the fact that
the deposits of unrecovered lithium and
copper are nothing more than clay brine
and crushed stone making extracting
the minerals technically difficult.
Then there is the complete lack of
infrastructure and exorbitant investment
risks as well as unrestrained corruption
and physical security issues due to
the tribal nature of Afghan society.
Afghanistan already has some limited
mining operations such as the Talibancontrolled artisanal mining of lapis

“The New York Times famously reported
in 2010 on Afghanistan's mineral wealth
estimating it at $1 trillion and called the
country the "Saudi Arabia of lithium”
and then the Pentagon's group on
business projects in the controlled
territories conducted research and
compiled a report, subsequently
quoted by the New York Times.
It is possible that the lithium reserves
in the soda salt marshes of Ghazni
and neighbouring provinces are even
larger than the reserves of Bolivia,
the current world leader in lithium.
In addition, huge (2.2bn tonnes)
reserves of high-quality iron ores,
copper (60mn tonnes), neodymium

lazuli, a blue semi-precious stone,
which is worth $20mn per year.
In total, the Taliban earned $400mn in
revenue from the exploitation of the
country's resources in 2020, much more
than the American-backed government
produced. If professional and large-scale
mining were launched in Afghanistan,
the potential revenues could rise rapidly.
High on the agenda of the new Taliban
government that the fundamentalists
are in the process of forming will be
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funding. As Kabul fell on August 15
the Biden administration froze billions
of dollars of Afghan government
reserves held in US bank accounts on
the same day, cutting the Taliban off
from the former government’s money.
Strapped for cash and without any
viable industry, the temptation for the
Taliban is to simply concentrate on the
narcotics business that generates $1bn a
year in earnings from opium production
and export. The Taliban explicitly
addressed the issue of drugs in its first
press conference with the international
press on August 17 and promised to
make Afghanistan a “narcotics free”
country, but observers remain sceptical.
“But from now on, nobody’s going to
get involved, nobody can be involved
in drug smuggling. Today, when we
entered Kabul, we saw a large number
of our youth who were sitting under
the bridges or next to the walls and
they were using narcotics. This was
so unfortunate. I was saddened to see
these young people without any faith in
the future. From now on, Afghanistan
will be a narcotics-free country but it
needs international assistance. The
international community should help
us so that we can have alternative
crops. We can provide alternative
crops. Then, of course, very soon,
we can bring it to an end,” Taliban
spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said
in the press conference in Kabul.

Investing heavily
China has been investing heavily in
the countries of Central Asia, and
further afield, as part of its Belt and
Road project to build a land trade
and investment corridor with modern
infrastructure between Asia and
Europe. It is already well positioned
to expand that investment into
Afghanistan and hook the country up
to the growing regional infrastructure,
as bne IntelliNews reported in the
article “As Taliban regime takes
shape, Central Asia and Iran assess
fate of Afghanistan investments.”
The fear of China moving into
Afghanistan and taking control of its
mineral resources has become a growing
security concern in the past few years.
If China gains control of Afghanistan’s
pristine lithium and rare earths reserves,
it will be a key victory in the battle for
resources with Europe and the US,
which imported 80% of its rare earth
metals from China in 2019, while the
European Union imported 98% of its
minerals from China the same year.
In addition to direct economic motives,
China may also be tempted to develop
mineral production in another country
as the processing to produce both
copper – another burgeoning metal
on the market thanks to its extensive
use in electric vehicles – and lithium is
extremely harmful for the environment.
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Moving production to a country that
has never even heard of carbon credits
has a lot of appeal, especially since
China itself has already committed to
achieving carbon neutrality in 2060.
Although China has always enjoyed
relatively warm relations with previous
Afghan governments, so far the entire
two-decade history of Chinese projects
in the country has ended in failure.
Singapore-based economist Rafaello
Pantucci, in a column for the Nikkei,
recalls that the September 11, 2001
attacks happened as the Taliban minister
of natural resources was in talks with
a Chinese delegation in Kabul.
The biggest project is the Mes Aynak
copper mining site, the largest
investment project of Chinese stateowned companies in Afghanistan. In
the noughties the expectation was that
the mine could produce marketable
minerals worth $350mn a year within
five years, but the development of the
mine has been frozen ever since. It
turned out that the natural resources
minister of Afghanistan demanded
a bribe of $30mn from the Chinese
for permission to work in an area
completely controlled by the Taliban.
The last big project that Chinese
foreign trade specialists in Kabul
were engaged in was merely
establishing an air corridor for
exporting pine nuts to China.

As Taliban regime takes shape, Central Asia and
Iran assess fate of Afghanistan investments
Muzaffar Ismailov in Tashkent & Kanat Shaku in Almaty, Will Conroy in Prague

T

he new hard reality in Afghanistan, with the country back
under Taliban rule after 20 years,
will prompt neighbouring nations
including Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan and Iran to rapidly reassess the prospects of investment
projects that essentially depend on
Kabul’s support and cooperation.

There are relatively few such projects
but some of those that do exist are
quite sizeable and strategic. Below,
bne IntelliNews takes a look at some
of the investments concerned and
at whether or not they are likely to
survive under the Taliban regime, a
regime that, sometimes described as the
world’s biggest drug cartel, won’t be in

too much of a hurry to diversify away
from Afghanistan’s heroin economy.
Turkmenistan
In February, a Taliban delegation
paid a surprise visit to Turkmenistan
to restate support for the planned
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline.
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Route of the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) natural gas pipeline

Afghanistan has a treasure of minerals in the ground worth up to $1 trillion. China will be well positioned
to develop the deposits for the cash-strapped new Taliban government.

Suhail Shaheen, a member of the Taliban’s Qatar-based negotiation team, told
reporters in Ashgabat that his movement
was offering “full support for the implementation and security of TAPI and other
developmental projects in our country.”
“We are trying to contribute to prosperity of our people and development
of our country by providing protection to all projects,” Shaheen added.
The fortunes of Turkmenistan’s battered
economy almost entirely hinge on gas
sales to China. The other customer, Russia, buys just small amounts. Thus, TAPI
is a crucial element of the Turkmens’
search for badly needed additional
revenues. The Taliban have also made
encouraging noises as regards proposed
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan
(TAP) high-voltage power transmission lines and railways that would run
from Turkmenistan to Afghanistan.

ing that it would be unwilling to agree
on a pricing mechanism for TAPI gas
until the project was complete. The
News, an English-language Pakistani
newspaper, cited Tabish Gauhar, a
special advisor to the prime minister,

Mirziyoyev talked of a vision in which a
Termez-Mazar i Sharif-Kabul-Peshawar
railway, running from Uzbekistan to
Pakistan via Afghanistan, would become
a key element of the architecture of
interconnectedness between Central and
South Asia. Uzbekistan is also ambitious
to develop routes through Afghanistan
that would give it access to the oceanic
ports of Gwadar in Pakistan and Chabahar in Iran for export-import purposes
(a related cargo truck pilot run took
place in June), but, even before the fall
of Kabul, the Uzbek leadership was on
record as acknowledging the ascendancy
of the Taliban and appeared prepared to

“We are trying to contribute to prosperity
of our people and development of our country
by providing protection to all projects”
as saying that Islamabad would not
commit to paying for gas until it had
crossed safely through Afghanistan.
“In case of a halt of gas supply to
Pakistan in the wake of any subversive activity in Afghanistan, Pakistan
will never take the risk at any cost,”
Gauhar was quoted as having said.

Nevertheless, given the huge risk factor
caused by investors’ lack of trust in a
fundamentalist group like the Taliban
(whose financial fortunes are built on
producing opium and heroin), running
a regime that has essentially emerged
out of a military coup, Turkmenistan
will have its work cut out securing
the financing for TAPI, TAP and other
Afghanistan-dependent projects.

Uzbekistan
Uzbek President Shavkat Mirziyoyev is
the point man for those ambitious to see
the landlocked economies of Central Asia
properly linked in trade and investment
to those of South Asia, such as Pakistan
and India. Of course, without stability
in and cooperation from Afghanistan,
the idea will remain a pipe dream.

Portents of this difficulty were seen in
June when Pakistan started intimat-

But Mirziyoyev is nothing if not persistent and in mid-July, addressing the
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international conference “Central and
South Asia: Regional connectivity. Challenges and opportunities”, which took
place in the Uzbek capital Tashkent,
he expressed the hope that a united
Central Asia and South Asia, together
with the whole Eurasian continent,
could become a stable, economically
developed and prosperous space.

envision a power-sharing arrangement
in Afghanistan that would include the
group prominently. That much emerged
from an interview granted last month
by Uzbek Foreign Minister Abdulaziz
Komilov to US journalist Dennis Wholey.
“We must know about Afghanistan
that there is no … military solution,”
Komilov said in the English-language
interview. “We think that this problem must be solved on the base of
mutual compromise between the
existing government and the military
opposition, the Taliban and others.”
After the conference that Mirziyoyev
addressed, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz
Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan, together with the
US, which make up the C5+1 countries, adopted a joint statement.
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It read: “The C5+1 countries affirm
their commitment to enhancing
engagement through this regional
diplomatic platform and seeking
opportunities to strengthen connectivity between the Central and South
Asian regions via trade, transport, and
energy links. The C5+1 recognizes
that increased connectivity supports
its shared goal of a prosperous and
secure Central Asia. Visionary ideas
for Central Asia’s economic growth
and closer ties to the economies of
South Asia also reinforce the C5+1’s
commitment to strengthening the
region’s security and stability, including
through Afghan peace negotiations”.
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan
In June, Kyrgyzstan announced that
the electricity transmission project
CASA-1000 that it is developing with
Tajikistan to send power to Afghanistan and Pakistan had been temporarily suspended because of coronacrisis
impacts. The investment had anyway
been moving along at a crawl so it’s
not as if the pre-suspension schedule
for project completion by 2023 had
been entirely believable, but once
ready to move forward the investment
will need to seek security guarantees

from the Taliban the way that Turkmenistan will have to with TAPI.
In March, reports said Tajikistan
was aiming to supply 1,300 MW
to Pakistan via Afghanistan under
CASA-1000 project. Under the original terms, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan
were meant to jointly supply 1,300
MW to Pakistan. Tajikistan has also
said it is planning to export 75bn kWh
of electricity via CASA-1000 over 15
years after the project completion.
In March, Afghanistan-based Tolo
News reported officials as saying only
30% of the CASA-1000 construction
on the Afghan section of the power
transmission project was complete,
a progress level that was not in line
with an optimistic pledge to complete
the Afghan section within this year.
Iran
Once Donald Trump got cracking with
his campaign to strangle Iran’s economy,
it became rare to find any big Iranian
investment projects not struggling
against US sanctions, but one project that
has enjoyed a sanctions-free emergence
is the development of Iran’s only oceanic
port, Chabahar on the Sea of Oman.
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The Chabahar project, being jointly
delivered by Iran and India, was seen as
so important to Afghanistan’s economic
prospects that US officials decided
to leave it alone. Its Pakistani rival,
Gwadar port on the Arabian Sea, a short
distance from Chabahar, is being jointly
developed by Islamabad and China.
The objective with Chabahar is to give
India an export gateway for Afghanistan and Central Asia and the Central
Asian ‘Stans’ an export hub for sending shipments globally. Of course, if
the Taliban regime doesn’t play ball
then at least the Central Asian parts of
those objectives may hit a brick wall.
The Taliban and Shi’ite Iran have long
been enemies but if some mutual
accommodation can be found other
projects to check for progress are the
first rail link between Afghanistan
and Iran – the Khaf-Herat railway,
which when built could also facilitate Turkey-Afghanistan trade via
Iranian rail access – and wind farm
projects on the Iranian-Afghan border.
Analysts say that with 30,000 MWe
potential of wind power capacity, the
Iran-Afghanistan border area is one
of the world’s most windy regions.

Russia moves to take control
of Afghan talks after Taliban
takeover
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has invited
all five Central Asian states, China, Pakistan, India,
the United States, Iran, Russia and the Afghan
conflicting parties to participate.

bne IntelIiNews

R

ussia moved to take control of
talks with the Taliban following
the fundamentalist insurgent
group's sudden dramatic takeover of
the country on August 15 by proposing to restart the Moscow format talks
with the new leadership in Kabul.
“Russia stands for the need for an urgent
transition to a national dialogue in

Afghanistan with the participation of
all forces; Moscow format on Afghanistan has the most prospects for creating
conditions for restarting inter-Afghan
dialogue,” Russian foreign minister
Sergei Lavrov said on August 19.
Russia is ready to restart the Moscow
format talks but so far it has not
put forward any specific proposals,

Lavrov said. The Kremlin is waiting
for the Taliban to form a government
with which it can negotiate.
"We also welcomed the Taliban's
statement that they want to enter
into dialogue with other political
forces in Afghanistan. A meeting has
already been announced with the
participation of Abdullah Abdullah,
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Chairman of the Supreme Council
of National Reconciliation, with the
participation of Hamid Karzai, the
former President of Afghanistan,
and with the participation of the
Chairman of the Islamic Renaissance
Party of Hekmatyar, " Lavrov said at
a press conference following talks
with the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and International Cooperation of
the Government of National Unity
(PNU) of Libya, Najla Mankush.
He added that Moscow proceeds
from the fact that all members of
this group have announced their
desire to meet and negotiate in the
interests of the Afghan people.
“I am convinced that the Moscow format
has the greatest prospect, since the situation has already acquired a regional
dimension. Neighboring countries
and countries that are located further
from Afghanistan are responding to
it,” the Russian Foreign Minister said.
He recalled that all five Central Asian
states, China , Pakistan , India , the
United States , Iran , Russia and the
Afghan conflicting parties participate in the "Moscow format" .
In the meantime Russia has offered
to help with the international evacuation of the country. Russia is ready
to provide civil planes to evacuate
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diplomats, military and civilians from
Afghanistan, to say nothing about
Afghan nationals who cooperated with
them, and their families who want to
leave the country but have no possibility,
we would like to say the following: In
order to prevent the worsening of the
humanitarian situation in Afghanistan,
we are ready to provide the services of
Russian civil aviation to ensure the flight
of any number of Afghan nationals,
including women and children, to
whichever foreign countries will
show an interest in receiving and
accommodating them," the diplomat said.

been the major investor in the region,
pouring billions into infrastructure
projects and securing access to raw
materials through joint investments.
As bne IntelliNews reported, China is
particularly interested in Afghanistan’s
lithium and other mineral deposits.

"Representatives of the new authorities in Afghanistan have assured us that
there are no fundamental obstacles
for the arrival in Kabul and departure
of Russian civil aircraft. The safety of
the planes, their crews and passengers
is guaranteed," the diplomat added.

Lavrov also welcome the promises
for a more lenient and forgiving
Taliban regime that the Taliban
spokesman laid out at the groups
first press conference this week.
However, there is a great deal so
scepticism as there are continuing
reports of killing and beatings from
the other cities in the regions. Two
journalists were reportedly badly
beaten in Kabul on August 19 and
the famous female anchor-woman
of TOTO news, one of the leading
outlets in the country, was told, “the
regime has changed. Go home,” when
she turned up for work yesterday.

Chess pieces being laid out
as new Great Game starts
With the US withdrawal since the
president of Afghanistan fled the
country and Kabul fell to the Taliban
on August 15 Russia and China are
now positioned in regions as the
major powers. While nominally
allies there is still a rivalry between
Beijing and Moscow in Central Asia.
With a military base in Tajikistan and
a proactive security agenda, Russia

“In order to prevent the worsening of the
humanitarian situation in Afghanistan, we are
ready to provide the services of Russian civil
aviation to ensure the flight of any number of
Afghan nationals”
Afghan nationals who want to leave
the country to any other state, Foreign
Ministry Spokeswoman Maria Zakharova told a briefing on August 19.
"In the light of the situation that we
now see at the airport of Kabul and the
inability of some Western countries
to arrange the evacuation of their
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has already deployed troops on the
Afghan-Tajik border and has started
month-long military exercises with
the Uzbeks last week to bolster
the military presence on the
Afghan-Uzbek border.
China has let Russia take the lead as
far as security is concerned but it has

Both Moscow and Beijing have
already gone out of their way to keep
relations with the incoming Taliban
government friendly, but now Moscow
is attempting to take control of the
political process that has to begin once
the Taliban form a new government.

“Russia will in every possible way
encourage dialogue between the
Taliban and other political forces in
Afghanistan and seek to translate it
into concrete deeds,” Lavrov said.
Russia is interested in developing
its influence in Central Asia as it has
a shared interest in opening up the
region to trade in SE Asia as an export
route for its energy as it anticipates
falling demand for oil and gas in
Western Europe as part of the EU’s
Green Deal in the coming decade.
Russian President Vladimir Putin
is also trying to develop his Eurasia
Economic Union (EEU) as a facsimile
of the EU which he hopes to
eventually tie up with to form
a single trade block from “Lisbon
to Vladivostok” as a geopolitical
counter to China’s inevitable rise.

Afghanistan falls to the Taliban
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in peace and quiet. There must be
a big dollop of truth to this one too.
The reason everyone is so sceptical
is while Kabul is quiet and the foot
soldiers have clearly been ordered
to do absolutely nothing that would
make bad PR there are plenty of
reports of atrocities in the regional
cities already captured and even some
from Kabul itself. The difference
is the international media is in
Kabul and not in the regions.

Taliban say all the right things
at their first press conference –
perhaps too right?
Ben Aris in Berlin

T

he Taliban gave its first proper
press conference where they
didn't not just say the right
things, they said exactly the right
things. There were promises for an
inclusive government that will reach
out to former leaders under the US
government, respect for women’s
rights including their right to work,
an end to narcotic production, no
door knocks or retribution – but all
within the framework of Sharia law.
This has led to some speculating that the
Taliban is getting professional PR advice
(from Pakistan?) as it was all too perfect.
There are a couple of possibilities here.
One is that after 20 years the Taliban
really has moved on and realise they
need to set up a real country and will
have to do things like attract investment.
Another and more sophisticated
explanation is the Taliban leadership
has changed but they will struggle to
control their own foot soldiers, who

are largely uneducated, brutal and
more radical than the leadership.
A version of this is that the Taliban
is actually fragmented and even if
the leadership intends to set up a
functioning, more moderate state,
not all the factions are on board

All said and done this is probably
a very clever strategy. The Taliban
have to do nothing for say a month.
If they start shooting people in Kabul
now the pressure to at least bomb
them will be overwhelming. If they
start shooting people in a month’s time
the “caravan will have moved on”, as
they say in Central Asia, and there will
be zero appetite to restart military
operations in the region – especially
after the scale of this debacle. I think
this is pretty obvious to everyone in
the game. Besides, it will be hard to
do as one of the practical upshots
of the collapse of US support for
Afghanistan is all the Central Asian
countries are openly giving the US
the cold shoulder and they don't
have a base anywhere nearby.
The Americans are planning to lift all
their people out by August 31, which
is almost certainly the deadline for

“This has led to some speculating that the
Taliban is getting professional PR advice
(from Pakistan?) as it was all too perfect”
with these ideas. This version is
the most probable in my book.
And finally that the leadership
realises the Klieg lights of international
media attention are fully trained
on Afghanistan at the moment, but
they will soon shift their attention
elsewhere – probably as soon as
evacuation is over – and then the
Taliban will be left to do as they like

the end of the first part of this story.
From September 1 Russia will be in
charge of security in the region and in
control of the Afghan story. By then
the international media will have left
and bne IntelliNews takes over again
as the main source of information
on the region. We will follow the
economic project story closely as that
is where this story is headed next.

www.bne.eu
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to Facebook the next day to say
more or less the same thing.
“The president has not taken any
decision on refugees from Afghanistan.
Rumours about this matter are out
of place. Help will only be offered to
the United Nations in the event of an
official appeal from the international
organization,” the spokesman wrote.
Judging by the reaction of the
public on social media – and there
is little way to otherwise gauge the
public mood in the absence of a free
press and open political system –
Kazakhstan is ill-disposed to taking in
fugitives from the Afghan conflict.

Look but don't touch: Shymkent remains a distant dream for Afghan refugees.

Kazakhstan freezes apparent
Afghan refugee plans amid
grumbling
Almaz Kumenov for Eurasianet

O

nly a few days ago, it looked
as though Kazakhstan was
laying the groundwork to
welcome refugees from Afghanistan.
Desks were cleared away from
classrooms at a school in the southern
city of Shymkent to accommodate
cots. Another 100 spots were allegedly
arranged at another venue for
incoming Afghans – the dormitory
of an art college in the same city.
RFE/RL’s Kazakh service, Radio
Azattyk, reported on August 17,
however, that the camp-beds have
been removed as quickly as they
appeared. Azattyk cited witnesses at
the Shymkent school as saying that
the school desks have already been
returned to their former place.
“On August 15, they brought in the beds,
saying that ‘people from Afghanistan
are arriving,’” an employee at the school

www.bne.eu

told the broadcaster on condition of
anonymity. “We prepared places for
about 300 people. Now, emergency
workers have said that [the people] ‘will
not be coming after all and the equipment
is being taken back to warehouses.’”
Rumours that Kazakhstan might be
taking in anywhere up to 70,000
Afghan refugees began spreading
on social media last week. The
gossip mill suggested that the
aforementioned facilities were to
be used to accommodate the first
500 arrivals. Agitated social media
users quickly started demanding
that officials explain themselves.
The Foreign Ministry swiftly sought
to tamp down the whispering
campaign by denying on August
15 that any such plans existed.
A spokesman for President
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev took

Members of the public interviewed
by Azattyk described the incomers as
a possible threat to public order. One
specifically voiced the concern that a
member of the Taliban in disguise might
“disturb the peace of our country.”
Nur-Sultan is for now turning its
attention more specifically to the
security-related aspect of the Afghan
government’s rapid collapse in recent
days. Writing on Twitter on August 15,
Tokayev announced that it has taken
measures to “increase vigilance.” Snap
military exercises are being held to
enhance readiness planning, while
security at military installations and
weapons depots has been stepped up.
Kazakhstan and Afghanistan are
divided by hundreds of kilometres of
territory and tall mountains, and the
Taliban may have its thoughts focused
on matters closer to home for the time
being, so it is not clear that this low-level
panic is particularly well-grounded.
As with much decision-making
coming out of Nur-Sultan, however,
this frenzied simulation of activity
may be more about signalling than
achieving any specific end. In this
case, the government wishes to
reassure the public that while it may
feel concern for what is happening to
Afghanistan and its people, the security
of Kazakhs will always be put first.
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Sizzling tensions with China pose
new threat to Lithuania’s food
exports, rail freight sector
Linas Jegelevicius in Vilnius

T

he already strained relations
between Lithuania and China
reached a new low when China
recalled its ambassador in Vilnius and
asked Lithuania to do the same with
its ambassador in China.
Beijing took the extreme action in
response to the plans by the Baltic
country and Taiwan to establish
reciprocal diplomatic offices.
Only 15 countries recognise Taiwan as
a sovereign nation. Lithuania does not
yet have formal diplomatic ties with
Taiwan, but it maintains increasingly
friendly relations with Taipei. Vilnius
has been an increasingly vocal critic
of China’s actions towards Taiwan, as
well as in Xinjiang and Hong Kong,
has withdrawn from China-led

multilateral groups and announced
vaccine donations to Taiwan.
But despite the tensions that have been
building for a while, bilateral trade was
on a smooth and upward ride for the last
couple of years.
Shen Zhifei, the recalled ambassador
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
of the People's Republic of China to
Lithuania, recently told The Baltic Times
that Lithuanian companies exported
300,000+ tonnes of wheat to China in
2019 worth $52.3mn, and again in 2020
worth $75mn. Beef exports in 2020 were
472.1 tonnes worth $2.1mn.
Other agricultural products exported to
China in 2020 include 7,739.5 tonnes
of dairy products. Broken down into

the major categories this comprised
271.6 tonnes of canned milk, 1,044
tonnes of cheese, 994 tonnes of milk
sugar (lactose), 4,302.4 tonnes of whey
powder, 362 tonnes of milk powder,
563.3 tonnes of milk permeate and 202
tonnes of cheese products. Lithuania also
exported 625.3 tonnes of fish and fishery
products and 425.7 tonnes of feedstuff.
But now Lithuanian Transport Minister
Marius Skuodis says he has indications
that rising tensions between Vilnius
and Beijing might lead to a drop in rail
freight volumes with China.
"We have indications on potential impact
on rail freight volumes, but I would not
want to elaborate. If we look in general,
the ties are fairly weak, compared
to other countries and those freight
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volumes within Lithuania," Skuodis said
on August 12.
Mantas Bartuska, CEO of Lietuvos
Gelezinkeliai (Lithuanian Railways), the
country's state-owned railway company,
says some trains going to Lithuania from
China "might face problems", but they
should be minor.
"So far, Chinese transit freight has
been going successfully to Kaliningrad
towards Germany, and the volumes are
even growing. There certain trains going
to Lithuania that, we see, might face
problems. There are certain obstacles
but these are insignificant amounts,"
Bartuska was quoted by Lithuanian
media on August 12.
The firm is also bracing for a potential
blow from the loss of Belarusian freight,
following the new US sanctions on Belarus.

Bartuska says the state railway group
may need around €60mn in state aid to
maintain infrastructure when shipments
of Belarusian potash fertilisers and other
products sent via Lithuania come to a halt.
"It seems that the moment is
approaching when shipments will
stop, which means that we will lose
around €60mn in annual revenue and
Lithuania's entire logistics chain will
not receive over €100mn in revenue,"
Bartuska said.
Previously, Lithuania broke ranks
with its neighbours to become the
first EU country to exit China’s 17+1
collaboration format for the Central,
Eastern and Southeast Europe region.
"There is no such thing as 17+1
anymore, as for practical purposes
Lithuania is out," Gabrielius

Landsbergis, the country’s foreign
minister, explained in May.
The Lithuanian foreign minister called
on other EU countries to also abandon
the initiative. “From our perspective,
it is high time for the EU to move from
a dividing 16+1 format to a more
uniting and therefore much more
efficient 27+1," Landsbergis said. "The
EU is strongest when all 27 member
states act together along with EU
institutions."
Also in May, the European Parliament
voted overwhelmingly to freeze the
legislative process for ratifying the
EU's investment pact with China,
unless Beijing lifts sanctions against
EU lawmakers that were imposed after
the 27 EU countries slapped Xinjiang
officials with sanctions over mass
internment of the Uyghur minorities.

North Macedonia’s fugitive ex-PM Gruevski
now flogging tableware and cleaning
products in Hungary
Valentina Dimitrievska in Skopje

N

orth Macedonia’s former prime
minister Nikola Gruevski, who
fled to Budapest to avoid serving
a prison sentence, has set up a company
in Hungary, Hungarian media reported
on July 28.
Gruevski fled to Budapest in November
2018 after he was sentenced to two
years in prison for influencing officials
to buy a luxury Mercedes from state
funds causing damage to the budget
of €600,000. He disappeared a few
days before he was supposed to go to
prison and was granted asylum
in Hungary.
The company called I.C.I.C. Kft is
headquartered in Pecel, a suburb of
Budapest. Gruevski is the owner and
director of the company, which was

registered on July 15, according to
Hungary’s 24.hu.
The main activities of the company
include business management and
consulting, but also wholesale of
porcelain, glassware and cleaning
products, and event organising.
Although Gruevski has been living in
Hungary since November 2018 after
receiving asylum there, he gave his home
address in Skopje as his place of residence.

In 2019, Hungarian Foreign Minister
Péter Szijjarto admitted that he meets
regularly in his office with Gruevski to
consult on Western Balkan issues.
Gruevski was a former leader of the
conservative VMRO-DPMNE party and
prime minister from 2006 to 2016, one
year before the Social Democrats came
to power. He is also on trial on other
corruption charges in North Macedonia.
In May 2019, the mandatory immunity

“North Macedonia’s former prime minister
Nikola Gruevski fled to Budapest to avoid
serving a prison sentence is now living and
working in Hungary"
www.bne.eu
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Gruevski agreed to resign and left his
post in January 2016.
Hungarian PM Viktor Orban and
Gruevski have had a long-standing
political friendship. Orban was a regular
guest at the electoral rallies of Gruevski's
party and expressed strong support for
him and his policies. Both have waged
campaigns against Hungarian born
philanthropist George Soros.
Gruevski's first cousin is Saso Mijalkov,
a former chief of the secret police,
who is now in detention, after receiving
a 12-year prison sentence from
a Skopje court in a high-profile illegal
surveillance case "Target-Fortress" in
February 2021.

issues’ commission of North Macedonia’s
parliament decided to take away
Gruevski’s MP mandate after he fled the
country, due to his unjustified absence
from work.
In June 2019, Hungary turned down
North Macedonia’s request to extradite
Gruevski saying that extradition
conditions were not met.
It was reported that Gruevski arrived in
Budapest via Albania, Montenegro and
Serbia in a car owned by the Hungarian
embassy in Tirana. He said at the time
that he fled to Hungary after being
warned that he would be killed in prison.

www.intellinews.com

@bneintellinews

Russia’s top retail and tech companies
join forces to hunt for innovations in
the rest of the world
BAs Russia’s retail and tech sectors consolidate, the leading
companies are turned their gaze outwards to hunt for
new technology and innovation.
See page 2

Ukraine-born startups raised more
than half a billion dollars in 2019
In 2019, the venture capital and private equity funding volume for
Ukrainian and Ukrainian-founded tech startups reached $544mn
(up from $323mn in 2018 and $265mn in 2017), says AVentures
Capital’s latest industry report ”DealBook of Ukraine”,
See page 4
reports Adrien Henni of Ukraine Digital News.
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Gruevski and his party had been
firmly entrenched in power for years
when then opposition leader and now
PM Zoran Zaev released wiretapped
conversations, which revealed
corruption among top officials including
Gruevski and former ministers.
This sparked a political scandal and
mass protests in 2015. Under the
EU-mediated Przino Agreement
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In April, Mijalkov was sentenced to
another eight years in prison for illegally
purchasing wiretapping equipment in
a case known as "Trezor" ("Vault").
The Skopje criminal court turned down
a bail offer for his release of nearly
€11mn as guarantees.
Several former ministers from now
opposition VMRO-DPMNE and close
associates of Gruevski, including
ex-transport minister Mile Janakieski
and ex-interior minister Gordana
Jankulovska, as well as other VMRODPMNE officials currently are
serving prison sentences due to their
involvement in corruption scandals.
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publication bneTech
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Thousands protest over
spyware scandal as Hungary's
Fidesz boycotts national
security committee
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expansion, Janos Suli. Aszodi opposed
the hastened construction of the
project.
The phones of two journalists at the
Hungarian Pegasus project partner,
the investigative outlet Direkt36, were
successfully infected with the spyware,
including Szabolcs Panyi, a well-known
reporter with a wide range of sources in
diplomatic and national security circles.

bne IntelliNews

S

everal thousand people took to
the streets in Budapest on July
26 in protest against the Pegasus
wiretapping scandal.
The government has refused to either
confirm or deny the accusations made
on July 20 that it used the Israeli
spyware to illegally spy on journalists
and political opponents.
The ruling Fidesz party boycotted
the meeting of parliament’s national
security’s meeting on July 26, which had
been convened by the opposition, calling
the situation around Pegaus a politically
motivated hysteria.
Interior Minister Sandor Pinter, one of
the strongest allies of Orban and longestserving minister, showed up, but did not
have to respond to any questions on the
possible purchase and use of Pegasus
spyware as the committee could not
begin its work without Fidesz MPs
being present.

Files leaked to Amnesty International
and the Paris-based journalism nonprofit Forbidden Stories revealed the
phone numbers of 300 Hungarians in
a database of some 50,000 worldwide
who may have been targeted for
hacking by clients of the Israeli spyware
firm NSO. So far 10 Hungarian people
have been identified as being targets,
including lawyers, one opposition
politician and five journalists.
The phone number of former state
secretary of the Orban government,
Attila Aszodi, was also on the list,
investigative outlet Direkt36, the
Hungarian Pegasus project partner
reported recently. Aszodi was
responsible for the expansion of the
Paks nuclear power plant until early
2019. He became a target in late
2018 after conflicts with his superior,
the minister in charge of the Paks

Opposition party Momentum organized
a demonstration in Budapest. Protestors
marched from the Terror Museum
on Andrassy revenue to the Fidesz
headquarters nearby. Demonstrators
carried a banner reading Товарищи
Конец (Comrades, it is the end),
a reference to the iconic election
campaign poster of conservative
Hungarian Democratic Forum, the
winner of the country’s first free election
after the regime change.
To many, the wirestapping scandal
evoked memories of the darkest period
in Hungarian history. Some chanted
AVH, AVH, the dreaded Secret Service
of the 1950s.
Speakers on the stage set up in front
of the Fidesz HQ vowed to hold
accountable those responsible for the
surveillance of Hungarians if they win
the election in 2022.

Opposition parties say the abstention
of the ruling party from the committee
meeting equals a guilty plea. The
government pretends as if there was no
scandal but only scare-mongering, while
they are using every means to avoid
political responsibility, the centre-right
Jobbik leader of the committee Janos
Stummer told reporters.
Hungary’s government could have
procured the spyware legally, but
the main question is if it abused its
powers by wiretapping journalists and
politicians, another MP said.
Opposition parties will make efforts to
convene the committee again.

Demonstrators carry a banner with the caption Товарищи Конец (Comrades, it is the end), a reference to
the iconic election campaign poster of the conservative MDF during the 1990 election.

www.bne.eu
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Albania has become an important centre for clothing, shoes and accessories production.

Stitching Albania’s garment industry
back together
Clare Nuttall in Glasgow

S

ome prominent figures in the
international fashion and beauty
industry were optimistically
forecasting a new “roaring twenties” and
an explosion in consumption even as
most of Europe went back into lockdown
earlier this year. For Albania’s garment
manufacturing industry, which supplies
famous brands in Italy and elsewhere,
this is a far-off dream. With orders still
sluggish, for now it’s a question of slowly
stitching back together an industry
devastated by the pandemic.
As in other sectors like car
manufacturing and electronics, which
also have complex international supply
chains, the clothing and textiles sector
suffered sudden demand and supply
side shocks in the early months of 2020.
The initial disruptions to supplies from
China, followed by factory shutdowns
in Europe and elsewhere as the

www.bne.eu

pandemic spread around the world, was
accompanied by a slump in demand as
people stopped going out – and to a large
extent stopped buying new clothes –
during the spring 2020 lockdowns.
The burden fell especially hard on
companies and their employees in lower
income countries – among them Albania
– supplying western markets.
The textile and footwear sector is the
single largest category in Albania’s
exports; in 2019 exports in this category
amounted to ALL118bn, 40% of the
ALL299bn of goods exported during the
year. Of that total, ALL92bn – almost
a third of all exports – was textile and
footwear products exported to Italy.
Albania’s strength in this area dates
back to the communist era, when textile
production and garment manufacturing

was one of the most important sectors
of the economy, with state factories
supplying the local population and
producing for export. The Kombinat Stalin
Textile Mill in the outskirts of Tirana
employed over 2,000 people in its heyday.
Today, Albania is no longer a major
textile producer, and its factories, now
privately owned, many of them by Italian
businesspeople, import materials that are
then turned into partially or fully finished
garments or shoes then re-exported.
Data on this industry, dubbed ‘facon’, is
incomplete, but Albania is estimated to
have around 1,000 companies engaged
in garment manufacturing, employing
up to 90,000 people.
Aside from Albania’s previous history
in the sector, the ‘facon’ industry
developed thanks to Albania’s low
costs – this is a labour-intensive sector
and Albania has the lowest minimum
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wage in Europe – and its proximity to
Italy, one of the world’s fashion capitals.
Italy, just across the Adriatic Sea from
Albania, has a large Albanian diaspora
and is the country’s top trading partner.
Typically, clothes and shoes are exported
almost complete to Italy, where Italian
workers add the final touches and
packaging, allowing the products to go
out to the shops with the prestigious
‘Made in Italy’ label.
In just one example, Kler, a major
Albanian CMT (cut, make and trim)
company located on the highway
between Albania’s capital Tirana and
the port city of Durres, supplies highend men’s shirts for Italian brands
including Brancaccio C., Alex Doriani
and Cristiana C. Kler’s website says the
company “prides itself on its high quality
make, quick turn-around capacity,
convenient location to EU fabric markets
[and] competitive pricing with a low
cost of labour.”
The pandemic strikes
When the pandemic started, it had a
quick and extremely damaging impact
on companies and workers in producing
countries around the world, where many
manufacturers already struggled with
cash flow and operated on extremely tight
margins. As early as March 2020, the Clean
Clothes Campaign warned that companies
were closing in Albania and elsewhere
because of the shortage of raw materials
from China combined with declining
consumer demand and shop closures,
which resulted in major international
retailers cancelling orders (including
some already completed) and demanding
discounts on orders already shipped.
Rights activists around the world
focussed on the clothing industry
warned that the financial burden of
the pandemic was being passed on
to the most vulnerable people in the
industry, namely workers in low-income
countries, many of whose employers
were unable to pay them for work
already done. A report from the Centre
for Global Workers Rights (CGWR) and
the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC)
said that fashion companies from the
US and Europe cancelled or refused
to pay for $16.2bn of orders in April-

June 2020, resulting in textile workers
losing $1.6bn in wages. During this
period, fashion companies in the EU
took delivery of garments worth 45% or
$6.5bn less than in the same period of
the previous year. In the US this figure
dropped by around one half or $9.7bn.
Workers in Albania’s garment sector –
around 95% female with an average age
of 31-35 – were already in a precarious
situation where they faced multiple
labour rights abuses and job security
dependent on their factories securing
fresh orders. This immediately worsened
when COVID-19 started spreading
across Europe.
The International Labour Organization
(ILO) reported the “immense impact” of
the pandemic on the textiles, clothing,
leather and footwear industries.
“Quarantine measures, closure of retail
stores, illness and salary reductions have
suppressed consumer demand. At the
same time, this sector is struggling with
severe supply-side disruption; as workers
are told to stay at home, supply chains
grind to a halt and factories close. Women
in Albania’s apparel and footwear sector

The Albania government shut factories
down in the initial lockdown in March
2020, but those in the garment industry
were the first to reopen after factory
owners put pressure on the government
to allow them to continue working.
According to Arqimandriti, the women
who went back to work “were first to
be infected, massively”, as factories
became hotspots for the spread of
COVID-19. Even when in the factories
that followed government guidelines
on disinfection and distributed masks
and hand sanitiser to their workers, the
virus continued to spread; the piecework
carried out in many factories made
social distancing virtually impossible.
“There is some distancing in factories,
but women can suffer from the lack
of proper distancing for example
on transportation to and from their
workplaces or because there are
typically only one or two bathrooms at
each factory,” said Eneida Mjeshtri of
the Centre for Labour Rights in Tirana.
Looking at the financial impact on
workers, Arqimandriti said that when
factories reopened many were operating

“The textile and footwear sector is the single
largest category in Albania’s exports"
are among the hardest hit by the economic
woes associated with the COVID-19
health crisis,” said an ILO report.
“When the pandemic started it was very
difficult and nobody knew what to do. In
Albania everything was blocked. All the
companies and schools were closed,” said
Mirela Arqimandriti, executive director
of the Gender Alliance for Development
Centre (GADC) in Tirana, which has been
working with women and girls in Albania’s
garment sector for the last five years.
Surveys by the GADC show many of the
women working in the garment industry
are the breadwinners in their households,
with their husbands, for example, picking
up daily work in construction or seasonal
work abroad. Many have more than two
children and are also responsible for
elderly family members.

at a low capacity, offering their workers
only a few hours a day, with their pay
adjusted accordingly. Others were
unable to come to work as closed schools
meant they had young children at
home, or without public transport they
couldn’t get to their workplaces. While
the government extended support for
workers forced to stay at home by the
pandemic, there were cases of factors
laying off workers as demand shrank, and
once they were removed from the payroll
they were unable to access support.
According to a Reuters report, the
Albanian government gave a one-off
payment of ALL40,000 to 179,000
workers after 50,000 lost their jobs,
including in the garment sector, and
approved sovereign guarantees to help
pay employees. However, industry
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insiders told the newswire that most
companies failed to secure bank loans
despite the guarantee.

in sufficient volume to come close to
making up for the shortfall in fashion
orders for the industry as a whole.

By June 2020, 50,000 people from
across the Albanian economy had been
removed from the payroll and declared
unemployed. While some were later
taken back as factories reopened,
Arqimandriti says that there is little
information about the current situation.
Some companies entered bankruptcy,
while others struggled to access support
from the government channeled
through local banks.

German international development
agency Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmbH supported the tailoring industry
in Albania during the pandemic. "The
shutdown of the fashion industry in
Italy and other European countries
reduced the demand for textiles “made
in Albania” immensely. According to
our own studies, in 2020 alone, the
potential loss of the sector summed up
to €180mn,” a GIZ spokesperson told bne
IntelliNews. “In April 2020 GIZ started
to support local garment companies
by giving advise on how to certify their
production lines for personal protective
equipment. Given the high demand in
Germany, starting the production of PPE
kept these companies running.”

Even before the pandemic, conditions
weren’t very good, Arqimandriti and
Eneida both say that while Albania has
a good labour code, based on EU law,
it is poorly enforced and officials have
insufficient resources to monitor the
industry effectively. On top of the low
wages and long hours in the sector –
workers are rarely compensated for
overtime – there are also reports of
other abuses such as poorly enforced
health and safety standards and sexual
harassment.
A 2016 report from the NGOs Clean
Clothes Campaign, Change Your
Shoes, Berne Declaration and ENS
shows the situation is similar in garment
factories across several Central and
Southeast European countries.
“Labour on a Shoestring: The
Realities of Working in Europe’s Shoe
Manufacturing Peripheries in Albania,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia” says
that "problematic working conditions
and very low wages in particular, are
occurring endemically across global
supply chains worldwide”, with being
based in Europe not a guarantee of
ood working conditions. On the
contrary, “In Europe’s low-wage
countries, the clothing and shoe
industry is notorious for poor pay
and bad conditions."
From fashion to PPE
One way that companies have managed
to survive the criss is by switching from
fashion apparel to production of face
masks and other personal protective
equipment (PPE), though this was not
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GIZ advised the producing companies
on ensuring the quality standards for
protective wear, and also initiated
cooperation between Albanian and
German companies through its networks
with chambers of commerce in the
two countries. Among the Albanian
companies it has supported are
EfaSolutions, which produced hundreds
of thousands of gowns since June 2020,
that were sold to customers in Germany.
“EfaSolutions even subcontracted four
other local textile companies to satisfy
the high demand for PPE. This helped
secure nearly 600 jobs and create 400
new jobs in the textile sector, which has
still not yet recovered from the crisis.
Alongside their clothing, Efa Solutions
still manufactures protective gear despite
the decreasing demand for PPE, as they
have built a productive system which
ensures quality of high international
standards,” the spokesperson said.
Back to the shops
In the last few months restrictions have
been fully or almost fully lifted in many
parts of Europe and North America,
allowing people to return to workplaces,
start socialising and attending events
again, go on holiday and get back to
the shops. Data from the British Retail
Consortium, for example, showed the
fastest quarterly growth in retail sales

on record in the second quarter of 2021.
Germany’s retail sales saw a faster-thanexpected rise in June as restrictions were
lifted, while Italy’s retail sales returned
to growth in the month.
It’s a little early to tell whether the
pandemic will have had a lasting impact
on shopping habits. Under lockdown
people abandoned such constricting
garments as tailored trousers, jackets
and bras (another popular made in
Albania item) in favour of joggers and
sweatshirts, if they bothered to change
out of their pyjamas at all. Some analysts
and industry insiders believe the enforced
saving during the lockdowns in 2020
and 2021 will have led people to reassess
their relationship with fast fashion in
particular and move away from overconsumption towards more measured and
environmentally conscious purchasing.
Consultancy McKinsey expects in its
report “The State of Fashion 2021: In
search of promise in perilous times” retail
sales in Europe and the US to remain a few
percent below the 2019 level this year, and
for only a modest recovery in 2022.
Others have forecast that after months
shut up at home people are already
embarking on a frenzy of “revenge
consumption” that will fuel the postCOVID recovery, with some even
comparing the 2020s to come with the
“roaring” 1920s that followed WW1 and
the 1918 flu pandemic. On a call with
analysts, L’Oréal CEO Jean-Paul Agon
forecast: “When the COVID [is] gone,
people will be happy to go out again, to
celebrate, to socialise and this will be like
in the famous Roaring ‘20s … This will be
the fiesta of makeup and fragrances.”
Another consequence of the pandemic
– potentially a positive one for Albania
– is that supply chain disruptions, such
as those between East and South Asian
suppliers and European markets, have
caused companies to rethink their supply
chains to make them more resilient
to such disruptions in future. One of
the ways to do this is by ‘nearshoring’
production and Albania, along with the
other Western Balkans countries, and
other relatively low-income European
countries like Moldova and Ukraine, are
well placed to do this.
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The opposition VMRO-DPMNE
immediately accused the authorities
of "trade with narcotics", saying
that Lesotho is a small, corrupt,
impoverished country in south Africa
whose government controls cannabis
plantations.
“[North] Macedonia is becoming a
drug trade base in the Balkans,” former
foreign minister and member of VMRODPMNE Antonio Milososki said in
a Facebook post on August 18.

Lesotho’s Highlands sends
world’s largest legal cannabis
flower shipment to North
Macedonia
Valentina Dimitrievska in Skopje

M

edical cannabis producer
Highlands Investments from
Lesotho secured the sale of 8.5
tonnes of pure cannabis flowers for the
European market that will be shipped
to North Macedonia. The shipment is
believed to be the world’s largest single
legal cannabis export to date.
In July, North Macedonia endorsed
a draft law on the control of narcotic
drugs, which allows the export of
dried cannabis flowers in line with EU
rules. Skopje is developing a medical
cannabis industry and the government
is considering legalising the drug to
encourage hospitality and tourism too.
“The size of the shipment, which is
enough to fill almost four 40 foot
containers, required a chartered plane
to transport to [North] Macedonia,”
the company's managing director Mark
Corbett said in a press release published
by PR Newswire.
Highlands cultivates, processes and
packages high-quality THC and CBD
cannabis flower for the production of
medical grade cannabis products.

“We believe this to be one of the largest
legal shipments of medical grade
cannabis to date and is a significant
milestone for our business,” the
company said.
Highlands said that this shipment
follows a previously successful shipment
of 176.5kg of THC flower exported to

VMRO-DPMNE spokesperson Dimce
Arsovski said that it “is obvious that
the country under the leadership of
PM [Zoran] Zaev has become the most
attractive country for the drug and
cannabis business.”
“Moreover, it is obvious that not all
of the 50 companies that get licenses
for growing marijuana in [North]
Macedonia, operate and it is easier
to import from foreign countries such
as Lesotho,” he said.
VMRO-DPMNE officials also claim that
Zaev's close relatives are involved in the
medical cannabis business.
Skopje legalised the use of medical
cannabis in 2016, when VMRODPMNE was on power. In November
2020, Zaev said that he supports the
decriminalisation and legalisation of

“We believe this to be one of the largest legal
shipments of medical grade cannabis to date
and is a significant milestone for our business"
Europe in April, without specifying the
name of the recipient country.
The company said that according to official
reports, the European cannabis market is
forecast to reach $3.8bn by 2025.
The news that a major cannabis flower
shipment was intended for North
Macedonia was published by local media
on August 18, according to which the
deal is worth $85mn.

cannabis consumption, saying that this
will help the tourism and hospitality
industry in the country.
In June 2021, medical cannabis
producer NYSK Holdings became the
first company in North Macedonia to
receive a license to export dried cannabis
flowers, which was needed for the
company to start exports to Poland.
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banking system, as well as a new action
plan to implement the strategy, and to
report regularly on results.

Moldovan MPs slam prosecutors’
failure to recover funds stolen
in $1bn bank frauds
bne IntelliNews

M

oldovan MPs strongly criticised
both the General Prosecutor's
Office and the National
Anticorruption Centre for their lack of
progress on recovering the money stolen
in the so-called $1bn bank frauds at a
session on August 20.
The money was siphoned off from
three major Moldovan banks, Banca de
Economii, Unibank and Banca Sociala,
which were later liquidated. The
government issued bonds to cover the
loss of the funds, with the bill ultimately
to be footed by Moldovan taxpayers
unless the authorities manage to recover
some of the stolen money.
After hours of debate, MPs adopted
a decision on the issue on August 20.
The ‘Decision on the results of the
parliamentary hearings on the progress
of actions in the process of recovering
financial means stolen from the banking
system’ was backed by 57 of Moldova’s 101
MPs, reported news agency Moldpres.
The document singled out prosecutors
and the NAC for the failure so far to
recover the funds, which amounted to
over 10% of Moldova’s GDP at the time
of the thefts.
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“It is found that the responsibility
for organising and ensuring efficient
measures on the process of recovering
the financial means stolen from
the banking system rests with
the management of the General
Prosecutor's Office and the National
Anticorruption Centre,” said the
decision.
"Analysing the information presented,
the parliament notes the lack of
measurable actions and progress in
the process of recovering the financial
means stolen from the banking system,
and considers that the inefficient
actions of the leaders of the responsible
authorities unduly delay the taking
of effective measures to achieve the
goal," it added.
It called on the General Prosecutor's
Office to examine the causes of the slow
progress and to step up international
co-operation with other countries' special
services, including through joint investigation teams and the European Union
Agency for Cooperation in Criminal
Justice (EuroJust). Prosecutors have been
given 30 days to prepare an "efficient,
effective and achievable instrument”
for recovering the funds stolen from the

The same decision also recommended
that the Superior Council of Magistracy
check on progress and take all
necessary measures to ensure that
justice is done through the courts
in cases related to the looting of
the banking system and recovering
stolen funds. Specifically, it referred
to the importance of ensuring the
transparency of the administration of
justice and the observance of the Code
of Ethics by judges.
The parliament’s Committee on Legal
Affairs, Appointments and Immunities
jointly with the Committee on National
Security, Defence and Public Order will
monitor in parliamentary procedures
for investigating the robbery from the
banking system and the progress of
actions taken by public authorities in
the recovery process.
Immediately after her Party of Action
and Solidarity (PAS) won the July
11 general election, President Maia
Sandu stressed that people are waiting
to see the authors of the frauds in the
banking system in jail and insisted that
the rule of law is the key to Moldova’s
development.
In the years that Moldova was under
the sway of oligarch and politician Vlad
Plahotnuic, there were repeated warnings
that Moldova was becoming a captured
state, with the control over the judiciary
a particular concern. When Socialist Party
leader Igor Dodon won his power struggle
with Plahotnuic, critics say that rather
than cleaning up Moldova’s institutions,
Dodon sought to control them himself.
Sandu and her PAS came to power in late
2020 and mid-2021 respectively, pledging
wide-reaching reforms and a crackdown
on corruption.
One of the main steps taken since
the PAS came to power following its
landslide victory on July 11 was to
seek to oust head prosecutor Alexandr
Stoianaglo, change the rules so the
head prosecutor can be evaluated and
dismissed by the president.
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Committee head says at least 1,000 protesters
and opposition politicians illegally wiretapped
in ‘Bulgarian Watergate’
bne IntelliNews

A

t least 1,000 protesters and
politicians have been illegally
wiretapped during and after the
months-long mass protests against the
former government of Boyko Borissov
and the chief prosecutor Ivan Geshev,
said Nikolai Hadzhigenov, the head
of the parliament’s special committee
probing the police violence and illegal
wiretapping during the protests.
The ‘Bulgarian Watergate’ scandal broke
in May when Atanas Atanasov, one of
the leaders of Democratic Bulgaria and
a former chief of the counterintelligence
services, claimed that 32 opposition
politicians were wiretapped ahead of
the April general election, including
members of Democratic Bulgaria.
Several days later, protester leader
Hadzhigenov of the 'Poisonous Trio'
said he has evidence that more than 82
members of the opposition, as well as
protesters, were illegally wiretapped
during the mass anti-corruption protests
last year and ahead of the April 4 vote.

The committee’s head said that the
wiretapping of some of those people
was ordered personally by the chief
prosecutor.
Hadzhigenov also said that the
specialised court and the prosecution
are sabotaging the committee’s work,
refusing to send materials and claiming
they were classified. Meanwhile,
he also said that the committee has

received already around 300 pages of
classified reports of the interior ministry
and videos showing the destruction
of materials related to the illegal
wiretapping by special services. On some
videos, the faces of people destroying
documents can be recognised.
At the same time, the prosecution
has claimed several times it found no
evidence of illegal wiretapping.

“The ‘Bulgarian Watergate’ scandal broke in May
when Atanas Atanasov, one of the leaders of
Democratic Bulgaria and a former chief of the
counterintelligence services, claimed that 32
opposition politicians were wiretapped”

After the July 11 snap election, the
parliament set up the committee that is
tasked to probe several cases of excessive
use of police force, including beating and
teargassing peaceful protesters last year.
There were cases of hospitalised young
people and a journalist who was arrested
and beaten, as well as testimonies of
sexual harassment of a young female
protester.
At the start of its first session,
Hadzhigenov said the committee already
has the names of 140 illegally wiretapped
persons but did not disclose them but
said they include candidates for MPs,
acting MPs, activists, journalists and a
Sofia district prosecutor. These persons
were wiretapped between July 14, 2020,
and May 2021.
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Two out of three adverts on Belarus' state TV were bought and paid for by leading western multinationals, who are continuing business as normal despite
the brutal crackdown by the state on the population.

Western FMCG companies remain top
advertisers on Belarusian state TV
despite harsh sanctions regime
Ben Aris in Berlin

C

ompanies from Europe and
the US place two out of three
commercials broadcast on primetime Belarusian state television, reports
Libereco, an independent GermanSwiss non-governmental organisation
dedicated to the protection of human
rights in Belarus and Ukraine.
Western companies and governments have
shied away from cutting commercial ties to
the regime of Belarus' President Alexander
Lukashenko, despite several rounds of
some of the harshest sanctions on record
and almost universal condemnation.
Moldova is the only European country
to recognise Lukashenko as President,
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but that has not stopped some of the
most famous fast moving consumer
good (FMCG) companies, raw materials
traders and banks from doing business
with Belarus.

The EU and US have both imposed harsh
sanctions on Belarus in protest over
the brutal crackdown and Stalinesque
repression that followed the elections as
Lukashenko attempts to cling to power.

The list of FMCG advertisers spending
heavily on advertising their wares on
Belarusian prime-time state TV reads like
a who’s who of western multinationals,
with Proctor & Gamble leading the list.

The EU has placed targeted sanctions on
Belarus’ main exports as well as selective
sanctions on Belarusian bonds. The US
has also targeted leading Belarusian
corporates. Dozens of top Belarusian
officials, including Lukashenko, were
also personally sanctioned by both the
US and the EU in October 2020.

None of them have cut their spending,
according to a report by Libereco,
since the country was plunged into its
worst political crisis ever following the
disputed presidential elections last year
on August 9.

However, the EU blinked when it
came to imposing sanctions on potash,
Belarus’ main export cash cow. The
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key class of potash that makes up 80%
of the fertiliser exports was excluded
from the sanctions list, as European
agriculture remains heavily dependent
on Belarusian potash for its business.
Brussels has been criticised for not
hitting Belarus harder, but justified
the decision by saying that it wanted
to keep something in reserve for future
negotiations with Lukashenko.
Ukraine has also excluded itself from the
sanctions regimes as its fragile economy
is one of the most heavily dependent
on Belarusian exports for things like
fertiliser and diesel fuel. Ukraine’s
abstention undermines the effectiveness
of the sanctions, as it remains the most
important export market for Belarusian
products in Europe.
Austrian firms have also been very
reluctant to punish Minsk for its
crackdown on the Belarusian population
that include arbitrary arrests and
widespread reports of torture, rape and
even extrajudicial murder of protesters.
The EU sanctions imposed in July almost
failed after Vienna blocked the vote over
fears of hurting its banks that operate
in Minsk. Raiffeisen International owns
a large share of Priorbank, the leading
commercial bank in the country that has
extensive business with the country’s
biggest state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
A deal was eventually thrashed out and
the bank has promised to scale back its
operations with the SOEs, but its details
remain vague.
During the mass protests last summer
the Austrian mobile phone company
A1 that operates in the country
collaborated with the state by slowing
internet connects to hamper the protest
actions, which are heavily dependent on
social media for reporting abuses and
co-ordinating the actions of crowds.
Vienna remains cautious of damaging
its commercial ties with Belarus and
is a reluctant participant in the antiLukashenko initiatives.
When Belarusian Olympic sprinter
Kristina Timanovskaya escaped from
her government minders in Tokyo that

were trying forcibly to repatriate her
following critical comments she made
on social media, initially it was reported
that she intended to seek asylum in
Austria, but she was clearly rebuffed
and accepted a humanitarian visa to
Poland instead, where she arrived on
August 4. Austria refused to grant her
refuge because it feared damaging its
commercial ties with Belarus, according
to unverified comments posted on social
media based on local reports.

The invective on state media has
been steadily ratcheted up since
then, with personal attacks on the
likes of opposition leader Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya becoming a regular
feature of prime-time “reporting.” In
one weekly show presenters profile
prominent opposition figures they say
should be hanged with graphics that
include pictures of a noose. In Eastern
Europe hanging is the traditional
punishment for traitors.

Likewise, the Belarusian government
has spent millions of dollars on US
technology company Sandvine Inc.
soft- and hardware that allows them

“It's probably no coincidence that head
of Belarusian House in Ukraine Vitaliy
Shyshov was murdered by hanging.
Belarus state television makes weekly

“The EU sanctions imposed in July almost failed
after Vienna blocked the vote over fears of hurting
its banks that operate in Minsk”
to shut down parts of the internet and
block opposition social media channels.
The US company ignored its own
ethical standard rules that would have
precluded the sales to clients that use
the product for political repression.
And Czech companies produce many of
the munitions used by Belarus’ OMON
riot police, particularly the flashbang
stun grenades. The EU has a standing
ban on selling arms and munitions to
Belarus. It is unclear how the flashbangs
arrived in Minsk but almost certainly
came via a third party arms trader who
is importing them to Belarus illegally.

programmes about "traitors" that must
be hanged,” opposition Twitter channel
Belarus in Sweden posted.
The German-Swiss human rights
organisation Libereco has demanded that
“Western companies must immediately
end their financial support for dictator
Alexander Lukashenko’s propaganda TV.”

Advertising scandal
Now advertising has come into focus
as yet another example of western
companies ignoring the plight of the
Belarusian population for the sake of
their bottom line.

“Western companies continue to
advertise on Belarusian state television
– despite the ongoing terror against the
civilian population, tens of thousands
of arrests and over 600 political
prisoners. Even immediately before,
after and during political broadcasts
and propagandistic news formats,
commercials by Procter & Gamble,
Nestlé, Henkel, Coca-Cola or L’Oréal
run, as a sample analysis by Libereco –
Partnership for Human Rights shows,”
the NGO said in its report.

In the early days of the protests the
majority of the staff at the state-owned
broadcasters walked out in sympathy
with the protesters, but Lukashenko
quickly flew in staff from Russia’s RT
station who restarted broadcasting
within a few days and began to churn
out anti-protest propaganda.

For one week, from July 12 to 18,
the German-Swiss human rights
organisation observed and analysed the
commercial breaks of the three stateowned television stations Belarus 1,
ONT and CTV, each from 7 to 10 pm.
The result: Out of a total of 874
commercials, almost two-thirds (63%)
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were made by Western companies. The
leaders are US companies with a total
share of 32%. Companies from Belarus
itself accout for a total of 25% of the
spots. Companies from India, Russia
and Turkey comprised the remaining
12% of the advertising spots.
By far the most commercials were aired
by Procter & Gamble (100, USA) and
Nestlé (79, Switzerland), followed by
Mars (44, USA), Henkel (43, Germany),
Colgate-Palmolive (37, USA) Sandoz
(35, Switzerland), Coca-Cola (35,
USA), PepsiCo (33, USA), Dr. Theiss
Naturwaren (32, Germany) and
Mondelez International (29, USA).
A further 82 commercials were
broadcast by the following Western
companies: Carlsberg (Denmark),
L’Oréal and Sanofi (both France),
Dolorgiet (Germany), GlaxoSmithKline
(UK), Sniezka (Poland) and Gedeon
Richter (Hungary).
These advertisements appear despite
more than 40,000 arrests in the past
12 months, at least 1,800 documented
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reports of torture and more than 600
political prisoners that are in detention,
according to human rights organisations
estimates.
“For a year now, the Lukashenko regime
has been terrorising its own population;
even the worst PR manager should
have noticed that. The fact that global
brands like Procter & Gamble, Mars,
Henkel, Coca-Cola or PepsiCo continue
to advertise on the dictator’s propaganda
channels is a scandal. The companies
obviously only care about their profits,
they do not care about the catastrophic
human rights situation in Belarus. The
Western corporations have lost all sense
of injustice, this is a moral declaration
of bankruptcy,” Libereco’s chairman in
Germany, Marco Fieber, said in the report.
The President of Libereco Switzerland,
Lars Bünger, emphasises with regard
to the food giant Nestlé, which despite
criticism continues to advertise
its products widely on Belarusian
state television: “The company was
comprehensively informed by us in
a personal conversation at the

beginning of July about the human
rights situation in Belarus. After the
recent shocking events, we now expect
a public statement from Nestlé very
soon on how they will end their
advertising on Belarusian state media.”
Fieber and Bünger are appealing
to politicians to ban advertising by
international companies in Belarusian
state media as a targeted sanction
against the criminal Lukashenko regime,
the report says.
“In addition to the sanctions already
imposed by numerous countries,
Libereco also calls on all democratic
governments to take further punitive
measures against the ruling regime
in Belarus. Among other things, the
organisation is pushing for Belarusian
banks to be excluded from the
international payments system SWIFT
and for a ban on trading in Belarusian
government bonds. Instead of the
red-green Belarusian flag, which
represents the Lukashenko regime, the
white-red-white flag should be used
internationally,” Libereco says.
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Ukraine’s law enforcement clashes
with far right Azov movement
Ben Aris in Berlin

U

krainian law enforcers violently
clashed with members of the far
right Azov movement on August
14 as the authorities attempted to crack
down on the criminal schemes the
movement uses to make money.
Police officers and a National Guard
serviceman were injured after they tried
to halt a group of Azov protesters moving towards Bankova, the presidential
offices in Kyiv. They tried to search the
members of Azov but were assaulted
by the protesters. Several police offices
were injured and taken to hospital for
treatment.
"The police decided to inspect the items
that the [Azov] protesters could bring
to the President's Office. However, the
activists categorically refused to be
inspected and were given a command
to attack the National Police and the
Guard,” the head of the National Police
Igor Klimenko said in a statement.
"We are against provocations and for
the peaceful conduct of any action.
The presence of police officers and the
National Guard are the necessary measures to ensure order in the area where
the actions are held," he added.

dent Viktor Yanukovych’s police in 2014
led the Kremlin to claim that Maidan
was a right wing-driven coup d'état, a
claim that was virulently denied at the
time by pro-Ukrainian commentators,
but in retrospect clearly has an element
of truth.
After the regime change the group
was quietly subsumed into the Ukrainian military as a separate unit but it
maintains its own clear identity and
enjoys close ties with senior figures in
the government. It has been allowed to
continue to operate its criminal schemes
with impunity.
At home the group ran various schemes
and have been accused of racketeering and extortion. The group has been
associated with the recently departed
powerful interior minister Arsen Avakov
and the police action this weekend is
believed by commentators to be a result
of a house cleaning now that his protection has been withdrawn.
Considered to be the second most powerful man in the country, who served

under four prime ministers and was also
the longest serving minister in office,
Avakov submitted his resignation on
July 13, without giving a reason for his
decision.
His departure was seem by some analysts as part of a government shake up
by Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy, who is trying to consolidate his
grip on power as part of a slow moving
crackdown on corruption.
Zelenskiy nominated Denys Monastyrskyi to replace Avakov. Monastyrskyi is
a lawyer and a member of Zelenskiy’s
Servant of the People party. The former
head of the parliament’s Law Enforcement Committee, Monastyrskyi’s
appointment gives Zelenskiy more direct
control over the police force and Ukrainian Security Service (SBU).
Avakov’s resignation may be connected
to Zelenskiy’s crackdown on the influence of the oligarchs, analysts have
speculated. Avakov allied himself with
business magnate and Zelenskiy’s former business partner Ihor Kolomoisky in

Azov has been a hugely controversial
movement since it sprang to prominence
during the 2014 Maidan revolution. Its
militias have also prominently served on
the front line in the undeclared war with
Russia in the Donbas.
The group openly glorifies the Nazis and
regularly holds rallies using symbolism
that blatantly evokes Hitler’s rallies and
the other trappings of the Nazi era. And
yet the authorities have done little to
curb or control the group.
Their presence in the demonstrations
and street fighting with former presi-

The Ukrainian government appears to be cracking down on far right group Azov, but the whole of Eastern
Europe has a conflicted relationship with the far right.
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2014 when they began creating volunteer battalions fighting Russia and its
proxies in eastern Ukraine. This alliance
appears to have remained in place,
reports the Kyiv Post.
Under US pressure Zelenskiy launched
a campaign with an oligarch speech
in March and since then has passed a
number of laws restricting their contacts
with government as well as closing some
of the loopholes that allowed them to
run economic rent schemes that have
made them fabulously wealthy. At the
same time Zelenskiy appears to be trying
to crack down on corruption in general
as several middle tier officials have been
arrested recently on corruption charges.
Most notably several senior managers
of PrivatBank, that used to belong to
Kolomoisky who is accused of stealing
$5.5bn from the bank, were arrested
or had arrest warrants issued in their
names in February.
Far right and Belarus opposition
Azov is deeply entrenched in Ukraine.
The group also has multiple ties with
leading Belarusian opposition figures,
many of whom have maintained close
ties with Azov members in a fact
that the international media remains
squeamish about reporting. The
Kremlin’s claims that Maidan was a
far right coup contradict the western

international press, or at best given a
couple of column inches. This year it
was not reported at all. Likewise, the
ties between prominent Belarusian
opposition figures and Azov have been
sparsely reported.
As bne IntelliNews has reported there is
a values fault line that runs down the
middle of Europe to the right of which
values are distinctly less liberal than to
the left – including affiliation with far
right ideas. For example, despite the
Baltic states’ reputation for adoption of
European values, the region remains

“Azov has multiple ties with leading Belarusian
opposition figures, many of whom have
maintained close ties with Azov members”
narrative that Maidan was a popular
uprising by regular Ukrainians yearning
to join Europe and so the bulk of
international reporting on Ukraine has
become shy of the topic of Ukraine’s
very obvious problem with far right
affiliations.
Every year the far right stage a major
torchlit march down Khreshchatyk,
Kyiv’s main thoroughfare, attended
by thousands of aficionados, some of
whom are in full Nazi uniform, but
the event is regularly ignored by the
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homophobic and also has Nazi sympathisers that regularly parade in public.
The former editor-in-chief of the
Belarusian Telegram channel Nexta
Roman Protasevich became a cause
célèbre after Belarus' President
Alexander Lukashenko forced
a commercial Ryanair flight to land
in Minsk and arrested Protasevich
and his girlfriend on May 23.
According to creditable reports Protasevich served with an Azov battalion

in Donbas and photos have emerged of
him in uniform carrying a machine gun.
Protasevich does not deny either serving
with Azov nor being on the frontline in
Donbas, but claims he was there exclusively as a photographer and did not
fight. However, no photos or stories
have been produced to support this
version of events.
A man who bears a very strong
resemblance to Protasevich appeared
on the cover of the Azov recruitment
magazine “The Black Sun” in uniform
and carrying a weapon, in a photo that
has been widely shared on Russian
social media claiming it is Protasevich.
Vitaly Shishov, the head of Belarusian
House, an opposition group that offers
aid to Belarusians that flee to Ukraine,
was found hanged in a tree in a Kyiv
park on August 3. Shishov also had
close ties to Azov via his fellow Belarus
House partner Rodion Batulin and
Sergey Korotkikh, a Belarusian with
ties to Russia’s FSB and one of the
founders of Russia’s largest neo-nazi
platform before moving to Ukraine
and joining Azov.
A day after Shishov was found hanged
in a park, with bruises on his body, his
partner Batulin, an MMA fighter and
also an Azov veteran from Latvia, was
banned from entering Ukraine by the
SBU as a “threat to national security”
but no further details were given.
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Batulin is also an associate of Korotkikh,
who claims to know Shishov and rose to
prominence in Ukraine where president
Poroshenko granted him citizenship
after two years and personally handed
him a new passport.
Korotkikh is believed to be running the
Azov movement’s business operations,
according to Leonid Ragozin, a prominent Russian journalist based in Latvia
who previously worked for the BBC, who
wrote a long thread on Shishov’s story.
“A week ago, SBU clamped down on
Azov’s racketeering business in Kharkiv,
the movement’s alma mater. Seven men,
including some, but not all, of the top
figures got arrested,” Ragozin reported.
The arrests came shortly before Batulin
attempted to re-enter Ukraine and some
analysts have linked the two events,
although the authorities have said little
about either incident.
Shishov’s Azov connection confuses the
investigation into his death and police
say they have not ruled out “murder
dressed up as suicide”. Shishov friends
that have seen the corpse report that his
face was bloodied and his nose broken,
strongly suggesting foul play.
Commentators have suggested that
Shishov was killed by Belarusian KGB
agents working in Ukraine and Shishov
also reportedly said he believed he was
being followed in the weeks before his
death. Protasevich also reported that
he was being followed by “Russian
speaking” men, that he assumed were
KGB agents, while in Athens shortly
before boarding his fateful flight
home. The KGB hit squad remains the
most likely option, but his association
with Azov, which engages in criminal
activities and is well known for its
violence, adds a new confusing element
to the story.
An investigation into Shishov published
after his death suggests that he was
not deeply involved in Azov, nor its
business, and the main interest Azov
had in Belarus House was as a recruiting
platform for its own movement as well
as a money-making scheme: Belarus
House would charge immigrants fees
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of up to several thousand dollars to help
expedite getting Ukrainian residency
documents amongst other services.
Following the operation in Kharkiv
where several Azov members were
arrested an anonymous video was
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as he is, could be linked to the death
of his protégé, Vitaly Shishov?
Not necessarily,” said Ragozin.
“The suspected assassination and
subsequent events come in the wake
of the resignation of interior minister
Arsen Avakov, the political patron

“A week ago, SBU clamped down on Azov’s
racketeering business in Kharkiv, the movement’s
alma mater. Seven men, including some, but not
all, of the top figures got arrested,”
sent to several Ukrainian bloggers,
which contained footage purporting
that Korotkikh agreed to be an FSB
agent during a crackdown on his
Nazi network in Russia 15 years ago,
reported Ragozin.
“The footage must have been somehow
leaked from the FSB (or released by it),”
Ragozin speculated.
During his years in Russia Korotkikh
spent two years training at the FSB academy and is assumed to have maintained
ties to the Russian security forces.
Then on August 9, the Azov movement
leadership claimed that the SBU was
planning a raid on its main base at Atek
plant in Kiev, which houses a recruitment centre, barracks and Azov’s own
sergeant school of dubious legality,
Ragozin reported. The promised raid
failed to materialise.
Last week the leaders of the Azov
movement began to publically accuse
President Zelenskiy of “mopping up
patriots and veterans” in preparation
toforsigning a humiliating peace
deal with Russia, although no deal
is anticipated and Bankova and the
Kremlin have little direct reported
contact. Nevertheless Avoz announced
a protest action outside Zelenskiy’s
office where the bloody clash with
police took place.
“Does it all mean that Korotkikh, an
extremely dark and controversial figure

of Azov movement. They should be
understood in the context of longrunning standoff between SBU and
interior ministry.”
A bitter rivalry between far right groups,
associated with SBU, on the one side
and the Azov movement on the other
is one of several manifestations of that
confrontation.
The role Avoz and the far right groups
play in Ukrainian politics remains very
murky. Senior members of government
have been frequently seen in the
company of Azov leaders as well as
the elite of other extreme groups such
as Evgen Karass, the leader of C14,
another notorious far right group,
who was invited to a ceremony also
attended by Poroshenko, while he was
still president.
SBU-linked groups feature in several
investigations into political assassinations in post-Maidan Ukraine, said
Ragozin, who is writing a book about
the death of journalist Pavel Sheremet,
another Belarusian who also had ties
with Azov and was killed with a car
bomb in 2016.
“Bottom line, it’s hard to pin down
anyone in those games of security bodies and freelancing far right thugs with
their shifting loyalties. From previous
experience, sadly, it is unlikely that
official investigation will end up with
a definitive answer as to who killed
Shishov,” said Ragozin.
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This year’s inflation has disproportionately hit the lower income bracket of
society as foods make up a much larger
share of their shopping basket. In the
boom years of the noughties food’s share
fell to around 35% of a total household’s
spend, but currently it has crept up to
over 50% again, reminiscent of the dark
days of the 1990s. That has also affected
the population’s perception of where
prices are headed, which is itself an
inflationary pressure.

The ingredients to make a portion of borscht currently cost RUB317, but falling incomes mean families
can cook less borscht each month than at any time in the last five years.

The borscht index: The number
of portions Russians can afford
to cook has been falling
Cameron Jones in London

T

he purchasing power of Russians
in the first half of this year fell
in 64 of Russia’s 85 regions,
according to the “borscht index”, a sort
of Russian version of the well-known
“Big Mac index”.
The benchmark ingredients in the soup
– the so-called “borscht set” –were set by
a retired teacher Natalya Atuchina from
Omsk, who invented the index in 2014
to track rising prices after the sanctions
regime was first imposed on Russia.
Russians who lived through the hyperinflation of the early 1990s remain somewhat traumatised by the experience and
inflation to this day remains one of the
public’s biggest concerns. So pensioners spending their spare time inventing
inflation tracking indicators is not so
strange in Russia as it may sound.
Inflation has soared this year, and the
rising cost of food has been one of the
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main drivers. Inflation has been rising
all year and topped 6.5% in July,
well above the Central Bank of Russia
(CBR) target rate of 4%, forcing the
CBR to hike rates several times this
year: March (25bp), April (50bp),

At the last monetary policy meeting
CBR governor Elvira Nabiullina warned
that inflation expectations have become
unanchored with the population
expecting price rises far in excess of
the actual price rises of around 14%,
although the governor suggested that
inflation may have peaked now that
prices have already begun to decline.
The rise in prices for food in May-June
was a "seasonal issue", according to
Nabiullina.
Meat today?
The average cost of products needed to
prepare borscht had risen to RUB314
($4.23) by July 2021, which is 13%
higher than at the beginning of the
year, but real incomes in Russia grew
much more slowly. With a nominal
average monthly income of RUB56,171
($756.27) each family of four could
afford to prepare 179 servings of
borscht a month, the lowest number
in the last five years, according to the
calculations by Vedomosti.

“For families living on the border of poverty
Vedomosti reports they have an income of
RUB13,100 left over after taxes, utilities and
housing costs, or a mere 48 portions of borscht”
June (50bp) and July (100bp) to the
current 6.5%.
However, according to Rosstat figures
the cost of the borscht set rose even
faster and jumped by between 11.3%
and 35.3% in May, depending where
you are in Russia.

"There is already a decline in prices for
the products included in this borscht
set,” Nabiullina said at a press conference on July 24.
With a general election looming,
Russia’s ruling party United Russia
created a working group to combat the
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rise in prices for the "borscht set", and in
early August reported on the successes:
"We agreed that the mark-up for
seasonal vegetables in retail chains
will be minimal –10-15%.”
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Harsh US sanctions on Belaruskali to
have limited impact due to loophole
Ben Aris in Berlin

But the problem is not so much the
rise in prices as the low incomes of
the population. It is the decline in
real incomes against the backdrop
of inflation that causes the greatest
concern among two thirds of Russians,
according to polls by VTsIOM and
Levada.
Atuchina’s original ingredients in the
borscht set, also adopted by the CBR and
Rosstat, include only vegetables but the
traditional recipe often also contains
meat, which would make the borscht
set even more expensive.
“The so-called borsch set, which
includes only vegetables, is not indicative, because not everyone is vegetarian,” says Oleg Komolov, associate
professor of the Financial University
under the government of the Russian
Federation, as cited by Vedomosti.
The 1952 "The Book of Delicious and
Healthy Food" recommends 500g of
meat for 800g of vegetables.
The borscht set has risen on average from RUB273 ($3.68) in 1H20 to
RUB293 ($3.95) in 1H21. The most
active food prices rose in April-June:
from RUB293 ($3.95) to RUB316
($4.26). The price of borscht decreased
by RUB2 this July, but that did not
nearly offset the rise in prices in the
first half of the year.
Average incomes of Russians in the first
half of 2021 amounted to RUB35,200
($475), enough to prepare 111 servings of borscht a month. Of this, 15.2%
went to taxes and other mandatory
payments, as opposed to the first half
of 2020 when 14.8% of income was
spent on taxes. Ten years ago only the
tax and mandatory payments were
only 13-14%, so the tax burden has
increased albeit slowly.
The coronacrisis has eaten into incomes
once again. Average incomes in the
first half of this year were RUB35,200

The US handed down some of the harshest sanctions yet on the Belarusian
government and its leading companies on August 9, the anniversary of the
disputed presidential election that plunged the country into its worst political
crisis since the fall of the Soviet Union. But analysts say the US Treasury
Department Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has pulled its punches
again; while the sanctions will hurt the company’s business badly, it could
have been worse as there is a loophole in the new regulations that will allow
Belaruskali to continue working.
The new OFAC sanctions on Belaruskali prohibit US companies from trading
with the Belarusian company and its affiliates. Belaruskali exports account
for around 20% of Belarus’ entire export revenues and Western Europe is one
of the main customers, although its potash is exported all over the world,
especially to India and China.
The new US sanctions won’t come into effect until December 8 (120 days)
and a special license has been created to cover the interim period to give
companies with contracts with Belaruskali time to settle their affairs. All new
contracts are prohibited.
Potash has already been targeted during the round of EU and US sanctions
imposed this summer following the forced landing of a commercial Ryanair
flight and arrest top opposition blogger Roman Protasevich and his girlfriend
on May 23. However, those sanctions precluded the most widely bought class
of potash that make up 80% of the company's exports. Under the terms of the
new sanctions US companies are precluded from doing any business at all
with Belaruskali.
The White House’s decision immediately made investors nervous, fearing a
spike in potash prices. In 2018 the OFAC imposed similar sanctions on Russian
oligarch Oleg Deripaska and his Rusal aluminum producer that caused chaos
on the international metals market and led to a spike in aluminum prices that
boomeranged back and threatened to undermine the profits of US companies.
Aluminum prices jumped 33% in only 10 days and there was a 7% decrease
in the company’s sales for the full year. According to one report the cost of a
can of Coca-Cola was set to rise by 10 cents as a result. OFAC backed off and
by the end of the year was forced to embarrassingly rescind the sanctions
completely – the only sanctions to be withdrawn since the sanctions regime
was introduced in 2014.
Now investors are worried the same thing will happen again in the fertiliser
markets: Rusal accounted for only 6% of the global market whereas
Belaruskali has a 16% share of the global market. Taking it out of the picture
could potentially have a much larger impact on the price of the widely used
fertiliser.
Potash prices have already been driven higher in recent weeks as sanctions
began to target Belarusian business. Prices were up for the fourth week in a
row and now potash saw the largest month-to-month gain, increasing 10%
from June to an average price of $501/ton.
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($475), but far from all of that could
be spent on food as 15% goes on taxes
and mandatory payments like utilities.
That leaves RUB29,800 of disposable
income, or 84.5 portions of borscht.
On top of that another one and half
portions of borscht is eaten up by
housing and communal services costs
to leave 83 portions after all the
obligatory outgoings.
But this is on average. Social stratification in Russia is large, and 13% of the
population only had enough money for
food, and another 50% only for food and
clothing, Rosstat reports. Money enough
to prepare borscht (with no meat) 83
times a month is enough to keep a family
of four fed, but leave very little over for
anything else.
For families living on the border of
poverty Vedomosti reports they have
an income of RUB13,100 left over
after taxes, utilities and housing costs,
or a mere 48 portions of borscht. By
comparison the average disposable
income of the richest 10% was
RUB96,000 – seven times more than
the bottom 10% and enough for 302
portions of borscht.
The poorest Russians actually spend an
average of RUB4,900 on food per person
per month, or RUB160 ($2.16) per day,
according to Rosstat. This is 20% less
than the food portion of the subsistence
minimum, which recommends eating
200 grams of meat per day, and half of
what is needed for the borsch set, which
doesn't include meat.
“In 2019, a tenth of Russians could not
afford meat at least once every two
days,” says Vasily Anikin, a leading
researcher at the Federal Research Sociological Center of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, as cited by Vedomosti.
Regional differences
The borscht index also reveals big
differences between regions. The
gap between richest and poorest
regions according to the index is
4.6 times in 2021.
The regions where incomes allow
residents to cook the most borscht
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a month were in the oil and gas-rich
regions (Yamalo-Nenets and Nenets
Autonomous Okrug – 230 and 204
dishes, respectively), as well as
Moscow (179).
The poorest ten regions include Tuva on
the Mongolian border (50), Ingushetia in
the Caucuses (56), Kalmykia in the centre
(59) but also other national republics,
such as Kurgan Oblast (64) and Crimea
(65), where salaries are very low.
The dynamic changes in the index this
year also varies by region. In 64 regions
of Russia, the indicator fell in the first
half of 2021 compared to the first half
of 2020 by an average of 4%. The most
exaggerated changes were in those
regions where the incomes of citizens
were simultaneously declining while
prices were rising, which happened in
Sevastopol in the Crimea.
A borscht set in Moscow in July was
RUB307, which is 16% less than the
average RUB368 calculated by Rosstat
on August 2.
The borscht set is also distorted by
buying not the cheapest options but
going for quality products. Rosstat
explains discrepancies between its
published numbers and the prices in
the market that when calculating

carrots in the capital had doubled from
January and the essential red beets
that gives borscht its colour cost 3.5
times more.
The vegetable harvest has been badly
affected by this year’s extreme weather
conditions. “Usually the harvest comes
from July, and the peak is in September.
But this year is a protracted spring, late
sowing, so everything has shifted by
about a month,” says Sergei Korolev,
ex-chairman of the public council at
the Russian Ministry of Agriculture,
as cited by Vedomosti. “When seasonal
shortages arise, farmers want to
get more margins at each stage and
consistently inflate prices.”
Delivery of goods can be more expensive than their cost at the place of
production, for example, if you bring
vegetables from the south of Russia to
Siberia. In this case, the goods must
not only be stored, but losses must be
anticipated which can double the cost
of vegetables in transit.
"Trading networks, in turn, also put a
high mark-up on the fruit and vegetable
group – 30% [to the producer's price],
or even 50%," Korolev said.
Meat prices also get marked up, especially by retail chains, but by a lesser

“In 2019, a tenth of Russians could not afford
meat at least once every two days”
consumer prices, it takes the most
popular goods, and they are mainly
from the middle and below average
price category.
Buying from one of the many open air
markets or from the burgeoning number
of supermarkets also affects the prices.
The cost of vegetables on the shelves in
stores is two to four times higher than
that of producers, according to Rosstat
data. This excess is usually stable;
nevertheless, by June, prices jumped
and the gap became three to five times
higher. By June, potatoes, cabbage and

extent. “The additional margin of retail
chains is 10%, and for premium meat –
20%,” says the founder of the Veles meat
processing plant, and now a State Duma
deputy, Alexander Iltyakov.
The average trade mark-up for vegetables is on average 16.5%, the press
service of the Ministry of Industry and
Trade reported.
To keep prices down, the government
decided to negotiate with retail chains
to limit premiums and actively subsidise
producers and expand acreage.
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have to be physically involved in any
filming with the actor's participation.
“Willis will not have to come to Russia,”
says Wolfson.
Willis was previously the central focus
of the Trust Bank advertising campaign,
recalls the director of strategy of
the branding agency Depot Farhad
Kuchkarov.

The face of Hollywood actor Bruce Willis is already well known in Russia from previous advertising
campaigns, but now he is back to become the face of top mobile phone company Megafon – except he
won't physically participate in any of the filming for an extensive campaign.

Bruce Willis is back in Russia
in a “deepfake” advertising
campaign for mobile phone
company Megafon

“This advertisement did not go
unnoticed, and many memes were
launched. Bruce then hit the Internet
and there were parodies in KVN. This
definitely increased brand awareness,
gave a high-quality PR effect, as well as
increasing attention to the brand and
conversion,” Kuchkarov told Vedomosti.
The image of Willis from “Die Hard”
symbolises reliability and fairness,
the commercial director of Megafon
believes: “And these are the values
for which, according to our surveys,
the company's subscribers are now
demanding. It will work for an older
audience – people over 35. Those who
are close and familiar with this image
since the release of the Die Hard movie
franchise.”

Cameron Jones in London

H

ollywood actor Bruce Willis’
face is back on the screens in
Russia after he agreed to feature
in the new advertising campaign of
leading Russian mobile phone company
Megafon. However, the actor will
not physically participate in any of
the filming of the extensive planned
campaign, which will be entirely
filmed without him using “deepfake”
technology.
The action star is very popular in Russia
and previously his face was the centre
piece of an advertising campaign by
commercial bank Trust Bank that went
bust in 2017 and was taken over by the
Central Bank of Russia (CBR).
After a four-year break Willis will take
part in the Megafon advertising series,
the company's creative director Alexei
Trotsyuk told Vedomosti on August 17.
The popular actor is sure to catch the
attention of the audience, and the serial

format with an interesting and dynamic
campaign will work to keep their
attention, Trotsyuk believes.
The advertising campaign will be
shown on federal TV channels, as well
as on the Internet, and also be placed
on billboards of outdoor advertising,
according to Vlad Wolfson, the
commercial director of Megafon.
The advertisement for Megafon will
use the image of Willis from his “Die
Hard” series of movies, which has
been recreated using “deepfake” face
generation technology based on neural
network algorithms, says Trotsyuk.
Video production technology has
progressed to the point where it is
possible to create live action images
of stars that are entirely generated by
computer, without the need for the
actual star’s participation at all. They
can in effect licence their faces. The use
of this technology means Willis will not

Gleb Sakhrai, CEO of PRT Edelman
Affiliate, agrees that Willis's image
will work well for an audience of 35+.
According to him, a story will become
truly powerful if it still contains, "an
element of provocation or space for
creating memes," he told Vedomosti.
The “Die Hard” movies remain very
popular in Russia, especially those that
feature Russia. Megafon did not disclose
how much the actor will be paid for the
campaign, but according to Kuchkarov,
it could be from $1mn to $2mn.
To appeal to the younger audience
under 35, Willis will have a partner
in the story – the popular Russian TV
presenter Azamat Musagaliev (who
stars in the Russian programmes
“Once Upon a Time in Russia” show
and “Where is the Logic?” program
on TNT), to attract younger people.
Musagaliev's hero is resourceful.
He will seek to offer our subscribers
different life hacks.”
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The Uzbekneftegaz GTL plant receives its first fuel gas from Uztransgaz JSC's main gas pipeline. Uzbekistan is modernising its natural gas sector alongside
investments into renewables.

Uzbekistan’s energy sector overhaul
Clare Nuttall in Tashkent

U

zbekistan has a fast growing and
increasingly affluent population,
which means energy demand is
already increasing and will grow further
in the coming years. Together with
Tashkent’s participation in the global
effort to fight climate change, this has
prompted the government to draw up
plans to overhaul existing infrastructure,
raise efficiency and encourage
investment into renewables.
“Development of the energy sector is
essential for economic growth,” Deputy
Energy Minister Bekhzot Narmatov said
in an interview with bne IntelliNews
in Tashkent, in which he outlined the
plans for energy sector liberalisation,
infrastructure investments and boosting
efficiency.
The government’s forecast, as set out in
its power sector development concept
for 2020 to 2030 is for the current
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demand of around 68bn kWh to increase
to between 110bn and 115bn by the
end of the decade. “This increase is
because of two factors: the population
is growing and will increase from
34mn today to close to 38mn by 2030,
and consumption per capita, which is
currently below the global average, is
also expected to increase,” Bakhrom
Umarbekov, project manager on
renewables at the energy ministry, told
bne IntelliNews in a separate interview.
Tashkent aims to establish an “open,
liberal and investor friendly energy
market” as the government tries
to “move away from government
regulation in every part of the
economy,” said Narmatov. “We believe
liberalisation will bring the benefits of
ensuring supply of energy resources,
increasing competition and encouraging
private investment into infrastructure,
thus decreasing carbon emissions

because inefficient systems, especially
in gas supplies, cause huge amounts of
methane to be released into the air.”
To enable this to happen, the government
is first investing into backbone infrastructure for both electricity and gas because,
as Narmatov put it, “when you don’t have
the road, you can’t drive the bus”.
On June 15, the energy ministry
outlined its plans to create a wholesale
electricity market by 2025, which again
is intended to improve management and
reduce state ownership.
Investments into power and electricity
infrastructure have accelerated in the
last four years, during which time
investments into electricity infrastructure
amounted to 75% of the total investment
during the independent period, or 2.5
times more than in the previous 26 years,
according to Narmatov.
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Investors target renewables
Uzbekistan has potential for renewable
energy investment especially, given
its sunny climate, for solar power, but
also for wind and hydro energy. “The
government’s strategy is to diversify
power sources and increase power
output by bringing in solar PV and wind,
and replacing old gas turbines that have
low efficiency,” said Umarbekov.
On August 10, the energy ministry
announced plans to increase its 2030
renewables targets. The original concept
note on ensuring electricity supply in
Uzbekistan for 2020-2030, published in
last year, set out plans to develop power
capacity by rebuilding existing power
plants, inviting private power developers
to take part in power sector development
and deepening reforms in the energy
sector. It also said that PV and wind
power will account for a significant share
of generation capacity.
“Despite the COVID-related economic
slowdown of 2020, the demand for
power continued to grow and the
ministry has decided to reconsider its
initial 2030 power capacity targets
by increasing the share of renewables
in the energy mix of Uzbekistan,” the
Energy Ministry said in an emailed
statement on August 10. “Low tariffs,
obtained through the competitive
process in the latest PV tenders have
brought optimism to the Ministry of
Energy on the cost structure of ultimate
tariffs for businesses and households.
Thus, the PV solar plant capacity may
be increased from the current forecast
of 5 GW to 7 GW and wind power
generation from 3 GW to 5 GW.”
Energy Minister Alisher Sultanov said,
as quoted by the ministry statement
that “recent tenders showed some
previously hidden potential in the
renewables sector, and we are confident
that exploiting this potential will be
successful.”
Among the deals signed so far, in 2019,
Uzbekistan picked Masdar Clean Energy
of the United Arab Emirates as the
winner of its first ever competitively
tendered solar power public-private
partnership (PPP) to develop a utility-

scale solar plant located in Navoi Region.
Since then, several other solar and wind
agreements have been signed with
Masdar and other firms.
While Uzbekistan works to boost
renewable generation capacity, most
of the remaining capacity will be from
natural gas, and the old inefficient
gas turbines would be replaced by
combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
power plants that can be ramped up
or down depending on demand and
the amount of energy from renewable
sources entering the grid. By 2030 the
government aims to have a minimum
of 25% of power generation from
renewables, no more than 2-3% coal
and the remainder to be natural gas.
A new culture
But it's not all down to the government
and investors. To stop demand spiralling,
there needs to be a change of culture
to persuade people to start treating
energy as a valuable resource, stressed
Narmatov.
He cited data showing that people in
Uzbekistan are using four times more

“Unfortunately [reducing consumption]
is dependent on the cost [of energy].
When it comes cheap nobody cares;
cheap things are not valued,” he said,
stressing that a change in culture and
attitudes is essential. “Of course it’s
not gong to come easy, but we need to
preserve the environment for future
generations.”
He calculates Uzbekistan could save as
much as 6bn cubic metres of gas a year –
2bn from energy efficient heating through
the country, 3bn from a shift to renewables,
and 1bn from modernising the gas
transmission system and reducing losses.
The government has already introduced
new norms for energy efficiency in housing
that must be met if apartment complex
projects are to get the go ahead.
“I personally believe that energy
efficiency is the key for sustainability in
Uzbekistan,” said Narmatov, who has
redesigned his own house to make it
energy efficient by redoing the insulation
and installing a solar heating system,
and often answers questions about the
technologies he used from interested
passersby. There are also plans to educate

“Despite the COVID-related economic slowdown
of 2020, the demand for power continued to grow
and the ministry has decided to increase the share
of renewables in the energy mix of Uzbekistan”
energy units to heat one cubic metre of
space compared to Europe, where higher
energy prices (unlike the subsidised
prices in Uzbekistan) and environmental
awareness encourage people to conserve
energy in their homes.
Narmatov believes that only removing
subsidies for consumers – while keeping
them in place for socially vulnerable
households – can make people value the
energy they consume. Respect for bread
and other foods is part of Uzbek culture,
where past famines have taught people
to value food highly. By contrast, low
prices have led to lavish use of energy
for heating and lighting.

children about the environment and the
need to conserve energy to create an
attitude shift in the next generation.
The government hopes that as market
liberalisation brings power prices
closer to the market price, individual
homeowners will start to invest into
their own solar installations. Not only
will this reduce their bills for power
and heating, they will also be able to
put excess power back into the grid
once the infrastructure is in place.
The government has set up an energy
efficiency fund that will compensate
30% of the costs for homeowners who
invest into energy efficient technologies.
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Value added gas
When Uzbekistan is able to shift from
natural gas to other forms of generation
and reduce over-consumption and
avoidable losses, this will free up gas
for processing to produce higher value
products.

value chain and create more jobs in the
country, rather than just exporting gas,”
said Narmatov. “We want to make sure
every cubic metre of gas or by-product
is processed because initial estimations
show we can make 10 times more from
processing gas than just selling it.”

“For a long time Uzbekistan was an
exporter of natural gas. We now want
more processing to create a new added

Currently there are over 40 projects in
the pipeline aimed at various types of
processing, among them two methanol

to olefin (MTO) projects. State-owned oil
and gas firm Uzbekneftegaz and South
Africa’s Sasol are due to complete a gas to
liquids (GTL) plant in the fourth quarter
of this year. The plant will process 3.6bn
cubic metres of gas a year to produce diesel, jet fuel and environmentally friendly
synthetic liquid fuels. Most of the production will meet demand within Uzbekistan,
allowing it to cut exports, but any excess
would find a market in the region.

Georgia’s ruling party abandons EU brokered
deal that ended country’s political crisis
Neil Hauer in Yerevan

T

he ruling Georgian Dream party
has annulled its signatory status
to the April 19 EU-brokered
agreement that was introduced to
resolve the six-month political crisis
that paralysed the parliament in
Georgia after the opposition parties
claimed the country’s 2020 general
election was fixed. The deal, signed
after prolonged and painstaking
negotiations initiated by European
Council President Charles Michel, is
meant to lead to large-scale electoral
and judiciary reforms.

parties, the country’s international
partners "do not think it is necessary
to strictly demand from the radical
opposition that they join the agreement
and participate in its implementation".

Georgian Dream chief Irakli Kobakhidze
claimed on July 28 that the agreement
"has completed its mission", while
accusing the opposition parties of nonfulfillment of its provisions.

Threat to boycott local polls
In response to Kobakhidze’s announcement, several opposition lawmakers
suggested they would leave parliament
and boycott the local elections.

“The opposition [United National
Movement, or UNM] party which won
the most opposition seats in parliament
refused to join the agreement and
other opposition parties were
consistently violating the agreement;
the ruling party was the only one
which was fulfilling the agreement,”
Kobakhidze said.

Under the agreement, if Georgian
Dream receives less than 43% of the
vote in the local elections, another
general election should be held.
Kobakhidze said that the governing
party was ready to "show goodwill"
and accept the conduct of repeat
parliamentary elections even if
it received 53% of the vote.

He observed that though it was 100
days since the signing of the agreement
by Georgian Dream and five opposition

"We will do this if the actions of
opposition political parties show that the
political system in the country is ready
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Kobakhidze said that holding the
scheduled October 2 municipal elections
under the EU-mediated agreement
with no signature from UNM "would
be harmful for Georgia’s interests."
"In this situation, there is no alternative to
annulling the agreement," Kobakhidze said.

for an effective coalition governance,"
Kobakhidze said.
He stated that in the short run the
EU-mediated agreement played
a positive role and "forced" the
opposition to suspend its sabotage
against state interests. Georgian Dream
was "particularly thankful to Mr Michel"
for this, he said.
He added that some of the reforms proposed by the agreement have been carried
out, while the remaining reforms would
be implemented in the coming months.
Kobakhidze reiterated that a recent
conclusion of the parliamentary
commission "proved once again" that
there was no fabrication of the results
of the parliamentary elections.
Opposition parties took to the streets
following the elections, stating that
the elections were rigged in Georgian
Dream’s favour. They demanded that
the vote be rerun and boycotted the
parliament when that did not occur.
The UNM has previously said that it
refrained from joining the EU-brokered
deal because "several notes in it were
unacceptable".
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for money,” he added. “They are not
going to fight tooth-and-nail for the
Azerbaijani flag.”
Ilham Huseyn, a columnist for the
opposition newspaper Azadliq, wrote
that sports in Azerbaijan is dependent
on foreigners “just like our economy is
dependent on oil.”
Many pinned the blame on the national
Olympic Committee. The results from
Tokyo show that “we have gone the
wrong way for many years,” sportswriter
Natig Mukhtarli told local outlet
Musavat.com.

Cuban-born Azerbaijani Alfonso Dominguez lost a fight to Cuban boxer Arlen Lopez, but ended up taking
home a bronze medal.

Azerbaijan’s 'foreign' Olympic
team frustrates fans
Heydar Isayev for Eurasianet

A

zerbaijan’s Olympic team did
not receive a welcome-home
ceremony after failing to
secure a gold medal in Tokyo. It was
Azerbaijan’s worst medal placing since
the national team debuted at the 1996
Atlanta Olympics.
The 44-member team brought home
seven medals this year: three silver and
four bronze. By comparison, Azerbaijan’s
56 athletes earned 18 medals in Rio de
Janeiro in 2016.
The team got off to a bad start. On the first
day, eight of 10 contestants lost and left
the tournament. After the judo team won
only one bronze, the trainer was fired and
several players’ salaries were cut.
Five-time world karate champion Rafael
Aghayev was perhaps most expected to
win gold, but he lost in the final to Italy’s
Luigi Busa.

The fact that nearly half the Azerbaijani
team was foreign-born – “nationalised
athletes,” as they’re known locally,
given Azerbaijani passports to compete
for the country – angered fans at
home and abroad. Chingiz Aliyev,
an Azerbaijani who coaches karate
in Russia’s Tuva Republic, told local
outlet Moderator.az that it is “shameful”
to send foreigners to represent the
national team. The athletes hailed
from countries like Cuba, Russia,
and Iran.
“It is obvious that foreigners agree to
represent the country only in return

“For example, a fiasco in judo was
expected. Only dilettantes would have
an inexperienced foreign coach, rather
than trusted local coaches, oversee
a national team,” he said, referring to
the team’s Ukrainian mentor. “After
that, the managers should have been
fired, not the trainers.”
Another sports writer, Joshgun
Eldaroglu, drew attention to lower
government funding. Eldaroglu claimed
that unlike previous years, this time
Azerbaijani athletes were not promised
big financial incentives, “which, for
example, were a hundred thousand
manats [$95,000 at the time] during
the 2015 European Games held in
Baku,” he told Radio Azadliq.
In the past, the Azerbaijani government
used sports as a national rallying cry.
But in the aftermath of the victory in
the second Nagorno-Karabakh war last
year, Eldaroglu believes, sport has been
pushed into the shadows by the nation’s
image makers.

Heydar Isayev is a journalist from Baku.
This article originally appeared on
Eurasianet.

“It is obvious that foreigners agree to represent
the country only in return for money”
www.bne.eu
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US president Joe Biden pulled out of Afghanistan to fully focus on his rivalry with China, but the pull out was too fast and ended in a debacle that will undermine
his support in the wider showdown with Beijng.

US pulls out of Afghanistan to focus on
China problem, but that is harder now
Tim Ash
of BlueBay Asset Management in London

I

trade, IP, Cyber, Taiwan, HK, Xighurs. And it is really hard to
see where there could be a deal. The Biden guys really do see
it as a fight for survival with China.

First, the fact the Biden administration pulled the plug on
allies and friends in Afghanistan, and against the advice of
allies in NATO, just affirms its all encompassing focus on
China, in foreign policy.

Second, while the domestic political consequences of this for
Biden might be limited, as polls show 70% supportive of the
Afghan troop withdrawal, make no mistakes this is a huge
foreign policy defeat for the US.

I think there was a perception that under Biden, there would
be a softer stance there than under US president Donald
Trump. Actually Trump was never ideological on China, he
was always willing to cut a deal, the best deal ever, but Biden
is ideological. His team have a huge issue with China – human
rights, threat to US hegemony, etc. It means more tensions,
risks around the US – China relationship, whether around

The phased withdrawal was one thing, but the chaos of
the departure, and the subsequent collapse of the Ghani
administration is on Biden’s watch. I know Biden said all US
troops out by September 11 (with the ground work laid by
Trump), but I think rather like Trump and Syria and Iraq, the
assumption was that some minimal level of US troops would
remain in small scale for training and logistics to support

held back from commenting as did not want to get pulled
into the 24 hour news cycle, but herein are a few thoughts
given it was raised in the mainstream media.
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NATO allies and the Afghan army, to at least hold the line
with the Taliban.
The fact that the US pulled air and logistical support for
the Afghan army was the straw that broke the camel's back.
Just think that the US only had 3,000 military personnel in

“I don’t think many people actually
thought the US would go to zero on
September 11, which seems to be
the reality. That has been the shock,
and caused the chaos”
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Does it mean the Biden administration will want to exert
itself elsewhere to show it is tough? I would watch China
and perhaps Russia – albeit note there that the NS2 climb
down and the Geneva summit suggested that Biden does
not want difficult relations with Putin because it wanted
to focus on China. The other way to look at this is will
US adversaries see this is an opportunity to go on the
offensive, knowing that the US is weak, indecisive and
unwilling to act in defence of allies. Watch there perhaps
Putin in Ukraine, etc.
Third, hard not to see the pull-out as increasing risks of larger
migrant flows, and terrorism. Likely that means multiples
more migrants from Afghanistan, with a population of 30m.
That means problems for the likes of Turkey, Europe, maybe
North Africa.
What happens if there is another big terror attack, coming
out of Afghanistan? How will US policy react then?

the country, which compares with the 30,000 in South
Korea, and the bang for buck there in terms of holding up
the country, countering Islamist terrorism was huge.
The US foreign policy and defence establishment is pretty
much united that this is a really dumb move – most DC
friends in the Biden team I talk to are in total shock and lock
down – one State Department DAS expressing her shock on
Twitter before deleting the post. The US had got to a position
in Afghanistan which was pretty sustainable at a relatively
modest cost – few US guys were dying, similar in many
respects to the casualties for example in the Sahel or East
Africa, doing similar operations.
I don’t think many people actually thought the US would go to
zero on September 11, which seems to be the reality. That has
been the shock, and caused the chaos.
The widespread perception is that the US has shown, again, it
is not a reliable partner or ally – and coming back of the Biden
team decision to screw the Ukrainians on Nord Stream 2.
The US wants allies to back it in the bigger battle with China,
or perhaps Russia, but why should they? If the Biden team
want to convince people that the US is back, they have now
made that task much harder.
Remember here that most NATO allies – Germany, the UK,
France, Turkey – are incredulous over this move. They were ok
with their existing commitments in Afghanistan and saw them
as sustainable when set against the risks from terrorism and
migration coming out of Afghanistan.
Question what this now means going forward – what about
other places which depend on the US – Iraq, Ukraine, Baltic
states. On the latter Baltic leaders must be asking whether
the US/NATO will come to their defence if attacked by Russia
(Article 5 trigger), which is a pretty incredible turnaround.

Fourth, likely increases the geopolitical importance and
influence of neighbouring states – Pakistan, Uzbekistan
and Tajikistan, in particular. The US will need bases from
which to launch attacks on terrorists still operating out of
Afghanistan, and I guess Pakistan is still important therein.
It’s still a conduit for US – Taliban talks, even though the
US feels aggrieved that often it was pulling the other way
in terms of its approach towards Afghanistan.
Pakistan always disliked the Western involvement in
Afghanistan as they saw it as opening the way for Indian
influence, and I guess with the Taliban back that channel
will be closed. China will have decent relations with the new

“The fact that the US withdrawal
opens the way for China, is another
reason making the US pullout that
much more difficult to understand”
Taliban, through Pakistan, and we might see investment
therein in the energy sector, in particular.
The fact that the US withdrawal opens the way for China,
is another reason making the US pullout that much more
difficult to understand.
Note Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan secured
leverage from Biden by agreeing to do security for the
US at Kabul airport – guess they don’t need that now.
So does this mean Biden can go back to being tough
on Erdogan?
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COMMENT:

Duma Elections 2021:
Russia’s Communist
Party looks interesting
again
James C Pearce in Moscow

R

ussia’s Communist Party (KPRF) occasionally takes
its role as the main opposition party seriously. Its MPs
voted against the constitutional amendments in 2020.
They also came out against proposed changes to the pension
laws and also opposed a law that would give former presidents
legal immunity.
Sometimes the Kremlin returns the favour. The Kremlin is
known to pressurise KPRF leadership when its membership
gets a little rowdy. It also created the party ‘A Just Russia’ to
attract other left-leaning voters away from the KPRF, lest it
actually became attractive to voters, or indeed decided to be a
full-time opposition party. This was confirmed again recently
when former presidential candidate and member of Moscow’s
Duma, Pavel Grudinin was barred from competing in 2021
elections for having foreign assets.
Truth be told, the KPRF is the only party that has ever come
anywhere close to a real opposition party. Unlike most parties,
systematic or liberal, it has a longstanding history pre-dating
the Russian Federation. It has achievements to take ownership
of and a dark past to overcome. Even in the most democratic
of countries, it requires seismic changes for a new or smaller
party to emerge as genuine contenders for government. Even
then, timing is everything.
Although since the mid-late nineties the KPRF has never looked
like winning, it has attracted new voters recently. In 2018,
Grudinin increased the KPRF vote share. Much of this was in
the Far East and Siberia, where the party even won a surprise
gubernatorial election. A slither of those voters were tactical
liberals, like in the Moscow Duma elections 2019, but they were
also the young. Recent research also shows that the KPRF’s
YouTube channel attracted the third highest traffic in the 2018
election, behind only Alexei Navalny and pro-Kremlin channels.
As bne IntelliNews contributor Mark Galeotti recently noted,
the KPRF has done its job in the systematic opposition rather
successfully the last twenty years. It soaked up older voters
still nostalgic for the USSR as well as general leftist voters.
They stood behind red banners, Stalin billboards and laid
carnations at the Mausoleum, regurgitating the same talking
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Russia's Communist party is the only true opposition party in Russia with any
hope of effectively opposing the ruling United Russia party, but so far it has
been unwilling to rock the boat.

points – pensions, the Great Patriotic War and education. All,
it must be said, are popular topics among ordinary Russians.
The KPRF also steered clear of United Russia’s (UR) core voters
– government employees and public sector workers, and those
living in small one company towns.
Now UR sits at 25% in the polls. The KPRF are at 10%, which
would be enough to deny UR its super-majority. Some of those
younger communists have ties to Alexei Navalny. In Moscow
and Kazan, and Khabarovsk in 2020, communist lawmakers
were among those arrested. This upcoming generation has
no memory of Soviet socialism. The 1990s for many is also

“Truth be told, the KPRF is the only
party that has ever come anywhere
close to a real opposition party.
Unlike most parties, systematic or
liberal, it has a longstanding history
pre-dating the Russian Federation”
a distant memory and the economic woes of today pale in
comparison to 1998, 1993, perestroika or even the 1950s. They
do, however, reflect much bigger trends among Russia’s youth.
In one survey of Russian youths’ political views, social
democracy was the favoured political ideology (28%); those
identifying as ‘Russian nationalists’ came in second (19%),
followed by communists (11%) and liberals (12%). Moreover,
research carried out by CEPA also revealed that the young
were much less paternalistic, civic engagement was low, and
had lower expectations of support from the state (CEPA,
2020). Only 27% of younger respondents said that they could
not live without state support, opposed to 70% among older
age groups. Support for Putin was also dropping, which can
be put down to wider sources of information, openness to the
world and knowledge of foreign languages.
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The long decline in living standards and an increase in the
retirement age is manifesting far quicker in the young than
in the older generations. Andrei Kolesnikov told Vedomosti
that today’s state capitalism is viewed as unfair, be it wealth
distribution, access to resources or justice. Their lives are less
settled than the elder generations, many of whom inherited
flats and property from the Soviet collapse.
On paper, at least, the KPRF has fertile grounds for cross-over
appeal. Yet unlike other communist parties in the former Soviet
bloc, the KPRF never moved away from its Soviet legacy. Those
parties rebranded as ‘social democrats’ either by name change
or assuming softer leftist policies; the KPRF did neither. In so
doing it failed to respond genuinely to Russian’s social and
economic injustices. All it did was mobilize its core voting bloc.
The destruction of Navalny’s political organisation and liberal
schism aids the party somewhat, as well. With no genuine
opposition or even social-democratic party to challenge them,
systemic or otherwise, those voters either stay home through
disillusionment, split their votes across the liberal opposition,
or vote KPRF tactically.
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The KPRF has an opportunity to redefine itself from this
election onwards. It’s not exactly a now or never moment,
but to morph into genuine opposition Russians might
consider voting for, it needs to start offering those younger
voters something they yearn for. If it doesn’t, they will just
as quickly look elsewhere. Despite increasing its overall vote
share in 2018, it still fell in 18 regions – including Zyuganov’s
home region.
Once the younger more energetic wing of the party
outnumbers the party elite accustomed to a certain lifestyle
in the ‘fake opposition’, Zyuganov and others will have an
unenviable decision to make. It won’t come before the Duma
elections; there is simply too much to be done. There is also no
guarantee Zyuganov, or others, will move the party in a new
direction. He was very critical of Mikhail Gorbachev’s reforms
and is no fan of Navalny. Street protests have been petitioned
by the KPRF, though these likely won’t turn out numbers
beyond the party faithful.
Don’t expect much, but there is wind in the red sails. The party
is more interesting than it has been for years.

HESS: Europe goes
sectoral on Belarus

Maximilian Hess head of political risk at
Hawthorn Advisors in London

Sectoral sanctions are arguably the most significant innovation in the sanctions
tool box, but the financial sanctions imposed on Minsk by Brussels are
probably the most painful.

Sectoral sanctions have arguably been the most significant
innovation in the sanctions tool box over the last decade.
Despite reticence over Russia, Brussels now leads the way on
expanding their use beyond the Ukrainian conflict, targeting
Belarus in response to its plane-jacking abduction of a dissident
journalist. That may reshape the strategic landscape for
Russian-EU competition.

intention of stepping back. Recently he has openly threatened
to foment a new EU migration crisis and paraded journalist
Roman Protasevich, whose abduction from an intra-EU flight
after Lukashenko forced it down with an invented terror threat
pushed relations to a new nadir, in front of cameras with
apparent signs of torture.

B

The EU has not taken these affronts on its eastern front
quietly, in contrast to its normal ham-handed response to
human rights violations and democratic dubiousness in
neighbouring Russia or further afield, typically limited by its
internal divisions.

elarus and the European Union have fallen out – Minsk
put the final nail in their tenuous relationship by
withdrawing from the Eastern Partnership initiative
and expelling its Ambassador at the end of June. Belarusian
President Alexander Lukashenko – ‘re-elected’ in an extremely
dubious vote last year that prompted mass protests and set off
the latest chill in EU-Belarusian relations – appears to have no

Following the imposition of a host of new sanctions measures
on the Belarusian government and related entities on June 24,
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Brussels now has a more wide-reaching sanctions programme
on Belarus than Washington or London. The same cannot be
said for any other sanctions programme.
Brussels had already taken a number of steps to push for
change in Belarus in response to last year’s elections and
Protasevich’s abduction and related plane-jacking, including
blacklisting a host of businessmen and Belarusian state
companies just days before. What makes the 24 June sanctions
package so notable is not just its ban on EU imports of
Belarusian oil products (Article 1h), or even ban on potash
sales, though these are Belarus’ key foreign exchange earners.
(It should be noted that while Article 2G holds that "the
purchase, import, or transfer of potassium chloride ["potash"]
products shall be prohibited,” subsequent analysis has shown
that much of Belarus’ potash export will be exempted.)
Instead, by far the most notable aspect of the sanctions
package is found in Articles 2h and 2i, which bar the issuance
of, and dealing in, new loans, credits and securities with a
maturity of over 90 days for the Belarusian government and
for bodies in which it has majority control. Significant forms
of insurance cover are also banned, as are European loans via
the EBRD, and EU members are also due to vote against such
credits from other multilateral official lenders.
Such sanctions are not wholly new, although it is the first time
that the EU has unilaterally imposed them. Similar measures
sit at the core of the Western response to Moscow’s 2014
invasion and annexation of Crimea.
Unlike traditional sanctions such as the US’ ‘specifically
designated nationals’ (SDN) list – which bar those so listed
from the US financial system without reservation – the
sectoral sanctions are tailored, only restricting certain
activities. Proponents of their effectiveness argue they reflect a
more deliberate circumspect and approach. They have largely
since been referred to as ‘sectoral sanctions,’ derived from the
US’ sectoral sanctions identification (SSI) list, though other
sectoral sanctions on Russia also include limits on dual-use
technology exports and technology for deep offshore and
shale drilling. But it is these debt financing sanctions that have
helped to make US-Russian competition in capital markets a
key battleground in third countries, as well as in re-shaping
Russia's fiscal posture and strategy.
While Europe has imposed such measures on a handful of
Russian companies, Washington’s SII list is broader, and
notably includes Rosneft (Gazprom is also included, but
only subject to SSI directive 4, which does not include debt
financing restrictions) unlike the EU programme. These
sanctions, and the threat of more, have seen Russia’s state
energy giants' borrowing from Western banks significantly
curtailed, and have forced Rosneft out of the key eurobond
market. Gazprom, on the other hand, has continued to sell
its eurobonds with considerable ease, even at moments of
heightened Western-Russian tensions.
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London and Washington have not imposed such measures
on Belarus (though they have imposed blacklist sanctions)
as of the time of writing. Until last year’s election, Belarus’
integration with Western capital markets – which picked up
just as Russia was retreating from them after Crimea – reached
another milestone. Minsk moved last June from listing its
sovereign eurobonds in Ireland to the more prestigious
London Stock Exchange, which hailed the move last June
when Belarus became one of the first emerging market
countries to return to international capital markets following
the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
That sale may have marked Minsk’s final turn of tapping
Western capital markets in such a manner for the foreseeable
future. Lukashenko quickly turned back to Moscow following
the crisis in Belarus-EU relations resulting from the sham
August 2020 election, borrowing $1.5bn from the Kremlin,
largely to refinance existing debts, a prospect that had looked
dubious just months earlier, with Lukashenko accusing the
Kremlin of threatening to interfere in Belarusian politics. He
not only arrested a key opposition candidate who previously
headed a Russian-owned bank, but publicly shamed the
Kremlin over the surprise appearance of a host of Wagner
mercenaries in Minsk. The mercenaries detained were quietly
freed days after the vote and Belarusian media has wholly
avoided the story since, and Lukashenko has once again been
keen to publicly promote his friendship with Russian President
Vladimir Putin, even as Putin again renews talk of the ‘union
state’ that threatens to sap Belarus of its sovereignty.
Lukashenko's dictatorial and regressive tendencies aside, one
would be remiss not to acknowledge that he has deftly balanced
Belarus between Russia and the West over his almost 27 years
in office. He has done so largely by playing them off against one
another, and to play peacemaker when needed, for example
hosting the Russian-Ukrainian talks in 2014 that resulted in
the Minsk Accords. Despite the complete failure of the political
package and ceasefire they were meant to usher in, nearly all
Western sanctions on Belarus were lifted thereafter.
Brussels’ latest sanctions actions will likely preclude
Lukashenko from again swinging his pendulum away from
Moscow and towards Brussels. While the Biden Administration
may not impose its own debt financing sanctions on Minsk,
Secretary of State Anthony Blinken has publicly embraced
Western unity on sanctions policy and Washington would
likely oppose any attempts to raise a Belarusian loan in the
US. While questions remain about the UK approach, European
banks would likely have to be involved, which would remain
subject to the EU bans despite Brexit.
Brussels appears to have calculated this move, aware of the
ramifications of debt-financing sanctions and geo-economic
competition between Russia and the West that Venezuela,
Ukraine and Mozambique have witnessed in recent years.
Lest there be any doubt, it is also worth noting that Brussels
sanctioned Russian businessman Mikhail Gutseriev, who has
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built an extensive business relationship with the Lukashenko
regime in recent years. He had not been sanctioned therefore
by either Washington or the EU despite being one of the few
businessmen to return to Russia with sizable investments after
Russia’s 2014 economic crisis.
The sanctions may already be having a limited effect. Protasevich
was moved to house arrest just a day after they were announced.
Some have used this to call for further action. Yet it is worth
acknowledging that the strategic landscape has likely been recast.
As long as the sanctions remain, Lukashenko will only find funds
– and friends – in Russia, and potentially China.
The European Union’s institution of debt financing sanctions
on Minsk is a sign that it is no longer willing to partner in
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Lukashenko’s cross-European geopolitical dance, switching
partners when he has the most to gain.
Belarus is now largely isolated and the EU is now the leading
Western party enforcing such an isolation. Both moves may
not have a drastic initial impact but carry the potential to
reshape Europe’s geopolitical chessboard significantly over the
medium term.

Maximilian Hess is head of political risk at Hawthorn Advisors in
London. He also serves as a fellow at the Foreign Policy Research
Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Follow him on twitter at
@zakavkaza

VISEGRAD BLOG:

The EU finally gets
tough with Hungary
and Poland

Robert Anderson in Prague

E

ver since Viktor Orban, Hungary’s radical rightwing
leader, seized power in 2010 and began to consolidate
his regime, the European Commission has not known
how to handle him, particularly when he was joined in the
bad boy corner by Poland’s Jaroslaw Kaczynski in 2015.
The EU had never had to deal with a state that was trashing EU
values, and there were no effective tools for forcing it to behave.
But now there are signs the Commission has finally found
the political will – and the tools – to punish and perhaps stop
Hungary and Poland’s slide into authoritarianism.
Over the past decade Orban has been able to thumb his nose at
the Commission largely because he was defended by Germany
and other states led by fellow members of the European People’s
Party (EPP) grouping. Rightwing German politicians, especially
from Bavaria’s CSU, had forged close links with the up and
coming Fidesz politician soon after the collapse of Communism,
and Bavarian-based carmakers Daimler and Audi made the lowtax country their main base in Central Europe.
At first, Orban’s democratic depredations during his previous
term in 1998-2002 were quickly forgotten, and he was given the

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki (left), PiS leader Jaroslaw
Kaczynski, and Hungarian strongman Viktor Orban (right).

benefit of the doubt after the chaotic collapse of the previous
Socialist-led government during the global financial crisis.
Eventually, the EU woke up to the threat he posed, and there
are currently some 60 active infringement proceedings against
his government’s breaches of EU law.
Yet Orban is a past master of evading punishment. Typically,
he fights back by pointing out some superficially similar
policy in a Western European state, ignoring the fact that
when enacted in the Hungarian context of already weakened
democratic checks and balances, the policy has a very
different impact.
Often he would perform what he himself called a ‘peacock
dance’, putting forward an extreme proposal and then
eventually backing down, either in a cosmetic way or when
the policy had already served its purpose, enabling him to
achieve what he intended all along, such as the expulsion of
the Central European University (CEU) from Budapest.
In this way, he was able to nibble away at democratic
safeguards and human rights, without appearing to mount
a frontal attack on the fundamental values of the Union.
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Defending each other's backs
The Commission did not dare to use its nuclear weapon of using
Article 7 to suspend Hungary’s rights as a member of the EU,
and this option became completely unusable when Kaczynski
returned to power as Poland’s de facto ruler in 2015.
Article 7 proceedings, where there is a “clear risk” of the state
breaching the bloc’s “fundamental values”, require unanimity
among EU members and after 2015 Hungary and Poland could
defend each other’s backs. Both Hungary and Poland have
finally been put under the Article 7 procedure but no-one
expects this to go anywhere.
Poland’s takeover by the Law and Justice (PiS) party drew
fire away from Hungary because Kaczynski has been clumsier
about breaching EU rules. Poland now has racked up some 85
active infringement proceedings since PiS returned to power.
PiS does not enjoy Orban’s constitutional majority in the
lower house and has also faced a hostile Senate. Therefore
to consolidate its power it often had to bend Poland’s
constitution, rather than simply pass a constitutional
amendment, leaving it open to legal appeals. This explains
the importance PiS has placed on neutering the country’s
judiciary, which in turn has become a red flag for Brussels.
The Commission has now demanded Poland suspend the
Supreme Court's new disciplinary chamber by mid August.
PiS also lacked the protection of the EPP, as it was also only
a member of the European Conservatives and Reformists
(ECR) grouping in the EU, a shunned rabble of far right and
eurosceptic parties, of which it formed by far the largest
contingent.
Poland gave Orban extra heft in European politics. With Poland’s
backing, Orban was able to weaponise the Central European
Visegrad Group and mount a direct challenge to EU values. His
once ludicrous claims to represent a new national conservative
force that would overthrow the bankrupt liberal Western
European elite began to be almost credible with the rise of Matteo
Salvini’s Lega in Italy and the renewed threat from Marine
Le Pen’s National Rally (formerly Front National) in France.
But Europe’s radical right was put back on the defensive
when it failed to make a much anticipated breakthrough at
the 2019 European Parliamentary Elections. Janez Jansa’s
return to power in Slovenia in March 2020 is the populist
right’s only clear national victory in Europe since then, and
this is balanced by Boyko Borissov’s defeat at the April 2021
Bulgarian general election.
The pandemic has enabled many European governments to
demonstrate the state’s effectiveness, and shown that the
radical right wing has little constructive to say on what is
Europe’s biggest current challenge. Poland and Hungary have
been among the bloc’s worst performers in terms of infections
and deaths.
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Looking more widely, Brexit removed both a traditional
rightwing ally (and fellow ECR member) in the shape of the
British Conservatives, and posted a warning of the cost of
leaving the EU. At the same time, the defeat of US President
Donald Trump has created an impression that rightwing
populism’s moment may have come and gone.
Given their failures in the pandemic and their length of time in
office, Orban and Kaczynski now both face a serious challenge
to retain power at their next general elections, in 2022 and
2023 respectively. In Hungary the opposition has formed a
broad coalition, while in Poland former premier Donald Tusk
has returned to reinvigorate the Civic Platform party (though
if this works, it may also paradoxically stymie attempts to
bring the opposition together).
Neighbouring Slovakia, which threw out the populist leftwing
Smer party after two terms of office in 2020, shows that new
party formations together with civic protests can bring about
swift political transformation.
Removing Orban's 'protection'
The events of the past two years, together with Orban’s
increasingly arrogant attacks on the EU, seem to have finally
given the bloc the self-confidence to confront his hybrid
regime, one that would never have passed muster as a EU
candidate country if it were to apply to join today.
The first key step was Fidesz’s expulsion from the EPP, which he
pre-empted by quitting the grouping in a tantrum in March 2021.
Fidesz is now homeless. This has removed the last vestige of
Orban’s political ‘protection’. He is now casting around for
potential allies in the European Parliament, and has typically

“The Polish judgment says: we do
not respect that European law has
precedence and we do not care
what European courts say about
our checks and balances”
grandiose plans to create a broad rightwing group with Salvini
or Kaczynski, though the rival nationalist leaders are currently
struggling to come to a deal.
The second sign that the EU is getting real was the way it
attached the new rule of law mechanism to the 2021-27
budget deal and the Recovery Fund in November 2021. This
should enable the Commission to claw back funding from the
two states if they degrade the rule of law sufficiently to imperil
the use of EU money.
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The flow of EU money has been vital for the consolidation of
both radical rightwing governments, despite their constant
railing against Brussels, and if it were interrupted this would
imperil their re-election hopes. It is important to note, however,
that the mechanism will only apply to new rule of law cases.
Both Poland and Hungary are currently challenging the
mechanism at the European Court of Justice (ECJ) but this is
regarded as merely a time-wasting exercise, with Orban just
hoping to delay its implementation until after next spring’s
general election.
Vera Jourova, Commission Vice-President for Values and
Transparency, told a CEU online debate earlier this year that
the European Commission hopes to use the new rule of law
conditionality tool this year to contain the erosion of democracy
in Hungary and Poland. She said that the EU relied on mutual
trust but that “this trust has been shattered” and some courts
in the bloc no longer trusted decisions made in states where
democracy and the rule of law had come into question.
The third sign of the EU’s new ‘get tough’ policy is the annual
Rule of Law reports, which were launched last year but have
now become much more incisive. Last week’s reports on
Poland and Hungary show there is enough evidence on both
countries to activate the mechanism because their degraded
rule of law threatens the proper use of EU funds.
The report bore out widespread evidence that Hungary is now
a kleptocracy in which Fidesz uses EU money to enrich its
allies and keep itself in power. There is no transparency about
this spending, and no proper investigation of the widespread
frauds. "Risks of clientelism, favouritism and nepotism in
high-level public administration as well as risks arising from
the link between businesses and political actors remain
unaddressed," says the report summary.
Meanwhile, Poland’s report highlighted how PiS is already in
several infringement proceedings for damaging the independence
of the judiciary, casting doubt on the fairness of any court process,
a vital requirement for ensuring the proper use of EU funds.
The final piece of evidence which gives encouragement to the
idea that the Commission will really stand firm this time is the
scrutiny it is giving to Poland and Hungary’s Recovery Plans.
The Commission has issued stiff demands before it approves
the plans, in a kind of practice run for when the rule of law
mechanism enters into force. Both plans represent significant
sums of money – grants of €7.2bn for Hungary and €24bn for
Poland – so delays in paying them out will hurt.
Hungary’s plan has been sent back once and EU Justice
Commissioner Didier Reynders said last week that the
Commission won’t approve Hungary’s plan until it carries
out judicial reform and guarantees that corruption cases
are investigated. The Commission has pencilled in the end
of September for the new deadline for approving Hungary’s
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plan; Poland’s deadline has already been put back to the end
of August.
Orban, of course, has insisted that he will start paying out the
Recovery Fund money anyway. He blames the delay on the
quite separate issue of his new law banning teaching about
homosexuality in schools.
"Legal Polexit"
The Polish government has been less outspoken about the
Recovery Fund because of the much more urgent issue of
judicial independence, which is likely to come to a head in
the next few weeks and will give an indication how firm the
Commission is going to be on the whole rule of law dossier.
The Commission has issued an ultimatum that Poland must
comply with an ECJ ruling from last week that found Warsaw’s
disciplinary procedures for judges violate European law by
damaging judicial independence. Poland must implement
the decision and suspend the operations of its Disciplinary
Chamber of the Supreme Court by August 16.
However, the Polish Constitutional Tribunal, which has
been packed with PiS nominees, ruled on July 14 that the
preliminary measures imposed by the ECJ were not in
accordance with the Polish Constitution.
The Constitutional Tribunal is also scheduled to continue
hearings on August 31 in a case – initiated by Prime Minister
Mateusz Morawiecki – on whether the Polish Constitution takes
precedence over EU law. The government has now doubled
down by asking the Tribunal to examine whether a judgement
of the European Court of Human Rights against the judicial
disciplinary procedures violates the Polish constitution.
To some observers the aggressive Polish government tactics
represent a clear danger of a “legal Polexit”.
“The Polish judgment says: we do not respect that European law
has precedence and we do not care what European courts say about
our checks and balances. Authorities with that approach are not
functioning properly as partners in spending EU funds,” Michael
Meyer-Resende and Jakub Jaraczewski of Democracy Reporting
International wrote in an op-ed for EU Observer on July 21.
The Commission now has the tools and the evidence to
confront Poland and Hungary; the question therefore is
whether it will stand firm this time.
There is a growing coalition in favour of strong action. Four
countries, all net contributors – the Netherlands, Denmark,
Sweden and Finland – are demanding guarantees that their
contributions to the two miscreants will not be misspent. The
European Parliament has called on the Commission to use the
rule of law mechanism already, even before the ECJ approves
its legality. Several Commissioners – notably Jourova – have
been much more confrontational than expected.
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Russia Watcom shopping index (Moscow)
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Watcom Shopping index overtakes 2020 level of activity as retail
recovers on rising incomes
The Watcom Shopping index that measures foot traffic in Moscow’s
leading malls in real time, overtook the 2020 level of activity in week 30
of this year as the retail business recovers on the back of the post-crisis
economic growth and rising real income that have gone back in the
black of the first time in seven years. The Watcom index reached a value
of 427 in week 31 (August 2-8) that was 3.8% more than the foot traffic
in the same week in 2020 of 412.

Source: Watcom

Ukraine inflation y/y%

Foot traffic in the top malls that are frequented by Moscow’s affluent
middle class plunged last year after the lockdowns were imposed by
Moscow mayor Sergei Sobyanin in April as the epidemic exploded in
Russia. However, once the restrictions were removed at the end of the
summer foot traffic rapidly made back almost all the ground lost.

Ukrainian inflation back into double digits as rate hits 10.2% in July y/y
Ukraine’s inflation exceeded double digits for the first time since
November 2018 rising to 10.2%, according to Ukrstat, as the central
bank prepares for another interest rate hike in September.
The National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) has hiked interest rates in March
(50bp) and April (100bp) but argued that pressures were receding and
left them flat in June. But as inflation continues to climb the NBU hiked
aggressively in August adding another full percentage point to the rate.

Source: UAH

Poland GDP growth, seasonally adjusted y/y change in %

Poland’s GDP soars 10.7% y/y in Q2 after pandemic recession
Polish GDP ballooned a seasonally adjusted 10.7% y/y in the second
quarter after retreating 1.3% y/y in the preceding three months, the
Central Statistical Office (GUS) said in a flash estimate on August 13.

Source: GUS, World Bank

The all-time high flash reading sees off Poland’s COVID-19 (coronavirus)
induced recession for good, even if the steep gain was predictable,
as measured against the recession’s worst point in the second quarter
of 2020.

Georgia: Banking System's Profit and Losses (GEL mn, monthly)

Georgia’s banks boast biggest profits ever in June
The aggregated net profit of Georgia's banks more than doubled in June
compared to the same month last year, to Georgian lari (GEL) 295mn
($92mn) - it amounted to the biggest profit ever recorded by the banks
in the country’s history.
In the second quarter of the year, the profit was GEL648mn (over
$200mn), 140% up y/y, and in the ytd period of January-June the
aggregated profits exceeded GEL1bn (over $300mn) - compared to
GEL477bn losses in the first half of last year when the Georgian banks
set aside GEL1.2bn in provisions for potential asset losses as a result
of the crisis that was emerging.
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Bank stocks drive Warsaw Stock Exchange’s
main index to all-time high
bne IntelliNews
Rallying stocks of Polish banks drove
the main index of the Warsaw Stock
Exchange, the WIG, up 0.15% to an alltime high of 68,487.65 points on August 9.
The WIG thus climbed to its highest level in
history for the fourth session day in a row.
The bourse’s separate banking index,
WIG-Banki, gained 2.25% to 7,052.6
points, the highest level in over a
month. Investors rallied to buy banking
shares on the back of lenders’ good
results in the second quarter.

The WIG-20 growth leaders were
Poland’s two largest banks – both also
controlled by the state – PKO BP and
Pekao. PKO BP’s stock grew 2.15% to
PLN39.68 (€8.69) while Pekao gained
3% to PLN102.45. The two banks
also led the day’s trading in terms of
turnover.
PKO BP is presenting its Q2 report
on August 12 with expectations that,
similarly to other lenders, it will show
good results.

Throughout August so far, major banks
ING BSK, Pekao, and Alior all posted
positive second-quarter results with
profits soaring and impairment in steep
decline.
Polish banks are seen servicing a
credit boom, fuelled by post-pandemic
consumer optimism and firms
resuming investment. Poland’s ultralow interest rates are also conducive to
increased lending.
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